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PR&FACE 
The Georgia Railroad strike of 1909 found Its participants in a 
period of unsettled values and directions. It was fought out against 
an agricultural backdrop in which aany Georgians still remembered the 
sacrifice of the war years, hitter Reconstruction, and the glorifica¬ 
tion of the Lost Cause. Nevertheless, the strike possessed all the ani¬ 
mosities of twentieth century industrial strife. The struggle during 
the spring of 1909 warned. Southerners that the future years of indus¬ 
trial growth necessary for the development of a New South might not he 
the smooth, progressive, uplifting transition envisioned by some South- 
em leaders. The union's attempt to use race as a rallying cry for its 
cause was a desperate move to capitalize on political and social segre¬ 
gation for its own interests. The failure of the brotherhood to win a 
clear victory in 1909 was an indication that Southern business interests, 
while openly endorsing racial disfranchisement and social inferiority 
for blacks, would not allow white unions to use race as a weapon to 
ttreak their hold on the region's unorganized and unskilled workers. 
Unfortunately, story of the Georgia Railroad strike of 1909 
remains incompletei in that sense it is not unlike all written history. 
Few records are extant which reflect the black firenan's reaction to the 
walkout. An inquiry into the availability and extent of railroad records 
remains unanswered. The testimony of railroad officials and their pub¬ 
lic statements, however, adequately reflects the railroad's attitude to¬ 
ward its laborers, black and white. The staff of the Labor-fianagement 
Documentation Genter, tfartln P. Gatherwood Library, Cornell University, 
ill 
provided valuable aselstance in obtaining brotherhood records. I would 
also like to thank Mrs, Mildred £. Sanders and the staff of Georgia South¬ 
em College Library for their helpfulness. 
Many individuals have aided in this study. Foremost among these is 
my major professor* Dr. Robert D. Vard, whose own interest in Southern 
labor and economic history encouraged this work. His scholarly advice 
and guidance greatly aided the completion of this study. I would also like 
to thank Dr. J. Perry Cochran and Dr. 0. Charlton Moseley, members of the 
reading committee, for their helpful suggestions concerning the manuscript. 
Finally, I owe special thanks to my wife, Hary Ann, who aided in the 
preparation of the manuscript and was a constant source of encouragement. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE NATION AND THE STATE 
Only two and one-half months renalned in the first adsinistration 
of Georgia's Governor Hoke Snith when a frugal superintendent at the At¬ 
lanta Joint Terminal Uoapany replaced ten white union yardworkers with 
ten black non-union men. Few Georgians could predict that the act, meant 
to bolster the sagging economy of the company, would trigger a walkout 
of union firemen on a connecting railroad, fan the fires of race hatred, 
disrupt train and mail service to a large section of the state's piedmont, 
and initiate cabinet level discussions in the newly formed Taft adminis¬ 
tration. Although an economic struggle, the "Georgia Race Strike" was 
interpreted as a racial fight and was severely criticised by the nation's 
press. The embroilment raised the fundamental economic question of the 
status of the black industrial worker in the New bouth and its outcome 
severely hindered the organisational efforts of the firemen's brother¬ 
hood. To understand how a walkout of forty-three union firemen on a 
small Georgia railroad could provoke racial conflict and necessitate 
federal intervention requires a brief look at the underlying forces which 
would combine to form an economic and political melee known as the Geor¬ 
gia Hailroad strike of 1909* 
By 1900 the United States had experienced a fundamental transforma¬ 
tion as a result of the industrial revolution. Through technological 
advancements the nation had, by 1860, doubled its capacity for the pro¬ 
duction of steel and extended its lead over Great Britain. Much of this 
2 
steel was m&rked for railroad construction, which was considered "funda¬ 
mental to the Industrial growth of the nation.Between 1877 and 1890 
railroad nlleage more than doubled as railroad companies consuoed fif¬ 
teen allllon tons of rails. The railroad was, In the words of Charles 
Francis Adams Jr., "the most developing force and largest field of the 
2 
day." Although there were over 1,000 railroads In the United States 
by 1890, Integration and absorption placed the control of those roads 
Into the hands of three large sectional trunk systems. The Southern 
trunk was formed by the Richmond and fctest Point Terminal Company, the 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad, and the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad.^ 
As railroads combined to form systems, railway employees found It Increas¬ 
ingly difficult to wrest satisfactory working agreements from the "larger 
employer," or system which had leased or purchased the smaller road upon 
which they labored. As a result, railroad workers began to organize on 
a system-wide basis and eventually on a national scale In order to reach 
absentee managers and Increase their economic clout* By 1873 both loco¬ 
motive engineers and firemen had formed national organizations. They 
were among the first workers confronted by the effects of the Industrial 
revolution. Engineers and firemen on Southern railroads saw the elimina¬ 
tion of the woodpasser as railroads converted from woodburning locomotives 
to engines fired by coal. Symbolically the turn of the twentieth century 
witnessed the gradual disappearance of decorative painting on driving 
wheelsi ornamental brass and wood vanished as engines became heavier 
*John a. Garraty, Hie Mew Commonwealth 1877-1890 (New York, Harper « 
and Row, 1968), 85. 
2Ibid., 31. 
^Ibld., 86-88. 
3 
■ore utilitarian* Iha foldwln looosotiv*e used on nany Georgia railroads 
wlghad saranty tona, earriad six thousand gallona of w&tax, and coaauaed 
"•nougjh coal to last a faaily through a sever* Minter." Th« "new aonstera" 
rapraaantad tha orowziing achiavansnt of locoaotive sngixiettring and raflact- 
ad the basic changes wrought by industrialisation. 
Atlanta uas tha railroading capital of the Southeast, ay 1910 the 
tastliag city exhibited the trappings of a progreaaive conunityi eleo- 
trio lights, electric streetears, and telephones* But the ceiling of 
eleotric wires and oahlee above Atlanta's streets abruptly ended at the 
edge of town. Only an occasional autoist pushing the "good roads aova- 
■ent* ventured into a countryside which, in oontxaat to the city, was still 
heavily agricultural. Kost rural duellers saw such portents of a new era 
fleetingly or not at all* 3y the turn of the century over eighty per cent 
of black Southerners were still bound to a eyetea of coaaerci&l faraing 
along with a aajority of white faraers* Caught in an econonic backwater, 
ispoveriahed sharecroppers and tenant faraers were little affected by the 
inventions of an Edison, Ford, or tell. 
The blacks who did aanage to escape the drudgery and Isolation of 
ahareoroppiag daring the first aigrations to southern cities fouoi deni¬ 
al and doaestic Jobs along with Jia Crow elevators and racial violence. 
In 1906 Atlanta exploded into race war after Hoke Smith's intense guber¬ 
natorial oaapalgn ^aoed, in part, on black diafranchlaeaent as a basis for 
the aaintenance of white supremacy. Despite toe urginge of national poli¬ 
ticians and black leaders progress seeaed elusive for blacks. In January 
of 1909 nftllt— laft, in an address to Augusta's black Young hen's 
L 
John R* Co»ons, ed.. .iistorr of Labour in the United lltew 
Yorki HaoMillan Goaipany, 1936), U. 
4 
Christian Association, advised young black Southerners to make themselves 
economically Indispensable and thereby eliminate prejudice. The president¬ 
elect's advice, however, seemed hollow and empty to blacks who possessed 
neither economic nor political clout. Social Justice seemed incompatible 
as the nation embarked upon a course of Anglo-Saxonisu, writers turned out 
books entitled The Negro. A Menace to America, and newspapers sensational¬ 
ized racial conflict.^ Yet some black leaders believed that there was rea¬ 
son for optimism, Booker T. Washington, in a speech delivered at Hampton 
Noraal and Agricultural Institute four months before the Georgia strike, 
predicted that the "wisest" Southerners now realized that the future of 
the South depended upon blacks as "common and ski 11 ad" workers. Washington, 
in words that proved untimely, ventured i "Everything that can happen to 
disrupt the relations brtween the races has already happened. We have 
reached,..., the extreme of racial friction...." The black leader hoped 
that Ma sanity of self control, a liberality on the part of the...white race 
in the South" would characterize future race relations.^ Liberality and 
self control, however, were conspicuously absent during the spring of 1909i 
blacks who tried to follow the advice expounded in the Atlanta Coutproalse 
found the path to eoonomlc independence stubbornly blocked. For many white 
Georgians, perpetually fearful of an agricultural labor shortage, had so¬ 
cial as well as economic reasons for keeping blacks on the farm, itfhen a 
bill calling for a $25,000 appropriation for a black agricultural and 
mechanical college came before the Georgia state legislature in 1909, one 
K 
Hew York Tjmes. January 18, 1909J C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the 
New South 1877-1913 (Baton Rougei Louisiana State University Press, 1951), 
352. 
^New York Times, February 1, 1909. 
5 
senator voiced the racial eentisenta of more than a few Georgians when 
he thunderedi 
It is not right to appropriate to then all of this money to 
"be used in that way. tfhy, they even have tennis courts out there, 
irfhy not make then plow these courts up and plant something in 
them? It's called an agricultural school, not a military college. 
Let's make them wear homespun shirts, jean breaches and get in 
the fields and plow.... 
...Patent leather shoes, red neckties, brass buttons and chev¬ 
rons are breeding in the breast of every negro out there the am¬ 
bition to be a Booker T. Washington and eat at some white man's 
table. 7 
In fact, when two blacks were served in the cafeteria of the House Office 
Building in Washington B.C., five Southern congressmen "stalked from the 
room." Outraged Southern representatives subsequently threatened to 
8 
"boycott the restaurant." Two days after the Washington cafeteria in¬ 
cident the Georgia Railroad's white firemen walked out. 
The "Great Strike Down Bouth," as one journal labeled the walkout, 
was fought out under vastly different attitudes. To Southern blacks and 
their supporters the strike threatened the black's right to work and 
challenged the old Southern shibboleth that, although excluded socially 
and politically, blacks were free to seek industrial positions in the 
South. For Southern conservatives with an eye on industrial develop¬ 
ment the strike threatened the utilization of a cheap, tractable labor 
force which had long been the boast of the tfew South. Southern railroad 
management, directly threatened by the walkout, saw the strike as union 
encroachment into a traditionally anti-union Southi the brotherhood's 
organizational efforts posed a system-wide threat to the open shop. 
7 
f
"myr Phases of Old Perplexities," Watson's Jefferaonian H»ffi»,«lne. 
Ill (July 1909), 52^-525. 
8Hew York Times. Kay 15, 1909. 
6 
Brotherhood members viewed the strike as a defensive struggle against 
& railroad vrhloh used cheap black labor to beat down the union scale 
and erode the bargaining position of the local. Finally, many Georgians, 
influenced by union propaganda, viewed the strike as a battle for the 
nalntenance of white supreoacyt it was then an easy stop for state and 
local politicians to exploit the racial overtones of the fight and win 
new converts. The strike also exposed a fundamental rift in the ranks 
of Southern whites. Cne one hand the graying colonels of the old order, 
who sat on the railroad boards as directors and ran the law offices, 
etill viewed black Southerners patemalistically and held on to the 
old Ideals of noblesse oblige. White firemen who struck to protest the 
hiring of blacks, said the gentlemen, were "misguided'' by "foreign" ele¬ 
ments. But young brotherhood sen, who were bom long after the old order 
had died and who had reaped none of the benefits of black toll, either 
slave or free, viewed blacks from a different, although not entirely new, 
perspective. Raised during the tunultuouE eighties and nineties and wean¬ 
ed on a rising, virulent racism, young union men considered the black 
worker els an econoaic enemy, an omnijresent competitor in the hands of 
unrelenting management. The racial animosity carried in the breasts of 
brotherhood men was not unlike the animosity exhibited by the economically 
dlsadvantaged sandhillers and small yeoman farmers of the old order; but 
that animosity was now cloaked in a conservative, fratemailstic brother¬ 
hood* 
CHAPTER II ' 
FROM SLAVE LABOR TO UNIONIZATION 
The Georgia fteilroad was the state's first. In 1833 Augustans, 
startled by the conrpletion of the Charleston to Haaburg railroad, organ¬ 
ized the conpany to tap the Piedmont and retain their hold on the Georgia 
cotton a&rket. By the mid-1830'6 the horse drawn cars of the road had 
pushed westward along the developing Piedaont, stopping at stations which 
bore the names of early company presidents, Camak and Dearlng. In 1837 
the railroad placed its first steam engine on line j nine years later the 
road's grading and track reached the small, interior town of Terminus, 
later renamed Marthasville and finally dubbed Atlanta. As the Piedmont 
developed* the railroad, practically free from state taxation, profited 
and extended branch lines to the growing communities of Washington, Macon, 
Athens, and Monroe. In one year, 1846-1847, cotton bales hauled by the 
road Increased from 38,000 to 94,000. Alone on the Piedmont and without 
serious competition, the Georgia Railroad "dominated railway traffic in 
the easier part of Georgia. 
Both black and white firemen stoked the woodburning locomotives on 
the Georgia Railroad during the ante-bellum period and competition between 
the races was almost as old as the railroad itself. Locomotives heading 
*Joseph B. Gumming, A History of Georp^» Raiiroad and Banking Com¬ 
pany and its Corporate Affiliates 183>19^8 (Georgia Railroad Goapainy, 
1959), >91 John Michael Mathews, "The G eorgia 'Race Strike' of 1909," 
The Journal of Southern History. XL (November 1974), 614. 
8 
west over the road's "lower'1 division, between Augusta and Union Point, 
were fired "by company owned slaves or blacks leased from planters along 
the fertile eastern section of the railroad. Here, in planter dominated 
counties, few white laborers were available to fire locoaotives. When 
the railroad's locomotives reached Union Point the black firemen stepped 
out of the cab and white firemen continued to stoke the engine over the 
road's "upper" division into the foothills around Atlanta. Haft Juxta¬ 
position of white and black firemen on the Georgia Railroad reflected the 
traditional break between upcountry and. low-country. The use of blacks 
on the railroad, however, ended abruptly in I865. During the weeks imme¬ 
diately following the war emancipated slaves left the railroad and, as 
2 
one railroad worker put it, "struck out for something different.M 
Jobless veterans and dispossessed farmers quickly filled the labor 
void left by blacks. As a result, white firemen dominated the engines 
of the Georgia Railroad for the next four decades. They were tumultuous 
decades, characterized by organizational efforts and depression. As early 
as 1874- white employees of the Georgia Railroad, hard pressed try the panic 
of the previous year, met at Augusta's City Hall to discuss the forma¬ 
tion of a beneficial association. Two years later, as wages plummeted 
nationwide, the engineers of the road were forced to act. During the past 
eighteen months they had witnessed a reduction in wages from $4.25 & day 
plus board to $2.50 per day without board. When the local was unable to 
reach a satisfactory agreement with the railroad the engineers struck. 
2 * 
"Arbitration Proceedings, Georgia Railroad and Its Employees" (type¬ 
script in Georgia Collection, University of Georgia Library, Athens, Geor¬ 
gia), 479-483» ^92-49^1 Seventh Census of the United States, i860j Popula¬ 
tion, 72-73. 
9 
The walkout was broken when the railroad brought in twenty non-union 
engineers as strikebreakers i the engineers* humiliated by the defeat, 
were forced to sign an agreement which barred brotherhood oeabers fro» 
participation in "strikes prejudicial to the company^ interest.H3 
The engineer's counterpart in the cab, the fireoan, was also the 
object of organizational efforts in the South. The conservative Brother¬ 
hood of Locomotive Firemen, organised in 1873, had active agents in the 
region, foming lodges for the "uplifting and bettementH of the sent 
collective bargaining did not become a permanent feature of the brother¬ 
hood until 1885« Under the banner of "protection, charity, sobriety, 
and industry," the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen (B, of L. F.) offer¬ 
ed insurance policies which, due to the dangerous nature of railroading, 
were unavailable elsewhere. As one observer of the American labor move¬ 
ment noted, the "large membership...is unquestionably due to the Insurance 
features..., rather than to collective bargaining." But the insurance 
plan was also responsible, in part, for the brotherhood's "unfailing 
conservatism." a brotherhood fireman who had "invested in a policy and... 
carried that policy for several years and is counting on its protection 
is wary of strikes or other experiments involving risk." One organizer, 
on a recruiting campaign through south Georgia and north Florida in 1887, 
hinted that the B. of L, F.'s conservative strike policy still stoodt 
"Our brotherhood," he stated, "is independent of all labor organizations, 
we never had a strike, and 1 hope we never will. We arbitrate all of our 
differences." Indeed, the avoidance of strikes was a "business principle" 
^Augusta Chronicle. January 6, 187^, November 16, 1876. 
4 Helen Harot, American Labor Unions (Hew Yorki Henry Holt and Com¬ 
pany, 191^)» 29-35. 
10 
of the Brotherhood of Looonotive Firemen,^ 
The B, of L. F. shunned the Anerican Federation of Labor and re- 
sained outside the mainstreas of the Anerican labor Bovement. In oany 
respects the brotherhood resembled a fraternal organization rather than 
a labor union. The purpose of the brotherhood, according to one organizer, 
waa to "effect a unity of locomotive firesen..., and to elevate thea to 
a higher social, moral5and intellectual standard, and for the protection 
of their families." In addition to the brotherhood's insurance features, 
social outings were organised for menbers and their faailies. "Benevolence," 
the Savarnah Morning Hews declared, "is the principal object of the union. 
The B, of L. F.'s benevolence, however, stopped at the color linej 
the flreaen's union, as well as organizations governing engineers, train- 
raen, and conductors, barred black railway workers from neabership. To ad- 
ait blacks into such fraternal organizations would be an admission of so¬ 
cial equality, "something that will never be tolerated in the South," one 
fireaan wrote. Another brotherhood aeaber emphatically statedi "I hope 
and pray that 1 may never live to see the grand old B. of L. F. so dis¬ 
graced as to take into its protecting f<£& this class of God's creation. 
As early as 188? one Georgia newspaper noted that the "order views with 
satisfaction the tendency on the Southern roads to employ white firemen 
in place of colored aen..., because they do not consider it either poll** 
g 
tic or safe to put colored men in charge of trains." Indeed, the brother¬ 
hood practiced its own peculiar version of "pure and simple" unionism. 
^Savannah Horning News, February 16, 188?. 
^ttarot. Labor Unions. 29f Savannah Morning News. December 11, 1884. 
7 
'Sterling D. Spero and Abraa L. Harris, The Black Workeri Hie Negro 
and the Labor Moveaent (New Yorks Columbia University Press, 1931), 288. 
Savannah Morning News* February 16, 188?• 
11 
"We are," aa one union officer proudly testified, "a white nan's insti- 
9 
tutlon, pure and sinpls. 
Although a national policy of black exclusion insured the survival 
of a segregated fraternal organization, it left Southern locals hopeless¬ 
ly open to attack. Southern railroad superintendents, "hostile to trade 
unionism," relentlessly enployed blacks "to weaken the organizations which 
"barred Ithemj from nenbership." The railroad's use of unorganized blacks 
to impede the growth of unionization in the South reaffirmed the white 
fireman's belief that blacks were incorrigible competitors, when South¬ 
ern firemen demanded an increase in wages they were told that the rail¬ 
road could "get a Negro...for one dollar, while I am paying you $1.50 
10 per day." In 1899 an article in the Locomotive Firemen's Magazine 
ironically noted that the firemen of the North and West "had thrown off 
the yoke of slavery. But why does not the Brotherhood accomplish similar 
results in the South? The answer isi "The Negro.' When The Nation 
addressed the question of black competition in 1903 the magazine wrote 
that the basic issue was whether the unions would control the black 
worker, "or whether [he] shall come into conflict with unionism awri take 
sides with the employer. When this issue becomes a serious one, it is 
hardly doubtful that race prejudice will yield to ecuniary interest. 
But race prejudice was unyielding among Southern brotherhood firemen, who 
had no intention of allowing a "burr-bear" into their "grand organization. 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 167. 
^Spero and Harris, Black Worker. 286-287. 
11 Ibid. 
12 
"The Negro and the Trade Unions," The Nation. LXXYI (1903), 187-188 
1
^pero and Harris, Black Worker. 288. 
12 
By 1881 the Georgia Sallroad had been surrounded by threo South¬ 
eastern railroad glantai the Central of Georgiaf the rtichmond and Dan¬ 
ville, and the Louisville and Nashville. The Georgia's directors, aware 
that their own road could not compete successfully with the larger sys- 
tens, leased the line to the Central of Georgia and the Louisville and 
Nashville. Although the ninety-nine year joint lease was beneficial for 
the Georgia Hailroad's stockholders, it severely haapered the firemen's 
lA 
struggle on the line. Throughout the ISSN's the fate of the firemen's 
weak Georgia locals was inextricably bound to a more powerful organiza¬ 
tion, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (B. of L. S.). Locals of 
the B, of L. F, and the B. of L. E. jointly negotiated for wage agreements 
with railroad nanage»ent. Traditionally, wages paid to brotherhood fire¬ 
men were fixed at fifty per cent of those paid to engineers. Now the 
engineers and firemen's fight on the Georgia Railroad was no longer with 
a single superintendent in Augusta, but with two distant systems. The 
president of the Louisville and Nashville, an avowed anti-union mail, had 
declared that the brotherhoods were secret organizations which demanded 
"increases in their compensation and...changes in the rules and regula¬ 
tions so as to give them less work and more pay." The Louisville and 
Nashville, one Southern organizer bitterly complained, "so strongly op¬ 
poses our organization that instant dismissal is the penalty of member¬ 
ship when it ben mes known.... 
Maury Klein, History of the Louisville and Kashvllle Raiifymfi 
(New Yorki MacMlllan Company, 1972), 179-180. 
15Itald., 2601 Proceedings of the Twelfth Biennial Convention of 
the Brotherhood of Locoaotive Firemen and Englnemen (St. Paul. Minn.» 
n.p., 1910), 478. 
13 
Under the guidance of the Louisville and K&shvllle fiallroad, the 
Georgia Kailroad began a strict program of economic retrenchmant. General 
Manager Thomas r.. Scott, who assumed control of the Georgia iiailroad in 
1893, initiated "an economical administration of affairs* and saved the 
railroad "considerable noney...letting go every man whose services were 
found not to be abeolutely necessary. Hie general manager quickly froze 
the wages of the railroad's employees. In 1893 P.M. Arthur, ^rand Piaster 
of the B. of L. E., and a grievance coBnittee formed by Georgia fiallroad 
engineers met with Scott and demanded a new contract which called for pay 
by the mile rather than per diem. Scott refused their deitands, pointing 
out that the panic of that year prevented an Increase in wages. The gener¬ 
al aanager subsequently fired some obdurate members of the engineer's com¬ 
mittee. In 1854 Grand Master Arthur and the engineers were again turned 
away by Scott. The conservative Georgia local, after three days of caucus 
17 
and ballot, followed their traditional no-strike policy. Ihe great strike 
of the Aoerican iiallway Union during the summer of 189^ liad little effect 
in Augusta. Cured meat prices tenporarily soared as Chicago was seized 
by the walkout. Hallroad officials at the road's home office were .lore 
concerned with the interruption of coal trains from Alabama than by a 
4 Q 
walkout of their operatives. The Louisville and i&shvllle, however, was 
not as fortunate as the Georgia road and was determined to purge the system 
of brotherhood aon who had supposedly violated their contracts by joining 
the American iiailway Union. It was a convenient time to retract any re¬ 
cognition of the firemen's brotherhood. Nationally, the firemen's particl- 
^^Augusta Chronicle. July 6, 189^. 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 758-762. 
^Augusta Chronicle. July 8, 9» 189^. 
Ik 
pation in the American iutilway Union strike £ind. the part played by 
Eugene V. Debs, editor of the Locomotive Flreaen's imagine, had "vir¬ 
tually wrecked" the B, of L, 
The Louisville and Nashvilla had sound economic reasons for crush¬ 
ing the firemen's union on the. Georgia tfkllroad. The lease of the road 
cost the Louisville and Nashville and the Central of Georgia *600,000 
per year, i^cpensa cutting measures were the order of the day, particular¬ 
ly since, according to the Louisville aM Nashville * 8 president, iiilton 
20 H. Smith, "no return fwasl ever...received" on the Georgia fiailroad. 
when the Central of Georgia went into receivership during the late 1880's 
the entire burden of the joint lease fell upon the Lousiville and Nashville. 
An embittered oaith blamed the Central of Georgia's failure, in part, on 
the aoribund Georgia Railroad. In 1898 the Louisville and ii&shville 
paid the Central of Georgia's share of the lease and during the following 
year sold half interest in the Georgia Railroad lease "to the more reliable 
21 Atlantic Coast Line." The last year of the century found brotherhood 
firemen on the Georgia Hailroad confronted by two Southern trunk system 
kingpins> the anti-brotherhood Louisville and washville and the Atlantic 
Coast Line, a railroad which, according to the davannah homing flews, had 
traditionally side-stepped the problem of unionization among firemen in 
22 Georgia by hiring only black coal shovelers. 
"Arbitration Proceedings," 529-5^2j Lloyd G. Reynolds and Charles 
C. killingsworth, Trade Union Publications» The Official Journals. Conven¬ 
tion Proceedings, and Constitutions of International Unions and Federations. 
1850-19^1 (TtnV+.imnTui .Tnhnw Hnpirt rm Pi-ftwa, 1 Okk) 59"^?- 
20 
iOLein, Louiaville and Iiashville. 179-180j U.S. Congress, Senate 
Documents, 6^th Cong., Ist sees., lio. 461, Hearings itelatlve to the Finan¬ 
cial itelatlons. .tates. and Practices of the Louisville and Nashville Rail- 
d Co.. The Naahvllle. .Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway, and Otb<»-r 
^Klein, Louiavine and Nashville, 3O7-3O8. 
22 Savannah Morning News, February 16, 188?. 
15 
Discontent among the Georgia Hailroad's eaploye«8 continued into 
the new century. In October 1902 the railroad's engineers again demand¬ 
ed paysent by the aile rather than by the day. Apparently they believed 
that the amount paid for a day's work was too low considering the mileage 
traveled. Scott again refused to negotiate with the engineers and dismiss¬ 
ed several of their leaders?^ The railroad's refusal to reinstate the dis¬ 
missed engineers sparked a month long fight which eventually involved the 
brotherhood firemen on the railroad. J.J. Hannahan, Grand Master of the 
B. of L. F., told one Augusta reporter that the firemen were "ready to 
give to the engineers their fullest measure of support, morally and finan- 
daily. A favorable press and threats that the fight might spread through¬ 
out the system forced the railroad to concede. On the surface the victory 
seemed significant. The engineers received a ten per cent increase in 
wages and seven men who had been fired were reinstated. Brotherhood fire¬ 
men, under the same contract, received "an increase in wages proportionate 
with the increase given the engineers."2^ 
Although the 1902 contract clearly called for a sixty day notice 
before the agreement could be altered or broken, General Manager Scott 
began to undermine the firemen's wage increase within days of the contract's 
signing. The tenacity of the two brotherhoods had handed Scott his first 
union directed defeat since his occupancy of the general manager's office 
in 18931 that defeat raised Scott's ire. A brotherhood victory set a 
dangerous precedenti "If the example of the engineers was followed in 
2Augusta Chronicle, October 3, 1902. 
24 
Ibid.. October 3. 1^» 1902. 
25Ibld.. October 3, 11, 14, 26, 1902. 
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other departments," Scott later connented, "we would... be practically 
at the aeroy of our enployeeB." Hie engineers, however, were highly 
skilled, difficult to train, and practically unassailable. But the en¬ 
gineer's staunch ally In the 1902 struggle, the firemen, were Beai-akill- 
ed, vulnerable, and aembers of a brotherhood which was particularly weak 
In the South, The Georgia Railroad's general nanager was determined to 
enfeeble - the firemen's local on the railroad before it iras strong 
enough to bargain alone. Scott must act soon, for the general manager 
noticed that the firemen's loyalty to the company had waned and that the 
brotherhood's fresh victory had bolstered the spirit of brotherhood mem¬ 
bers. Scott outlined the railroad's problem and openly discussed his 
plan of attack: 
•••It became perfectly manifest,.., that the firemen could not be 
expected to treat as reasonably and as fairly and as considerate¬ 
ly with the Road as they had formerly done. They had manifested 
evidences of a determination to rest their case more upon the 
strength of their organization, and their power to enforce thoi"" 
demands, than they did upon reason and fairness and consideration 
for the condition surrounding their exployment, and it was then, 
in order to have some defense against the evident intention in the 
future to make and to enforce their demands, that 1 authorized the 
enlarged employment of negroes,..."2? 
Hie use of black firemen on the Georgia Railroad was, of course, 
not unique to the road's history* But the "enlarged eatployment" of blacks 
in 1902 was undlsgulsable, since "Old Bill" Irwin, a relic of the wood- 
burning days, was the only black fireman on the railroad. Nevertheless, 
Soott quickly began to replace union firemen with blacks, rather than pay 
them an increase in wages. By 1903 the number of black firemen on engines 
Augusta Chronicle. October 26, 1902j "Arbitration Proceedings," 76^. 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," ?6b. 
1? 
and on th« txtra. list had incrMks«d to twecty-oa® while to* nuslser of 
vhit* flrrasn was flxad at B«T»i(ty»aevan. In 1 >05 the number of uhltas 
dropped to alxty-aix xhila ths nusber of black flr»moa laorMssd to forty* 
the eprlng of 1909 blaaJts would acoount for forty-two per cent of the 
railroad's flxeaen. £eott attributed the inoroaae In bl&ek fireaen to 
technological ohange* Jinoe 1893t he would later testify! the railroad 
had slowly replaoed its li^tweight iron rails Kith steel rails. £y 1903 
the transition was coapLrfce and heavier loooaotives were placed on lias 
to deal with aa Increase in freight« Aocozding to Scott, "the white fire- 
aen...were found ineosrpetent to satisfaotorily fire those heavier uaohlnes, 
and I authorised the ecployaent of ndgroea in their places, to secure sen of 
greater fcusole and greater endurance*" Black fireaen, the railroad's aaster 
aeohanio testified, "could stand the heat from the fire door." The Georgia 
Kailroad did not e>qpl&in how white brotherhood fireaen in the ;»orth arvi 
tfest aanaged the auscla to fire the saae type looouotive. The old rerraal- 
isation that the fireaan's task was traditionally "nigger work," later 
claiaed by i^iite workers of the ^ew ^outh, underwent a strange reversal 
2fl 
on the Georgia ftallroad. 
The railroad's "radically" altered hiring policy enraged brotherhood 
fireaen, who saw their bargaining power Jeopardised. One brotherhood sym¬ 
pathiser wrote that Scott and the road had given Jobs to the "weakest, 
cheapest laboring class on the face of the globe...in order to save a few 
29 ■easly dollars...." But the savings garnered by the use of blacks on the 
2d 
"Arbitration Proceedings,'1 483, 760» One recent troataent of 
the strike notedt "By tradition blaoka oontinued to work alongside white 
engineers during the postwar years. Owing to technological advances that 
aade the Job less back-breaking, large numbers of whites began to aove into 
the ooevpatloxu" That generalisation, while perhaps true elsewhere, does not 
accurately describe events on the Georgia riailroad. Uee Hugh £. Haanett, "Labor 
$£_£££> The Georgia flfcilroad Strike of 1909," Labor History. XVI viOall 1975) 
2
^Atlanta Qonstltutlon. Kay 29, 1909, 
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railroad amounted to more than a few dollars. Since the railroad paid 
"the darkey by the day and Lhe white nan...per mile " the disparity was 
signal. Black firemen were paid $3.50 for a three hundred and forty mile 
round-trip from Augusta's Union Station to Atlanta's Joint Terminal Com- 
30 pany. White hrotherhood firemen received $7« 5^ for the same trip. 
Scott patemalistioally explained away the differential by claiming 
that black firemen received less pay because their "scale of living is 
low. We give the white man more because we do not wish to bring his 
scale down to the level of the negro.Embittered brotherhood aen, 
however, charged that the hiring of blacks was like "taking bread out 
of a white man's mouth to put it into a negro's.The rank and file 
of union firemen now feared irreparable erosion of brotherhood strength 
on the Georgia Railroad. 
Public attacks aimed at the "Old Reliable" revealed that the road's 
economy minded management had tried to reduce operating expenses in other 
areas as well. In 1907 Bowdre Phinizy, an Augusta newspaper editor and 
frequent critic of the Georgia Railroad lease, charged that the road had 
been neglected to the point that it was now physically unsafe for pas¬ 
senger trains. Phinizy alleged that the railroad's heavy locomotives 
ran over the "cheapest sort of track." When the price of crossties in¬ 
creased, Phinizy continued, the railroad reduced the number of crossties 
from 180,000 to 10^,000 in order to keep "the annual expenditure...about 
the same*" A railroad hired "expert"from Atlanta pronounced the road 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 190. 
31 
"The Georgia Railroad Strike," Locomotive Firemen and Bnglnenen's 
j-iagazlne. XLVII (August 1909)» 257-258. 
^Augusta Chronicle. >Say 16, 1909* 
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safe for travel, although affidavits fron one coauaunlty on the rail¬ 
road told a story of unreliable schedules, decayed crossties, and de- 
rallaents. When Phlnlzy walked a section of the track between Atlanta 
and Augusta he reportedly arrived at the capital with "a handgrip full of 
spikes, said to have been pulled by hand out of Georgia railroad cross- 
ties. M Louisville and Nashville officials disnissed Phinizy's charges 
as "vague, loose, fallacious and deaagogie sic]."^ 
The panic which gripped the nation in October of 190? found South¬ 
eastern railroad aanagers scranbling to reduce their operating expenses. 
Georgia's general aanagers were even harder pressed after the state's 
railroad connission reduced passenger rates. In December 190? and Jan¬ 
uary 1908 the region's major railroads, including the Louisville and 
Nashville and the Georgia railroad, "served notice on the engineers and 
other organizations of a desire to reopen the contracts.... It was, of 
course, understood that this aeant a reduction in wages. The brother¬ 
hoods predictably refused to sit down with the railroads and reopen the 
agreements. When the Louisville and Nashville threatened to reduce wages 
after March 1, 1909i the engineers stubbornly resisted and, after threaten¬ 
ing a aysteat-wide walkout, invoked federal mediation under the provisions 
of the Erdnan Act. In Washington, before a board of aediation composed 
of Ghairaan of the Interstate Gonaerce Gonmission Martin A. Knapp and 
Conaissioner of Labor Charles P. Neill, the engineers convincingly argued 
their position. The brotherhood's wage scale was hard won and the engineers 
would witness no reduction until it was cLsar that the present panic was 
^Augusta Chronicle, March 14, 21, 190?# 
^Charles P. Neill, "Mediation and Arbitration of Railway Labor Dis¬ 
putes in the United States," U.S. Bureau of Labor, Bui" stln No. 98 (Wash¬ 
ington i Government Printing Office, 1912), XXIV, 22j Mathews, "dace Strike," 
614. 
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& long one. *.napp and iteiU agreed. 11 le Louisvill« a.«l .^asavilla must 
extand the praaani waga soala for thrae more aoutns. If the lull in rai.1- 
foad traffic oontinuad and raduotions in wa^as were warranted at tha aad 
of the ninety day period, the tooard would resuaa hearings. After three, 
tJiree month extensions tlia effecte of the panic had worn off. *.elll no tad 
that "conditionL of traffic had so improved that no notice of a da&ira 
to xaopau nagotiationa Mas served, and the existing wage scales were allow¬ 
ed to stand unchanged. 
For brotherhood fireman on the Georgia railroad the fanic of 190? 
and ilia mediation of 1906 eventually ateant the loss of an important ally. 
The engineers eoerged froa the panic unscathed and, in fact, sained a 
Hafcd inorease of six to tan par cent fay late 1906, out the firesen, denied 
their traditional proportionate increase, found themselves dafan&alaaa* 
fchen they confronted ocott and daoandad an Increase in wages the general 
ranagar replied that he did not consider it in their contract to grant an 
increase. It Mas clear that the railroad's practice of hiring black fire- 
Ben had served its purpose wall. There was no "necessity" to raise the 
wages of white firesen, icott stated in cold economic terms, because 
"there was a acre abundant supply" of labor.^ brotherhood fireman could 
^(iSeill, " ediation and Arbitration," 22-2.51 iaaeed in ldV8 be¬ 
cause of the lack of any efficient aadiation or arbitratioii uf the inllman 
strike, "An Aot Co&caming Carriers Engaged in Interstate Joaoarce and 
Their ^aployaes," 30 ^tat. 1>., t*2k was coaaoaly called the ardaeun act. 
Under its provisions, railroad eaployars or effiployaes could invoke aadia¬ 
tion and, if that failed, arbitration "whenever a aontrovoray ooncaming 
wages, hours of labor, or oondltiona of eaployaent..., serlxmsly inter¬ 
rupts or threatens to interrupt...business," The aadiatois were tha Chair- 
nan of the Interstate Qoanarco Goraalsslon and the Goaaissloner of Labor. 
If mediation-failed, arbitrators, one chosen by aacn aide and a third, 
chosen as "uspire," oade a ruling which was confildered binding for one year. 
Jea George A. r-ing and M. /dng, Supplaaent to the Aeviaed statutes of 
the United States. Legislation of the Fifty Second to the Fifty £ixth 
Uongresses 18^2-1901 {,Washingtoni tiovarxuant Printing office, 1>31), lit 
769-773. 
^"Arbitration Prooaadings," 792. 
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no longer expect support from the B. of L. £• The engineers had watched 
their wage scale hang precariously In the "balance for nine months and 
had no intention of jeopardizing their 1908 wage increase for members 
of an organization which they now viewed ae a competitor, as early as 
1885 the B, of L. S. and the B. of L. F. were at odds. During that year 
the B. of L. E. rulod that all new members auet carry engineer's cards 
only and denounce membership in previous organizations. Since most en- 
gineers worked their way up from the ranks of firemen, the B. of L. F, 
lost membership. To curb this drain and increase its strength the 3. of 
L: P. reorganized in 1906, becoming the Brotherhood of Loconotive Firemen 
and anginemen (B, of L. F« and E.)* Since "enginemen" meant anyone in 
the oab to railroad men, both firemen and engineers could join the new 
organization. The period of 1906-1909 was one of bitter competition and 
poor relations between the two brotherhoods. Firemen charged that en¬ 
gineers in the South were "opposing our organization" despite directions 
from the engineers Grand Chief, who urged that the region's B. of L. E, 
lodges assist white firemen "in displacing the negro firemen in the South." 
White firemen claimed that the local engineer's reasons for opposition 
were twofold. First, the use of black firemen decreased the number of 
white firemen who could eventually rise to compete with engineers. Second, 
white firemen scornfully charged, some engineers preferred black firemen 
for egotistical reasons. The black fireman is "a servant to him, [will J 
wait on him, black their boots, and they can order him around." Hard 
times* black oonpetitlon, and organizational infighting on a national 
72 
ucale ended, any hop«s for an alllaac® b&tven fir«zer. av' ar^lneare 
on the Uecargla .'Jallroacl.^ 
During the EUisoor of 1903 the flrooon'r local cm tho 
Georgia Bailroad reoelvod another aofback, soott and th« uagt cocsclour 
Augusta hone office decided to attack the sacred railroading Inntltution 
of Beniorlty. M&ong white iirotherhood firaaan seniority detersined wtdch 
man would receive the best ran and, therefore, the aoet pay. leAser^er 
run# wre particularly desirous j they were faster and, according to one 
firo*an» they were "there the rsorusy eofiea in*" rassenger runs invariably 
went to senior white brotherhood fireraen. 'Joor,-.^a railroad officials, ho*- 
svnr, vere not reraise in ro all zing that the place'! sent of blac'as on j-aaaeagcr 
rum eoeld roduoe tha eoet of a coal shovelor by fifty par cent* The rail¬ 
road's decision to tassper with tho seniority Ryctew vfas t^ade easier lay the 
nowledro that, should the forty-eight brothorhood flreaen bolt, thero 
"wro nont forty-six blank flrenen to replace Umbh. during Ar'^uet railroad 
official:! infomsd brcrtherhood flreaen that lans exponalve non-union TJLaeke 
would "be .granted seniority as a reward for "their efficiency and falthful- 
neac." Hhe brotherhood*a local angrily protested when Wo senior white 
flrenen were reaoved ftaa passenger rana and replaced by blac'-s. The rall- 
rcjad, mite flrenen arguod, vrould soon place blac'cs on all the best rune 
and leave whiten to "roraabla azwuruS for the odda and ends." Union laen 
^"Tha Oeori^la lailroad btriJw," flreaen'a "araelne. 2601 ^eytiolda 
and /lllinosworth, Vnlon /Mblicatiorv!. 55» 5^» There has been in¬ 
evitable friction between two organlMtlone repraaenting men ao closely 
xvlated as the flreaen and the engineers,.*. A flre&at froa tho day he 
etarta flrlnf le In the froceee of becoainf an engineer, for vithemt hla 
experience of firing he aay not qualify for er!^ir«»«rlr!f. .hen he does 
quallfy he nay have to continue ac firecmn until a position of engineer 
le opened to hla. la consequence, asany engineers are tM»aberc of the B, 
of L. K. . ^ee <mrotf labtxr Uniope. 43 r Also Lorenso J. ureeno and Jarter 
G. aoodson. The a'aro .?age Earner \-<ew York j '/an ;iee« Frees, 19JO), 104} 
"Arbitration Proceedings,M 26. 
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feared that, onoe installed on passenger runs, blacks would perpetually 
block young brotherhood firemen froa qualifying as engineers. As The 
World's Work noted, the railroad could "erect a barrier of Negro employ¬ 
ees over which the white men in inferior positions find it difficult to 
pass," The use of black firemen on passenger trains, the brotherhood claim¬ 
ed, endangered the traveling public) passenger train engineers were forced 
to "drive locomotives over routes on which they have never 'fired* and with 
which,•••, they are unfamiliar." Finally, the brotherhood charged that 
the practice of hiring black firemen tended to create an engineer labor 
pool from which the railroad could drawi as the Atlanta Oonstltutlon point¬ 
ed out, white firemen were allowed to "work as firemen until they are com¬ 
petent to become engineers, and then jwere shunted^ into the list of 'ex¬ 
tras' until they are needed. 
The close of the year 1908 found brotherhood firemen on the Georgia 
Railroad embittered, angry, and apprehensive. During the past year they 
had witnessed the fall of their wages to forty-seven per cent of that re¬ 
ceived by the engineers, they had seen the number of blacks proportionate¬ 
ly Increased, and they had lost contract surety and control of seniority. 
The railroad's refusal to meet brotherhood demands, one urAon officer de¬ 
clared, was "brought about by the employment of negroes for firemen...and 
...by allowing...negores to have...seniority over...white firemen." The 
wages paid to white brotherhood firemen on the Georgia Railroad were "down 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 2>-24, 485-486} "Negro Firemen," The 
World's Work. XVIII (July 1909;. 1175i*-11755J Atlanta Constitution. May 
30, 1909. 
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to..., the lowest percentage paid" In "Negro territory." Paced with 
the prospect of seeing brotherhood firemen removed "and...their places 
filled with negroesthe Eleventh Biennial Convention of the £. of L. 
F. and E. declared that black firemen should be "eliminated from the 
railroad service in the South." Although many Southern firemen, no 
doubt, viewed the resolution as a banratr worthy of a crusade, it was 
more solice to Southern lodges than a threat to Southern railroads. The 
firemen's national officers apparently had no desire to engage South¬ 
eastern railroad managers in a pitohed, regional struggle where the bro¬ 
therhood's base was weakest and the outcome predictable.^ 
39 Report of the President to the Twelfth Biennial Convention of 
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engineman (St. Paul. Minn.t 
n.p., 1910j, 293> "The Georgia Railroad Strike." Firemen's Kagaalne, 2561 
Mathews, "Race Strike," 6141 "Arbitration Proceedings," 210. 
CHAPTER III 
AN UNYIELDING ENEMY, rfHITE SUPREMACY, AND NEW FRIENDS 
In Gaorgia the Eleventh Biennial's resolution was viewed with 
Bkepticism, particularly by brotherhood old-timers who reaembered slni- 
lar declarations at the B. of L. F.'s Atlanta convention in 1888* White 
firemen on the Georgia Railroad now viewed themselves as an isolated en¬ 
clave and on the defensive. In 1909 the B. of L. F. and E. had only one 
ssall local on the Georgia Railroadi formed by twenty white firemen in 
Augusta who called themselves Stone Mountain Lodge No. 332. Their efforts 
to co-operate with other Georgia locals had been consistently thwarted by 
the railroad. Brotherhood firemen employed in the roundhouses and yards 
of the Atlanta Joint Terminal Company, a concern operated jointly by the 
Louisville and Nashville and the Georgia Railroad, were organized into 
Kennesaw Lodge No. 2U7. Twenty-three in number, the Aennesaw lodgenen - 
were engaged as hostlers and hostlers' helpers and performed the dirty 
tasks of wiping and cleaning locomotives in the yards. Although General 
iianager Scott sat on the board of control of both the Georgia Railroad and 
the Joint Xerminal Company, the Louisville and Nashville refused to allow 
the two weak locals to join hands. Such a concession would be a dangerous 
step toward the recognition of system-wide collective bargaining. In fact, 
brotherhood men charged that the Atlanta -toint TermincJ. Company! which now 
controlled terminal facilities formerly under the auspices of the Georgia 
Railroad, had been formed in order to "separate the employes and cause them 
to work under two separate companies." The brotherhood men, one fireman 
26 
later recalled., were not taken in ty the company'es ploy, since union worlt- 
era employed by the Georgia iiailroad ami the Atlanta terminal received "their 
wages in...one pay car, from...one paymaster, and payable on the Georgia 
railroad and -banking Qoapany."^ Unable to unite and stripped of seniority 
rights, the firemen reacted, 
During January 190^ the i3, of L. and K.'s national office at 
Peoria, Illinois received notice that the ivennesaw and Utone itountain 
lodges had foriaed a joint grievance committee and would propose a revision 
of wage scales and complain about wording conditions. A wage increase, the 
Georgia lodges informed their president, would be "of secondary considera¬ 
tion, but...the rules governing employment, and seniority rights,...would 
be of great importance to the men." The national office turned a sympathetic 
ear to their Georgia locals but warned that the "tiiae was very inopportune 
for making...demands,...on account of industrial conditions throughout 
the country." hanagement, the brotherhood's president cautioned the 
Georgia Railroad firemen, night use the re-opening of contracts to re¬ 
duce rather than raise wages. The national's hesitancy was understandablej 
walkouts during an economic slump seldom succeeded, furthermore, dualism, 
the afteraath of the American itailway Union's strike, and black competition 
had reduced the number of brotherhood firemen in Georgia from three hundred 
and twenty in 1890 to two hundred and seventy-five in 1900. After almost 
a decade of conservatism and hard organizational work the brotherhood had 
Increased its strength within the state and could claim a membership of 
almost four hundred in Georgia by 1909. To engage in a futile struggle 
*Augusta Chronicle, September 8, 1888; Report of the President to 
the Twelfth Biennial Convention of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen 
and Srmiaemen (at. Paul, Minn, i n.p.. 1910). 292 . 293. 295i Wiuarterly 
Beport of the International Officers of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire¬ 
men and iinglnemen IH.P.» n.p.. 1911). 88-89. 
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now would only thin out the ranks o£ the union in Georgia once nore. 
flhen the brotherhood*a national heedquartera received word in March 
1909 that the Georgia railroad grievance ooauJLttee had failed to reach 
a settloaent with Genocal .iana^er »oott and now called for the aaaiatanee 
of a Urmnd Lodge Officer, the union's president dispatched Eugene A. Ball, 
second vlce-pxv&ident of the j. of L. i, and , to Georgia.2 
on April 6, 1909 <iall stepped off a passenger train at Augusta's 
L'nion station. A r^inadlan with an iapressive railroad record, had 
started out as a wiper in a roundhouse on the Gzaai i'runx Railroad in 
1S?3 and nad worked hiaself up through the ranks of yard fireaan 
locoaotiva fireaan to engineer in 1888. In 1^03 he accepted a position 
with the brotherhood's national office. On this first trip South, '-an 
■et with the 4dlnt Protective -toard of the two lodges in Augusta on April 
81 he found hiaself in a difficult position. Charged with the task of 
settling the Georgia Kail road dispute by a distant national offioe, 
quickly learned that the pxoblea close at hand was coaplex and, for the 
two lodges, perhaps fatal, i^rotherhood firemen inforaed the vice-presi¬ 
dent that atteapts during the previous winter to regain loat wages and 
to win a contract separate from the engineers had proven fruitless. The 
railroad and the terminal company, both firaly coaaitted to econoaic r*» 
trenchaent, renalneti intransigent and refused to recognize the 
powers of the ^ointprotective Itoard. Hall echoed his president's opinion 1 
to reopen contracts during an econoaic sluap was unwise. As an alternative, 
2toepogt of the President. 290| F. dby harshall, labor in the ^cuth 
(Qaabrldgei Harvard University Press, 196?)» 57-59. 
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Ball urpsd thut the existing contract be aaended, thereby avoiding the 
h&B*rda of r»op«ning the contract. The Georgia brothers quickly agreed, 
pointing out that a clause guarantying the seniority of white firesen 
over the negro" must taice precedence over any other ajaendnent.J 
The upshot of the April S raeeting was a nemoranduw drafted ly 
Ball awl aeabei^ of the Joint vrotective Board. It contained seventeen 
articles of aaendoent, Boot of which covered rules for deadheading, con- 
ntruction work, and cooputatlon of the work day. Amendwmts dealing with 
overtine and rules regarding engineer pronotlon, probably aliaed at the 
railroad's use of iaa£hlnl8t»en&lnear&, were also covered. But the heart 
of the firenen'e coatplainta was buried in artlolee four and six. Article 
four declared that vacancies "on all rune and en^inaR...be advertised..., 
and the senior white fireman,..., be given the run or engine...." Article 
six deaanded that new fireaen "be placed in freight and yard service, ajcd 
the oldest white fireaan...stand first for pasaenerer engines or runa.* The 
adoption of those two articles would have ellnlnated the use of black fire- 
U 
awn on the Georgia i^allroad. 
Ttjoaas A. Caapbell and C.tf. Veasy, representing Lodgs No. 332, were 
sent vith the aeaorandua to meet with Georgia Hailroad -niperiatendont Bfaai 
at the Augusta hose office. 3rand stated that he "would do nothing," since 
the aaendnents meant an increase in operating expenses. 'Senegal -onager ^cott 
^Beport of the President. 290} "'i^e Georgia r&llraad strike," Looo» 
■oUv nx%mma and j8ng<t%f—n»« f^fylne. XLVIl (August 1909), 257-258, 26l. 
Georgia Hailroad Strike," Firemen*a t-agaxlne. Augufta 
O^ironlole, June 1, 1909» Brotherhood nen denanded that engineers have three 
yean aervioe cm a run before taking over an engine. This would have eliai- 
nated the road's use of aachlnlst-engineers, who were unfand liar with the run 
and who were not neabers of the B. of L. P, and E. 
claimed that C&mpbell and Veasy "walked right in and. idiaediately began 
to talk to me about this proposed new agreement." ucott stated that 
the aen wanted a separate contract, something "entirely novel." Ihe 
general manager quickly pointed out that the main feature of the ioeiuoran- 
dum called for the eliuiin£.tion of black firemen and then piously declared 
that white firemen should "not...be parties to such a gross injustice...." 
In a gesture of generosity, the company agreed to place water coolers on 
engines during the sweltering months of April through November and pay 
for the ice. Aihen the firemen "had a bona fide grievance," -icott said 
in parting, "come to me with it."^ 
Events at the opposite end of the Ueorgia nailroad quickly pushed 
the brotherhood men to a course of desperation, rfhile Campbell and Veasy 
ware busy at the Augusta home office, Garaett 3all and C. K. Norwood, 
representing the i^ennesaw lodge, carried the same amendments by rail 
to Atlanta for a confrontation with Atlanta Joint Terminal Company 
officials. When the two men arrived in Atlanta on the afternoon of April 
10 they were met by angry and. excited brotherhood firemen. John D. Patter¬ 
son, superintendent of the terminal company, had replaced ten white union 
hostlers and hostlers' helpers with ten blacks. It was a ^Id move, for 
the yard had previously employed white firemen onlyj in one stroke one- 
half of the Aennes&w lodge was placed on the extra list. Powerless, 
Gamett Ball and Norwood urgently called vice-president Eugene A. Ban 
to Atlanta on April 11.^ 
•"'iieport of the President, 292-293? "Arbitration Proceedings, Georgia 
jSailroad and Its fi3itployeesM ^.typescript in Georgia Gollectlon, University 
of Georgia Library, Athena, Georgia), 777-730. 
^Report of the President. 293. 
While Patterson's move provoked vice-president Ball and the two 
Georgia lodges, few could argue with his econfaaic reasoning. .The Panic 
of 1907 had thrown the terminal company into an economic tailspin. By 
the summer of 190S the company*a emtarraased officials reported that the 
concern was $70,510.?3 in debtj the Louisville and Nashville, ever- 
mindful that the Georgia Railroad and the terminal company were severe 
economic burdens, ordered expenses out at the terminal "by "at least 
$1,000.00 a month," The replacement of white firemen, who worked for 
$1«75 P©r d$ry, with ten blacks, who worked for $1.25 per day, was only 
7 
one more way to tighten up the terminal's sagging economy. 
When Eugene A. Ball arrived in Atlanta the blacks were already at 
work in the yards. Incensed, Ball argued, in a tone soon familiar to 
Georgians, that Patterson's act meant that ten brotherhood firemen's 
families were "deprtved of a livelihood" by the company and their "living 
handed over to "ten negroee and their families, because the negro would*« 
work for fifty cents a day less...." Such a defiant challenge to the 
8 brotherhood's strength could not go unanswered." 
Although newspapers later pointed to the April 10 dismissal of 
brotherhood men as the spark which ignited the Georgia Railroad strike, 
the fuse was slow burning? the walkout was still over one month away. 
Throughout April and early Kay, Ball and the grievance committees met 
with the railroad and the terminal company's representatives. Patter¬ 
son refused to reinstate the white fireman, commenting that the teroinal 
"had to make a cut in pay roll." tfhen asked if "he intended to put the 
7 
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negroee to firing," the superintendent cooly replied that "it was going 
further than that," and refused to look at the amendments. At a final 
unproductive meeting between brotherhood men and General ftanager Scott on 
May 8, the firemtn deoanded an end to "the destruction of their seniority 
rights as firemen." The discussion eaded when Scott told the fireiuen that 
it was their "right" to quit work if they desired. After the union delega¬ 
tion left, ocott decided to scrutinize their subsequent "moveaents and 
o 
operations." 
The brotherhood firemen, tall later wrote, were now "in a very 
peculiar position. We had been turned down on all sides. The men were 
very poorly paid, and the negroes had their seniority, and in a short 
time would fill the position of firemen on all the best paid runs." 
Confronted with future dismissals, the vice-president reduced the issue 
to "a question of...whether we would lay down, and...allow our Organiza¬ 
tion to go out of existence, or whether we would put up a good stiff fight, 
and show the people of Georgia whether our Organization was a live one or 
a dead one."*^ 
Eall realized that forty-three union firemen could not stand alone 
against the Louisville and Nashville ilallroad. ile quickly discovered, 
however, that a "very strong feeling against the Georgia iiailroad and 
the Yards in employing so Mtny negroes" existed among the bralcemen and 
trainmen in Atlanta. In addition, the rank and file of engineers, Ball 
noticed, "were with us to the end." liany engineers had grown up along 
the Georgia Iiailroad "and were so intermingled" with the firemen's families 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 752, 762-78^; Report of the President. 
293. 
^Report of the President. 29^» 
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"an to be In many inetances related,..." It "hurt" tha engineers, "as 
well as the firemen, to have their friends a:.d relatives strpercaded by- 
negroes ." Ball realized that the 'brotherhood firemen could gain a power¬ 
ful ally if the lace issue, always politically explosive, was now exploited 
by tht union in an economic struggle. It was an easy step from protests 
against black seniority to cries of railroad induced black supremacy. 
The black worker, traditionally a tool in the hands of managenent, now 
became an awesome weapon in the hands of labor. As Sail put it: 
... I concluded that the only successful way that we could win 
a strike at the present time was to confine our request to the 
supremacy of the white man over the negro, and that if we put 
our fight on anything else but the race question, and some rules 
to govern our employment, that we had no possible show to gain 
our point.H 
The strength of racism convinced Ball that an economic struggle with 
the Louisville and Jtashville could be won* 
The plan to use race-baiting and the "bugaboo of negro doaiination" 
to win the strike for the brotherhood was made more promising by recent 
developments within Georgia. Politicians fought and won elections by 
stirring up the emotions of their constituents with anti-railroad harangues 
and blistering speeches dealing with white supremacy and black disfranchise- 
ment. The Atlanta Bace Blot of 1906 was still fresh in the mind of Georgians, 
and those who needed mental prodding were constantly barraged by a "sen¬ 
sational press that played up...stories of Aegro crime, charges of rape 
and attempted rape, and alleged instances of arrogance, impertinence, 
12 
surly manners, or lack of prompt and proper servility 1a conduct." 
Report of the President. 2S<'t-295* 
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It was believed that a strike which included the "race problem" ae the 
13 
"force behind it" would win the white fireHen overwhelming public support. 
fiugene Ball, a veteran campaigner, was not one to begin a struggle 
unprepared; during early hay he canvaseed Atlanta, drumming: up support for 
the firenen's cause. The brotherhood's coterie of support was impreBsive. 
At the top of the roster was the state's governor, Hoke Smith. Sleeted In 
1906 on a platform considered "anti-nigger and anti-railroad" by the con¬ 
servative Macon Telegraph, Smith was now sitting out the last two months 
of his term. The governor was openly "favorable" to the fireman's plan. 
Smith assured Ball that "if his term...had not been drawing to a close...he 
would guarantee in a short time that there would be no negroes employed as 
Bngineers, Firemen, Conductors, or Brakemen on any of the Georgia rail¬ 
roads. Smith warned, however, that his political enemy and successor, 
Joseph H. Brown, had "been elected by the railroad interests" and would 
assume office in June. As a result, the governor could not give the fire¬ 
men Ironclad assurance of black eliminatiom Ball must suit quickly. Atlanta' 
mayor was considered "non-committal" and the city's Chamber of Commerce 
only offered to investigate the dispute. A Trades and Labor Executive 
meeting, which represented about four thousand members of Atlanta,*s Federa¬ 
tion of Trade, assured Ball the the firemen's "request was reasonable," 
and promised "help and assistance." John Lee, president of the state 
Farmer's Union, was more enthusiastic in his support, Lee pledged "all 
the help...that lay in his power to secure a white msi on every engine 
* Savannah Homing News, Kay 26, 1909. 
^Iteport of the President, 29^> Dewey W. Grantham Jr., Hoke ^Mlth 
And tl 3 j-oil tics of the itew douth (.Baton ttougei Louisiana btate University 
Press, 1967), 1^5» 1^8-1^9. 
1
^Report of the Fresident. 29^. 
in the State of Georgia." Railroaxle which eaployed black firemen, he 
charged, drained the countryBide of agricultural laborers. As a result, 
It was "hard to get hold of a good stout negro oualified for farm work." 
Georgia congressman Lon F. Livingston, former president of the state 
Farmer's Alllanoe and labeled by Ball as "one of the strongest politi¬ 
cians" in Georgia, hinted that he had "saved" the Georgia Railroad 
$50,000.00 in 1908 and would now collect on the favor by pressuring the 
road "to give the white man the rights and seniority over the negro." 
The brotherhood vice-president's thorough canvass even included Atlanta's 
police conunissioner. He was "very favorailfi to us," Ball later wrote, 
and declared that "Pinkerton men and thugs" brought in by the Georgia 
Eailroad "would be dealt with." Businessmen in Atlanta and Augusta 
also reacted favorably to Ball's overtures. By mid-Kay he could report 
that the "good will of every right thinking man I is on our side. 
^Report of the President, 29^295. Ball's vague reference to 
Livingeton's action probably involved a political favor. Aocording 
to Ball, Livingston did confront the Georgia Railroad, "and hot words 
snaued, which no doubt in time will react upon the Georgia Railroad."; 
G. Vann Woodward, Tom Watson Agrarian Rebel (New Yorki Oxford University 
rresa, 1963>, 179-181• 
CHATTSH IV 
A STIifF FIGH1 
At the end of the second Keek in fcay the two disgruntled lodges 
on the Georgia Railroad were joined by fourteen non-union white fire¬ 
men in a unanimous vote to "fight against the railroads." mil wasted 
no time in "bringing the racial features of the brotherhood's plan into 
clear focus. The strike vote was described as a "last resort." The fire¬ 
men voted to walkout rather than "continue to work under such conditions 
in a white man's country."* On Saturday evening, way 15» i^eneral wanager 
Scott received a widely circulated strike notice. Brotherhood men, in 
protest of the railroad's policy of black seniority and discrimination 
against whites, would walkout on i'ionday evening, my 17, "until...a white 
man is respected as much, if not more, than a negro" on the ueorgia iiail- 
2 
road. Ihe strike notice was only a hint of the verbal melee which followed. 
ounday morning's issue of the Atlanta Constitution carried Scott's 
response. A settlement between the union firemen and the road was im¬ 
possible, Scott wrote, because the brotherhood made insuroountable re¬ 
quests* ihe demands of union firemen, the general manager continued, 
"would have utterly and completely [destroyed^ the reasonable rights of 
seniority acquired by negro firenen...by reason of their efficiency and 
faithfulness."^ Scott, quick to protect the rights of his less costly, 
non-union woriters, aimed his attack directly at j^ugene ball. The white 
Atlanta Constitution, hay 16, 19Q9i Augusta Chronicle, fiay 16, 1909. 
'■ftie brotherhood claimed unanimity in the strike vote, while the Chronicle 
reported one abstention. 
2Ibld. 
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firemen wore "being used by a party unacquainted with and alien to ot»r 
industrial situation." Scott, not unaware of the powers of sectional 
prejudices, declared that union "agitation" would injede the industrial 
progress of the South. Scott left it up to the public "to Judge whether 
or not the movement to stir up industrial race strife for which I hold 
Mr* Ball.•*to be chiefly responsible,....will not mean an end of indus- 
k 
trial freedoa for the negro,..." The general manager did more than talk. 
On Saturday he disoissed T.A. Campbell, chaiman of lodge No. 332*3 griev¬ 
ance committee, and any other firemen who refused to declare their posi¬ 
tion."5 
Eugene Ball did not spend the weekend in idleness. Aware that 
brotherhood nen were "as good as disiaiBBed" from the railroad by the 
strike vote, he used the weekend to prepare a slanted statement which 
explained the firemen's cause. The letter, calculated to malign black 
firemen, the railroad, and to swing the public into line with white firemen, 
was heavy with the theme of white supremacy. Addressed to the "People 
of Georgia," the volatile tirade appeared In the state's leading news¬ 
papers i 
The people of this section demand white supremacy. This is 
not a question of white supremacy. 
The people of this section refuse to accept negro equality. This 
is even worse than that. Hie white firemen on the Georgia Bailroad 
are demanding only equality, and that is refused. &hy do we say this? 
A fireman on the Georgia Hailroad when promoted is promoted to the 
position of an engineer. The man first entitled to promotion in 
any subordinate position is,..., the senior man in that position.... 
As even the Georgia Railroad has not yet sought to make negro 
engineers the senior white fireman in the service is the next man to 
become an engineer and is,..., the senior fireman on the road,..., he 
is entitled to be treated as a senior fireman and have the best run. 
h, 
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Instead of this, negroes who oannot be promoted to the position 
of an engineer and who are, therefore, Junior to white firemen, 
are treated as their seniors and given all the cnoicest runs.6 
In addition, £&11 charged that the railroad disciplined white fireaen 
for the slightest offense, while overlooking the shortcomings 6'f less^ 
expensive black workers. The railroad, Ball continued, had dismissed 
white firemen at will and forced an uncoamon closeness between white and 
black fireman which would have been considered repugnant elsewhere. 
...A few days ago a white aan was dismissed froa...the conpany 
for swearing at a negro who had no business on the engine.... 
It seems generally understood in Augusta on Saturday night or pay 
days that the negroes are slow to respond for dutyt if they do not 
respond then the white firemen at the risk of being punished, must 
fill that negro's place, sit on the saae seat, put his clothes in 
the saos box and use the same utensils as the negro had he respond¬ 
ed when called.? 
On Monday Ball, in a letter to the editor of the Atlanta Constitution, 
Issued a final rousing call for brotherhood support before the walkout be- * 
gan. It would have done credit to the prattle of any demagoguei "This 
is not a natter of sentiaent or bluff, but a business proposition for the 
people of Georgia to determine, whether a white fireman is to be super- ' 
ceded by a negro to enrich the treasury of any railroad, or granted the 
8 privileges of a free country." General Manager Scott, in turn, charged 
that Ball was an outsider who had confused the traditional Southern distinc¬ 
tion between political exclusion and economic freedom for som blacks. The 
brotherhood leader, Scott wrote, "proclaims...to be so thoroughly acquaint¬ 
ed with the industrial conditions affecting the races in Georgia as to 
^"Strike on the Georgia Railroad," Firemen's Magazine. 96-97i Macon 
Dally Telegraph. May 18, 1909* 
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confuse the constitutional ["black disfr&nchisemen^ a&endoent adopted 
last fall with an antagonisn between the races in the ordinary pursuits 
of life.,.." Apparently Scott did not consider the right to vote an or¬ 
dinary pursuit of life. The fulminations of both leaders Here avidly 
followed by readers in every snail town and whistle stop between Atlanta 
and Augusta. At nine o'clock on Monday evening the brotherhood firemen 
who had not "been disnissed stepped down Off railroad , engines and the 
Q 
hostlers walked out of the terminal's yards. 
Initial public response to the walkout was sluggish. Scott report¬ 
ed that there was little "along the line to indicate the existence of a 
strike.M In the yards, according to the New York Times, the Georgia fiail- 
ro&d was discharging brotherhood oen "as fast as they case in from their 
runs." Although the railroad denied it, the Times reported that some 
blacks had taken the place of white union men. Observers of the strike 
believed, that the brotherhood's efforts would remain ineffective unless 
they were joined by engineers. A joint effort by the two brotherhoods 
would immediately cripple the railroad. Without a sympathetic strike 
by the engineers, the Macon Daily Telegraph predicted, the firemen's fight 
would be an "up-hill" affair.^ Ball's efforts to win over the engineer's 
leadership, however, were unsuccessful. While he believed that the rank 
and file of engineers were ready to "step down and out with our boys," a 
private meeting with Fred A* Burgess, Assistant Grand Chief of the B. of 
L. £., revealed that the grand chief had little sympathy for the firemen's 
^"Strike on the Georgia Railroad," Firemen's Magazine. 98} Atlanta 
Constitution, Hay 18, 1909. 
^New York Times. May 18, 1909l Mac on Daily Telegra-ph. May 19» 1909 
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cause. Burgess, Ball "bitterly wrote, convinced the Georgia iiailroad 
engineers that their "contracts were sacred." It was also apparent 
that the old interorganizational rivalry for control 01 Southern engine- 
men had once again surfaced. Burgess wanted to end the dispute, but under 
the aegis of the B. of L. E. Ball refused to participate in such an un¬ 
holy alliance* "I gave him no excuse whatsoever,** the firemen's leader 
later wrote, "to circulate over this country that the firemen got into 
a fight and had to beg for the assistance and protection of the B* of L. 
to keep them from losing their employment and our organization from going 
out of existence in the South.The news broke on Tuesday morning, when 
the conservative Burgess informed the press that the engineers would not 
"fight another's battle." By late Tuesday afternoon the two Georgia 
lodges "stood absolutely alone." 
But not entirely alone. On Tuesday evening Ball was joined in 
Atlanta by A,P. Kelly, third vice-president of the B, of L. F. and E. 
Ordered to Georgia from brotherhood business in Connecticut by a worried 
national office, Kelly was a hard-nosed organizer who once contemptously 
remarked that the black's place in railroading should be limited to "clean- 
12 ing out...urinals and sweeping out...cars." tfhile impressed with the 
determination of the two lodges, Kelly was troubled that the effects of 
the strike were still negligible. Train schedules were uninterrupted and 
blacks continued to fire engines. Kelly quickly realized that if "negroes 
were permitted to work, the strike would be a failure." No stranger to 
the South, Kelly pointed out to Ball that the public must be prodded into 
^Report of the President to the Twelfth Biennial Convention of the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Englnemen ^St. Paul, Minni n.p., 1910), 
296. 
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action. Another rousing cry must "be issued. Ironically, railroad 
officials gave Ball and ijelly an opportunity to seize wie advantage. 
General Manager Scott's public statement, which labeled Ball an out¬ 
sider, was an obvious appeal to Southern contempt for Northern unlonisa. 
The road's appeal would fall "because the brotherhood leaders, In response, 
n 
would appeal to the stronger Southern tradition of white supremacy. 
The two union officers quickly warmed to the task. By Vednesday 
their vituperative reply, printed above Ball's name, was before the citi¬ 
zens of Georgia. It primed the population's prejudices against the twin 
evile of black equality and railroad monopoly, Scott and the railroad 
haul placed blacks "over and above" white firemen. "What more than this," 
the letter asked, "is necessary to damn him in the eyes of the people of 
the State?" The brotherhood's statement continued with words tailored 
for southerners. 
He [acottj seeks to divert attention by harping on the fact 
that I am from Canada and charges me with responsibility for rais¬ 
ing this white man's ieeue. Had I raised the issue, I would be 
proud of it, but it is an honor I cannot claimj the men inherited 
the issue from their white forefathers.... 
These Georgia boys did not have to go to Canada to be told 
they were better than a negroi they knew it, and Mr. Scott seems 
to be the only one to doubt it....14 
Ball then replied to Scott's charge that he was unfaraillar with Southern 
traditions and industrial conditions. The brotherhood vice-president ad¬ 
mitted that this was his first trip South, but he would prefer to leave 
it "to the southern people,...to judge whether my conduct or that of Mr. 
Scott e.iows a better appreciation of southern conditions. I stand for 
13 
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white superiority; he stands for negro superiority. Let the people of the 
south Judge between us." The two union officers close . the clamorous ha¬ 
rangue with a rallying question! HVill the people of Georgia "hack their 
ovm men or will they hack the Georgia Railroad in trying to ram negro 
supremacy down the throats of its white firemen?"^^ 
Although Wednesday morning's trains moved along the Piedmont without 
incident and railroad officials remained confident, the strike neared 
a new and violent stage. As the public absorbed the brotherhood's emo¬ 
tional appeal, Kelly met privately with brotherhood men in Atlanta and 
"outlined a plan of campaign which was expected to successfully put a 
stop to the operation of the road." At the heart of the plan was the 
forced removal of black firemen from engines along the railroad.. While 
violence was, by no means, limited to certain towns, three communities 
were union strongholds. Lithonia controlled the western end of the rail¬ 
road, Uuion Point held the center and was the Junction town for the 
Athens branch, and control of Thomson, which dominated the eastern sec¬ 
tion, sufficiently isolated the Macon branch from Augusta. Operating 
through sympathetic citizens directed by key, low profile strikers, 
Kelly found himself in control of a potent union "picket force" between 
Atlanta and Augusta* Dusk on Wednesday settled among small town crowds 
who, urged on by volatile Kewsprint and union pickets, had gathered at 
rural railroad stops determined to secure Ma fair deal for the white 
man against the negro*" fihetorical race-baiting, so effective in local 
political struggles, had worked for the brotherhood as well.^ 
^"Strike on the Georgia Bailroad," Firemen's Magaalne. 101, 
^Re-port of the President. 3^31 Thomas k. bcott to Hoke Smith, May 
24, 1909» Box 3, Hoke Smith Collection, Special Collections Division, 
University of Georgia Library, Athens, Georgia. Scott identified Thomson 
as the "controlling point." 
if? 
At six o'clock on Wednesday evening a through freight fired by 
John Wesley, black, stopped at Thomson, thirty-five miles west of Augusta. 
The atmosphere at the station *ac ugly, rfhen the engineer stepped froa the 
cab and walked into the telegraph office an offensive crowd quickly sur¬ 
rounded the engine. After threats of violence, the black fireaan agreed 
to abandon the engine. At Dearing, eight miles east, William Parker, anoth¬ 
er black fireman, was called off an engine by "five or six white men...taken 
behind [aj store and badly beaten." On the iiacon and Athens branch, mall 
trains were delayed by crowds of protesters. As a result of Intimidation 
and violence, black firemen abandoned their locomotives and entire trains 
were standed. On Thursday morning the iiacon Dally Telegraph reported a 
dozen idle freight trains on sidings along the Georgia Railroad.^ 
The railroad was quick to respond to violence, A $500.00 reward 
was offered for information leading to the arrest of Parker's assailants 
and, on Thursday, the railroad "lodged a formal complaint" with U.S. Dis¬ 
trict Attorney F. Garter Tate in Atlanta. Delayed mails were accumulating 
at Atlanta and at other stations!® Brotherhood lawyers quickly informed Tate 
that union men were "in no way responsible" for violence and were "ready 
to Join with you in bringing to justice the guilty parties." Privately, 
brotherhood leaders followed a different course. Kelly left Atlanta on 
Thursday coming and traveled over the Central of Georgia railroad to 
Augusta. Upon arrival late that evening he assumed control of the union's 
caapaign along the eastern section of the railroad. The brotherhood men 
1? Augusta Chronicle. May 20, 1909» Atlanta Qonstltutlon. Hay 20, 1909j 
Macon Daily Telegraph. Kay 20, 1909. 
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in Augusta were In good spirits. Wednesday nightfe violence had "pretty 
well demoralized" the Georgia Railroad and strikebreakers were proving 
unreliable. In addition, vice-president Ball had issued another in¬ 
fectious statement, a rousing vindication of mob action, from the idm- 
ball House in Atlanta. The violence along the Georgia Railroad, Ball 
Mrote, was "deprecated by every member" of the £• of L, 17. and E. Union 
firemen were innocent of* any wrongdoing. But the violence which had ac¬ 
companied the Georgia Railroad strike was "a thing which muEt be expected." 
£&11 continuedi 
.... Never in the history of oivilisation has the white nan sub¬ 
mitted to negro domination, and when the Georgia Hailroad seeks to 
put negroes over these Georgia boys, who have worked for them so 
faithfully, they must expect trouble. Of these firemen who have 
lost their jobs, many live up and down the railroad, and when their 
friends and relatives see trains going by and a negro occupying his 
place, putting his negro clothes in the white nan's locker, and 
practically occupying the business home of the young white man, trou¬ 
ble will ensue. * 
Along the eastern end of the railroad Kelly met with sympathetic citizens 
and, as he later recalled, "brought them into ray confidence...." The union 
leader wisely preferred to "operate" through friends and relatives of the 
s+vi.kers, "not wishing [themj to be identified with any move" against the 
railroad. Hie small town crowds, Kelly wrote, "worked faithfully in our 
20 behalf," Faithfully and violently. 
Shortly after six o'clock on Thursday evening an Atlanta bound freight 
train rolled into Thomson, home of the Populist turned racist, Tom Ifatson. 
The f.'eigh'i^s locomotive was fired by Nathan Thomas, a "humble.. .polite 
19 
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ne^ro,H who had joined the railroad In I897i later Tjecomin^ a flxefaan. 
'.fhen the train stopped a large and troublous crowd was waiting at the 
depot. Thomas heard "an angry exclamation" and, looking toward the 
engineer's side of the cab, was "seized from his own side thrown 
heavily to the ground, cuffed, kicked, hit with brides and struck with 
sticks." The angry crowd of whites quickly did their work on one side 
of the engine while the county's obliging sheriff stood on the depot 
platform. Thomas, although badly beaten and bruised, flag^jd a train 
back to Augusta. The black fireman, the Augusta Chronicle reported, waa 
also "robbed of $28 in currency and his watch." Thornsonlans, charged with 
both assault and robbery, bitterly denied the latter only. Under ^ 
banner of "Union Wars on Negroes," the Hew Tork Tlaes quoted General 
Kanager Scott: "...this strike is the skirmish of the Brotherhood of 
Locomotive Firemen and Engineers in their plan to drive the negro out 
21 
of employment on railroads altogether." Incidents of intimidation were 
reported at Lithonia, Union Point, and Uovington. One observer noted 
that freight trains were "held up at nearly every junction point." At 
Union Point, where a band of young toughs harrassed black fireaen from 
the depot, -sAlroad officials demanded that the town's mayor remove 
intimidators from Railroad property. When confronted, the defiant 
youths bought ten-cent tickets to the next stop, became "patrons of the 
22 
road," and continued to wait for the next train. Union Point's mayor, 
Scott wired Governor Smith, was "unable to preserve the peace and main¬ 
tain order. 
21 
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Thursday night's violence prompted a volley of telegrams from 
General llanager ticott to Governor Smith. Scott demanded protection 
for railroad property and, if necessary, the dispatchment of state 
troops to trouble spots. Railroad officers were well aware, however, 
that favorable action from Governor Smith might be slow in coming. Af» 
a result, the railroad hired guards and private detectives-. According 
to the Augusta Chronicle. a "train load." of white strikebreakers was 
brought in from St. Louisi most proved unreliable. The Atlanta Consti¬ 
tution reported that eighteen strikebreakers in Augusta offered to sell 
out to the brotherhood for a total of $450#00. Guards hired by the rail¬ 
road from local counties were not much more reliable { one admitt?'5 Miat 
he would accept the twenty dollars in expense money and draw $3*50 per 
day "till fsicj things began to get warm." Scott, in a statement re¬ 
leased to the press, warned Georgians that Interstate freight was "sub¬ 
ject to the national law." The strike, he hinted, could be submitted to 
"officials of the government" for peaceful arbitration. "This being true," 
he continued, "not even the most ignorant has any excuse for violence." 
Jut the general manager's appeals to Georgia representatives in Washington 
were cool received. Senator A.0. Sacon, aware that any aid to the rail¬ 
road from his quarter might not be viewed kindly by voters in Georgia, 
wired that "the power to protect persons and property and to preserve order 
in the State belongs to the state government." Bacon refused to notify 
the Interr .^te Commerce Commission or postal authorities. Watson's 
24 
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oeiTerscmlan fiagaalne viewed the railroad'b frantic appeals to state 
and federal authorities for help Kith oharaoteristic causticity. 
It is a very queer thing to observe the dear railroad coa- 
panies,... When everything is going their way; when they are vio¬ 
lating the rights of the public j when they are refusing to bear 
their share of the general taxation)..., how they do howl if 
govemment ownership is suggested! How they get black in the 
face over the socialism and populism that would try...to control 
themI But how quick are -they to send telegrams demanding troops 
and insisting that the government come to their aid and take 
charge of their affairs whenever outraged employees or public 
*ake other than a verbal protest!25 
It was obvious to Ball and Kelly that the railroad hoped for quick 
and decisive intervention before a complete tie-up was achieved. They 
also realised that the possibilities of state intervention were renote. 
Smith's private conversations had clearly indicated the governor's senti¬ 
ments and, as Senator Bacon hinted, federal troops could be sent in only 
at the behest of the governor or legislature. By late Thursday evening 
Smith fulfilled their expectations. The governor claimed, probably with 
Justification, that state troops would "increase rather than lessen ex- 
26 
cltement," and refused to order out the militia. Finally, it was not 
politic for Governor Smith to order out troops to protect the very "rail¬ 
road ring crowd" and blacks whose denunciation had carried him into the 
Capitol in )19Q6. Hia governor, seeking a politically safe solution, wired 
Scott on May 20 and suggested that the answer might lie in the "arbitration 
2? 
of the differences between your road and the firemen." 
While the governor advocated a form of state arbitration, Scott and 
railroad lawyers were groping for active federal intervention, i'heir cause 
was greatly aided by the actions of the strikers. Although fearful of feder¬ 
al interference, the union now intensified its campaign, pushing for a coa- 
25MThe Georgia Strike," Watson's Jeffersonlan Magazine. Ill (July 1909), 
526-527. 
^Smith to Scott, undated, Hoke Smith Collection, 
'Ibid,1 "Strike on the Georgia Railroad*" Firemen's Magazine, 102, 
k? 
plete tie-up along the railroad. Throughout the week sympathetic citiz«ns 
had limited their assaults to freights, fearing federal intervention If 
passenger-mail trains were stopped altogether. On Friday Kelly notified 
his lieutenants, through a system of messengers, that the fireoen's cause 
no longer made the "distinction between passenger and freight service, 
as it all looked alike in a strike."^® The labor leader's order to inten¬ 
sify the campaign brought quick and violent results, rfhen the Buckhead 
train stopped at Thoa^ja a company guard, after pushing one member of a 
citizen's boarding party off the engine, was jerked from the cab, dis¬ 
armed, and pistol whipped. "The people in .Thomson," the guard later com¬ 
mented, "seems to have gotten it into their heads that I am in favor of 
running a negro over the white man. Nothing could be further from the 
29 truth. I am . . , in favor of the supremacy of the law." But many 
civil authorities were either powerless to enforce the law or, fearing 
political reprisals during the next election, actively co-operated in its 
obstruction. IicDuffie Gounty's sheriff admitted his helplessness when he 
wired the Capitol i "unable to control situation am doing what I can to 
preserve order." According to one Lithonlan, Dekalb County's sheriff 
seemed indifferent: "You need not call on the sheriff...here to protect 
the Georgia Sailroad," he wrote Governor Smith, Sheriff "Morris was her'e 
to day fsici ...and seet Uioi on his ass."^ Indeed, an Awjusta bound 
fast freight with eleven cars of perishables was sidetracked at Lithonia 
28 
Report of the President, JOJ. 
^Augusta Chronicle. May 22, 1909. 
-^E.W. llawe to Smith, Kay 21, 1909 and John T. Brand to Smith, May 
29, 1909. Hoke Smith Collection. 
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after Its fireman a'baudoned the engine. The railroad, fearful of a 
spoilage suit, sent a replacement with two guards to rescue the train, 
when the creu arrived at Lithonia the black fireman "refused to go to 
work" and the railroad guards were arrested and "charged with carrying 
deadly weapons." A third attenpt to remove the train also failed. It 
was at Thomson, a hot-bed of anti-railroad sentiment, that the union's 
final push for a conrplete tie-up reached its crest. On Friday after¬ 
noon a white strikebreaker on passenger-mail train No. 91 was "forcibly 
removed from the engine...and carried off...by a mob." Friday's con¬ 
frontation at Thomson convinced Kelly that the union's supporters had 
erased any distinction between freight and mail trains. Thoiason's 
citizens had also allayed Kelly's fear that the use of white strikebreak¬ 
ers would destroy "the race question." It was "pleasing to note," he 
later wrote, "that a white scab looked the same as a black one to those 
31 good people along the Georgia riallroad. 
Friday's sharp increase in violence and the delay of passenger- 
mail train JKo. 91 prompted another flurry of telegrams from railroad 
officials to /ashington. U.S. Attorney G.d. Wickersham and postal author¬ 
ities were Informed that trains "could not proceed." Uaily Friday even¬ 
ing Scott acted upon the previous night's warning and wired Charles P. 
iseill, Gommissioner of Labor, and Kartin A. Knapp, Chairman of the Intern- 
state Commerce Commission. "Strikers or their sympathizers," Scott com¬ 
plained, had engaged in "assault and battery and other personal maltreat¬ 
ment of railroad.. .employeee The Georgia jSailroad demanded "prompt 
31 Augvsta chronicle, toy 22, 190?; Report of the President, 3O3 
^9 
SLctlon" under the provisionu of the Erdm&n Act. Brothez+iood men counter¬ 
ed with a response similar to that of the Aaerlcan Railway Union during 
the Pullman Strike. Ball quickly wired postal authorities that the union 
would "allow the mall trains to run and furnish white firemen, if necessary, 
at our own expense*H fi&ilroad management, as in the Pullman Strike, turn- 
12 
ed down the offer. 
At the Capitol Governor Smith, hurriedly preparing for a weekend 
trip to the south Georgia town of Fitzgerald, was informed of federal 
invocation in a wire from General Manager Scott. The sheriffs and mayors 
were powerless to enforce the law or preferred to do otherwise. "Assaults 
and intimidation of our eaployees continue,N Scott wired. Governor Smith 
fired a wire to the sheriffs of Dekalb, Warren, Greene, Morgan, and Mc- 
Duffie c ounties, urging them to "take all steps necessary to preserve 
order and to prevent any interference with the trains or employees upon 
the Georgia Railroad. The governor then left Atlanta for the weekend. 
Violence continued throughout the night despite the governor's mild 
urgings. By Saturday afternoon the "lawless mohs" were swollen "by idlers 
on Saturday*8 half-holiday and by curious farmers on weekend trips to 
town. One Augusta newspaper recorded that "jeering crowds" surrounded 
outbound trains despite guards and police, irfhite strikebreakers were 
"going over to the strikers and leaving town f.j " Ball painted a romantic 
picture of a popular uprising when he wrote his president) "old...and 
-^Augusta Chronicle. Kay 22, 1909; Thomas K. Scott to Charles F. 
Neill, May 21, 1909* Erdman Act Case File 20,' Georgia Railroad vs. Bro¬ 
therhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, Record GrSup 13, Washington 
National Records Center. 
33Scott to Smith, May 21, 1909 and Smith to sheriffs of DeKalb, 
Warren, Greene, Morgan, and McDuffie counties, May 21, 1909. Hoke Smith 
Collection. 
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young men left their farms or snploymsnt...to aaslet in securing for 
oL, 
the white flrenen what Justly belonged to thea." Saturday also wit¬ 
nessed the Introduction of a new union tactic. If the engineers would 
not abandon the engines voluntarily and In sympathy with the firemen, 
then they oust be forced off locomotives in the brotherhood's final 
attack* the stoning of engines.^ 
The fury of the "outlaws" and other tracks Ida rabble along the 
Georgia Railroad had been directed toward defined targets throughout 
the week* First toward black firemen and strike breakers, and then 
toward white strikebreakers, guards, and passenger-mall trains. Now 
the engineers would become the targets of rocks and bricks. Ihe new 
twist was based on the assumption that all the rank and file engineers 
needed was an excuse to abandon their cabs. Only Grand Chief Burgess 
had held them in line. In fact, a few engineers had already aided 
the firemen's cause by refusing to break in strikebreakers or convinc¬ 
ing them to leave the cab and crossover to the firemen. "An excuse of 
any description," Kelly believed, ",,.would give them the opportunity of 
refusing to go out on their engines." A complete tie-up of the Georgia 
Railroad would then become inevitable. 
But the excuse provided by the crowds on Saturday was a very real 
and dangerous one. One engineer, Burgess frantically wired General Manag¬ 
er Scott, had been hit by a rook at Gonyers and another at Lithonla, where 
a worried citizen wrote that "ther Te? is going to be s&me killing." The 
mood was so vicious at Camak that seven engineers, huddled inside the 
depot, wired that it was "not safe to go out." JJurgess wired Scott and 
Report of the Preeldent. 297f "Strike on the Georgia Railroad," fflre- 
jaen's Hagasine. 103. 
^Report of the President. 3^3 
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declared j "I decline to carry the responsibility of the engineers* lives 
any longer." The union "picket force," Kelly gloated, "was beginning to 
have the desired effect. The engineers coaplained greatly of the danger 
of attempting to run the engines." Gitieens along the Georgia Bailroad 
followed Kelly's instructions closely; they were no longer "particular 
which side of the engine they... jtook] the nan off of."^ 
At Thomson, an inexhaustable source of animosity and violence, 
obdurate citizens issued an ultimatum which warned off trains carrying 
black firemen or white strikebreakers. The decree was no idle threat. 
•then a westbound passenger-mail train stopped at Dearing, eight miles 
east of Thomson, the station's telegrapher wired the Augusta home office 
that the train would be stopped and boarded at Thomson "if there were 
armed guards or a negro fireman on the engineAfter lengthy negotia¬ 
tions between the railroad's agent in Thomson, "prominent men," 
leaders of Thomson's brotherhood picket force, the train was allowed 
to proceed. Thomsonians, however, dictated special conditional the 
black fireman and company guards were seated in a coach and a white 
passenger, pressed temporarily into the company's evploy, fired the 
38 
engine through town. Twelve "dead engines" sat on sidings at Union 
Point, while sixteen freighttrains were tied-up at other stations 
along the line. One diligent conductor delivered mail by handcar. 
The engineers, L>cott wired the Capitol on Saturday, "are complaining 
their lives are endangered by rocks thrown at engines...they cannot 
39 be expected to man their engines." 
^Macon Daily Telegraph. May 21, 1909i "Strike on the Georgia Rail¬ 
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Governor SJmith remained in touch with Atlanta by long distance 
telephone. On Saturday morning he sent his attorney general• John C. 
Hart, on "a trip over the Georgia Railroad for obeervation." Hart had 
hardly reached Union Point, a salient of brotherhood support, when he 
was convinced that the "situation.., [wasj of great gravity." At sev¬ 
eral points along the railroad the attorney general was, according to 
the New York Times, "abused as a 'nigger lover* [and1 kept busy explain¬ 
ing that he was siaply investigating and not taking the part of the ne- 
kQ 
groes." Although Hart made it through Thomson, the tumultuous center 
of anti-railroad sentiment, citizens at the tiny settlement of Bcneville 
"mistook..,[him] for a strike breaker...and orally denounced" the attorney 
general. The trip down the line was so unnerving that Hart decided to 
return to Atlanta on the Central of Georgia railroad. 
National figures were also watching the strike closely. On Sat¬ 
urday Charles F. Neill and Martin A. Knapp, at the Department of Conaerce 
and Labor, wired brotherhood and railroad officials, asking "the nature 
of the controversy and the precise question at issue•" Sugene Btll, cau¬ 
tioned by Kelly to "acknowledge receipt...but not to commit himself? re¬ 
plied that the railroad had been paralysed "by reason of the fact that 
the public heartily disapprove of the course pursued by the Georgia Rail¬ 
road, you know best whether you can be of any assistance." Ball hinted 
at the strike's racial implications when he wiredi "The issue is a local 
- 42 
one landl cannot be \inderstood unless you are here." Ball's annoyance 
{lQ 
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with federal noddling was less subdued la an exchange carried "by the 
Kacon Dally Telegraph. Vfhen asked If the union men would agree to 
arbitration, Bell gave the classic aanagement response, "what is there 
to arbitrate?" and quippedi "As I see it there is nothing connected with 
the race question subject to arbitration."^-' Shortly after four o'clock 
on Saturday afternoon Scott wired a lengthy reply to Knapp and Neill. 
The general manager reviewed the fruitless meeting on hay 8 and describ¬ 
ed the brotherhood's demand for black elimination. Since the walkout, he 
concluded, crowds had "forcibly assaulted and removed" black and white 
lih 
striketareal era. 
The brotherhood's campaign of violence, however, would soon achieve 
its goal. By eight o'clock on Saturday evening the stoning of engines 
had driven most engineers from their cabe and persuaded others to re¬ 
main at hone. At Augusta a crowded passenger train was stranded when 
its engineer and crew walked out of the yards. In Athens a mob of six 
hundred to a thousand "men and boys" rocked an engine carrying white strike 
breakers and railroad detectives. The S£u."/o was so vicious that one de- 
kc 
tective was knocked off his feet and a policeman wounded. Late Siatur- 
day night Burgess declared that the "menacing attitude of the people... 
along the road has increased until engines had been rocked, engineers 
struck, guards dragged from the cabs, and.,.it has become suicidal for 
engineers to continue on duty." The grand chief then placed the blame 
^iacon Dally Telegraph, toy 23, 1909. 
4*4 Thomas K. Scott to Knapp and Neill, Nay 22, 1909. liaxlman Act Case 
File 20. 
^Macon Dally Telegraph. Kay 23, 1909. 
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on the Georgia Hallroad as the engineers abandoned their engines. 
"We do not propose to take any part In the strike,M he oomitented 
to the press, "but the men *ust be afforded protection. When It Is 
found that the railroad cannot give this, they will not go out on 
la 
runs until It can be given." Railroad officials quickly shifted 
the blame to Governor Smith. Scott upbraided Snith by wire on Satur¬ 
day eveningi "The whole responsibility of this condition rests upon 
you...for falling to exert your power to the fullest extent in maintain¬ 
ing order on the line.... Please wire me what remedial action you will 
47 
now take." Kelly, however, was exuberant. "It is useless .or me vO 
state," the organizer later wrote, "that this oonditlon was pleasing, 
for my greatest desires were never more gratified than at this sight, 
for it was one of the most perfect trimmings that labor ever gave to 
an employer that has come under my observation, and I saw some hot ones 
KO 
in my days. Nothing moved between Atlanta and Augusta." Old Reliable 
was paralyzed. 
On Sunday morning Atlanta's eastbound passengers-mail train stood 
"like a monument to a dead railroad." Along the line Georgians grum¬ 
bled when their Sunday papers failed to arrive j preachers and travelling 
shows, the Atlanta Constitution noted, were stranded at quiet depots 
between the capital and Augusta. Sunday morning strollers in Atlanta 
formed "great crowds of curious people...about the depot; rumors were 
"abundant, varied, exaggerated,...,but not verified." Although Saturday 
LA 
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night's violence vanlahed with the eaxly morning hours, anti-railroad 
sentiment was still apparent. An Atlanta newspaper reporter wrote that 
aore "'bad things were said about the road's management by people who knew 
nothing of railroad work" than by striking firemen. Some Populist minded 
Georgians called for state seizure of the railroad on the grounds that the 
line had not fulfilled one of its charter rt. ^ulrements, which demanded 
train service unless "Providential interference" prohibited. Despite 
Sunday's lull, it was apparent to insiders that both sides were shoring 
up for a long seige. The Atlanta Constitution revealed that the railroad 
had imported twenty-five strikebreakers from Wew York and St. Louis through 
the services of a "local detective agency." The strikebreakers were hous¬ 
ed, under guard, on the top floor of the Empire Hotel. Strikers and their 
partisans tried to talk the strikebreakers down and notes tossed by the 
newcomers claimed that they were "under the impression that they ware to 
'white-man* a railroad to take the places of negroes."^ One old engineer 
on the Georgia Railroad, angered by the arrival of outsiders, openly sided 
with the striking firemen: 
...We came off those engines, because our chief thought the 
run dangerous,... .Now, since the road wants to substitute import¬ 
ed men, strikebreakers—hang 'em [sic], 1 can't see that the dan¬ 
ger is diminished. In fact, 1 think it has been augmented mate¬ 
rially. The people along the road have a kinder feeling for the 
negro, who has grown up here j than they have for a white man who 
comes among us to take our ^obB.50 
Despite the old-timer's prediction of increased violence, less 
apparent forces were already shaping the course of the strike. The coming 
week would be characterized by a flurry of telegrams, closed-door confer- 
^Atlanta Qonstltutlon. May 24, 1909. 
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encea, amt# partlcipante, and newspaper speculation. On Uunday after¬ 
noon vjeorgia Attorney General Hart net with aoott in Augueta and with 
Eugene 2ftll at th« ijjiball House in Atlanta, ioth laeetingB led to auch 
speculation tout little firs neHsprint* It wae olear ty i^onday, however, 
that iiart had proposed a plan—the result of hie "peaceful alBSion" over 
tiie »eorglft Railroad during the weekend.--vhl^h he hoped wovild eattle the 
etrike. n&rt wired Governor daith that he had been "lapressod with the 
fact that ke» *actt and fir* &11 realise the eariouenees of the situation*" 
¥he attorney general reeoaDended that the governor proapt the formation of 
a ^orgia board of arbitration, conpoeed of six of the state's sons. &ach 
•ide would choee three representatives. The governor agreed. The solution 
was politically safe* it prevented federal intervention! and it cast &aith 
as a peacemaker, iiesides, the governor was already imaer conaiderabla 
pressure froa the state's business leaders! who were losing; aoney while 
goods raffi&insd on sidings and in Atlanta's wholesale warehouses.^ Union 
fireaen, aware that their case was safer in the hands of six Qeorgians in 
Atlanta than in the hands of federal arbitrators in Washington, readily 
52 
endorsed Hart's plan. 
The brotherhood's ohoioe of arbiters left little doubt in General 
Kanager -cott'b taind as to which way they would vote. Union tasn chose 
John iiee, the opinionated president of the state's ^axners* Union, Thosias 
K, iardwick, Georgia consressnan, political ally of faith's, and a prise 
aover bolilnd the black disfranchisenent aoveaent, and Horace Holden, a 
^Atlanta Constitution. Hay 25, 1909i Hart to indth, iiay 24, 1909, 
Hoke Sadth Oollection. 
^iAll to ^aith, i-iay 24, 1909* Hoke aaith Collection. 
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member of the Georgia Supreme Court. Scott wisely refused to have any 
part of a state arbitration which could be influenced by public senti- 
nent and anti-railroad politicians. Only the federal "Board of aediation 
at Washington," Scott vrired the governor, has the power to settle the dis¬ 
pute.^ 
Scott's refusal to participate in state arbitration proceedings 
brought criticism f-nd pressure from both predictable and unexpected 
quarters. Governor Smith met with two Atlanta directors of the Georgia 
Railroad, John W. Grant and Dr. A.M. Calhoun, on Monday. As a result of 
the meetingi they both agreed to urge Scott toward state arbitration. The 
directors may well have realized that stalled trains brought few dividends. 
The pro-Smith Atlanta Journal noticed that all parties to the dispute had 
agreed to sit down and arbitrate except General Manager Scott, but dis¬ 
counted charges that the railroad was holdiiio uut for viifrictlve reasons. 
.. .It has been intimated in some quarters that the authorities 
are not unwilling for the people along the line of the railroad to 
suffer on account of their alleged sympathy with the striking fire¬ 
men. tfe should be loath to believe such an accusation,... 
••.President Scott has admitted the possibility of arbitration, 
has admitted that there is something to arbitrate, in making his ap¬ 
peal to the board of mediation. The form of arbitration is unimpor¬ 
tant. ... The governor of the state has made a suggestion. The Atlanta 
directors of the Georgia Railroad consider it a wise one. Vice Presi¬ 
dent Ball has accepted it. The responsibility for any further delay 
in the settlement of the difficulty...is., easily fixed, at the pre¬ 
sent moment. 5^ 
The pressure and responsibility of Scott's delay was lessened con¬ 
siderably on ftonday afternoon when the general manager received a wire 
from Martin A* Knapp, Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
^Ball to Smith, May 24, 1909 and Scott to Smith, May 24, 1909. Hoke 
Smith Collection. 
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Labor Gomrdssionor Knapp infarroed Scott, would "leave for Jthe7 
South to-night," A similar wire to Eugene Ball at the jilmball House 
notified the brotherhood leader that Neill was coming to Georgia to 
"endeavor to secure an amicable agreement...in accordance with the pro¬ 
visions of the xSrdman Act." It was Ball's firat notice that federal in¬ 
tervention, so long a rumor, was now fact. He quickly wired Washington 
and pointed out that plans for state arbitration were already afoot. 
It was too late. Scott's dilatory tactics and his refusal to partici¬ 
pate In local arbitration had effectively sabotaged the brotherhood's hope 
for a state, and most probably favorable, adjudication.^ 
The dedtlon to send Labor Commlseloner Nelll to Georgia in re¬ 
sponse to the railroad's appeal for help was the least offensive decision 
that the young Taft administration could have reached, short of complete 
passivity. The President of two months hp* "srlously courted the South 
during the campaign of 1908, much to the disappointment of black leaders. 
Taft had continued Roosevelt's Southern policy of attracting conservative 
Democrats into Republican ranks with some success. The Republican vote in 
Georgia increased by 17,000 in 1908. Taft's castpaign of "The Winning 
of the South," however, would suffer if he assumed the old role of "in¬ 
junction judge" and interfered with a Southern strike against a railroad 
which employed blacks at the expense of whites. f As a result, the Presi¬ 
dent was more interested in the "race feature" of the conflict than in 
interstate freight disruptions or mall delays. While the threat of dis- 
-'^Hartin A. Knapp to Ball and Scott, May 24, 1^09, Ball to Unapp 
and Scott to iuiapp, my 24, 1909. iirdman ActoCase fl-le 20. 
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Iiouisiana State University Press, 1951), 466-^6$. 
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patching "regular troops to Georgia to Insure the uninterrupted trans¬ 
mission of the nails'' was hinted at fcy individualB in "administrative cir¬ 
cles, " Taft hoped for a settlement free from strong federal intervention. 
The use of troops would only dredge up the ugly memories of Reconstruction 
and alienate Southern voters. Although the dew York Times reported that 
the U.S. District Attorney in Atlanta had "been ordered "to proceed in the 
courts when the occasion demands such action," there was little chance 
that an injunction would be forthcoming unless it was decided upon at 
the cahinet level. If Georgians ignored a restraining order, and there 
was every indication that they would, Taft could only up the stakes with 
the introduction of U.S. Deputy K&rshala. Swoh action could precipitate 
<8 
another Georgia race riot. The administration had made a niae decision 
in sending the capable and energetic Nelll to Atlanta. 
The possibility of continued violence the necessity for calm, 
rational action was demonstrated on Monday nights many Georgians, despite 
the lull, were still in an ugly mood. In Augusta a nervous railroad guard 
Mistook a group of foundry workers for an anti»rallroad mob, "lost his head,' 
and discharged a load of buckshot at the men. The workers responded with 
a fusilade of bricks and stones, chasing the guard into the railroad de¬ 
tectives' camp, tfoott quickly wired Governor Limith an ominous sounding 
note from Augusta, warning that strikers' sympathizers were aware of the 
presence of white strikshreakerB "on our shop premises and have planned to 
attack.*,to get at these men...it will result in bloodshed and arson." 
"^ew York Times, May 26, 1909. 
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The clash between the foundry workers and the railroad guard fanned 
the tempers of Augustans. The situation was so volatile that the city's 
mayor warned vaudevilllans to avoid "the injection of strike hits intc.. 
skits," Black community leaders published a card in the Augusta Jhronlcle 
which advised blacks to remain away from railroad stations. "The best 
policy for us," the notice concluded, "is to maintain a strict silence."*^ 
At the opposite end of the railroad a "mass meeting'' was held at 
the Atlanta Baptist Tabernacle in support of the striking firemenj aaong 
those present were civic leaders and the city's "best known labor men." 
The tabernacle, crowded with "several thousand" brotherhood supporters, 
was the scene of uiany "fiery" speeches which dealt largely with "white 
supremacy, and the [black] menace to the southern workiELg man." All 
participants, the Atlanta Oonstltutlon reported, were "loud in their con¬ 
demnation of...the attempts of the Georgia road to enforce economic equali¬ 
se 
ty between the races," Eugene Ball, speaking for the firemen, outlined 
their grievances and denied charges carried by the Atlanta Journal; 
...Certain...reports...seem to indicate that it is my inten¬ 
tion to 'call out' firemen on other roads that have been accept¬ 
ing freight diverted from the Georgia. That's all a mistake. I'm 
no czar over the firemen or over this situation. The most 1 could 
do..., would be to call a meeting of the chairrei of the boards 
interested, lay the a&tter before then, let them decide what is best 
to be done, after which they would take the question up with their 
own men. 1 can't go a^sad and order strikes indiacriainately,,.. 
it is preposterous.61 
The firemen's fight, Ball daciared, was "eminently fair and just;" the 
brotherhood was willing to compromise, there was no "hard and fast settle¬ 
ment" which must be reached. Ball was soon followed by a reproeentative 
■^Augusta Chronicle. May 23, 1909f Atlanta Constitution. May 28, 25, 
1909* Scott to Smith, May 24, 1909- Hoke Smith Collection. 
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city'# taralnaen, whoa* rouaing ap«Mh brought "down the houa*M 
when 1m declared his hope that the "Georgi* road Mould be tied up eo 
tight that a ear couldn't be aoved with a crowbar." The parade of 
laboritee oontinued. A speaker for the Atlanta Federation of Trades 
waved a bloody shirt for the strikers when he likened their struggle 
to that of "other southerners during the civil war." H.L. Diokson, 
general ecunsel for the £« of L. F. and B«» elalned that the railroad 
had been forced to hire blaok flreeen because it had watered its stock 
to three tlaes its value. The road* Diekson charged, was so desperate 
to out expenses that it would hire "ohiapansees* as firemen "to throw 
coal and ring a bell for JO cents a year" if it could find the*. Union 
supporters then called forth oteof six strikebreakers seated on the 
front pew. The nan* F.A. Pigeon* olaiaed that he and other strike¬ 
breakers had read, in the New York World, "that fireaen were wanted in 
the £>outh and*••were infozBed that they were to take the place of negroes." 
Pigeon olalned that they had been deceived by the railroad and had es¬ 
caped froa the Jhiaplre Hotel* The labor rally oontinued* When one man 
1" the audience shouted "what will be the result in the Southland if the 
negro should win in this fight?" Atlanta's assistant city attorney thun¬ 
dered i "If the negro won in this fight and it mart th&t negroes were 
gradually to take the place of white aen in industry, then the Uouth 
would disappear and there would be nothing left but the black belt." 
The aeetlng was dosed with a standing rendition of "Braise God i?ro* 
Who* All Blessing js Flow,"^ 
^Atlanta Constitution. May 25, IWl Bacon Bally Telegraph, l-say 25, 
1909! Clipping froa the Atlanta Georgian, Srdoan Act Case File 20. 
-♦s-VJi: 
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Vhile some Atl&nt&ns were eager to participate in the almost car¬ 
nival atmosphere of the strike, many Georgians in rural counties were 
beginning to suffer serious deprivations. As the strike entered its 
second week mounting isolation and food shortages te^an to take a toll. 
Although the New York Times headline "Famine Grips Towns on Tied-up 
Railroad" was a sensational exaggeration for its readers, fresh meat 
and flour shortages were felt along the line. Crawfordville merchants 
wired Governor Smithi "For God's sake do something.,.." Indeed, the 
"strike district" was with little or no rail transportation and some 
towns were running short on "groceries and food stuffs." At Lithonia 
it was reported that citizens looked with "hungry gases" upon side-tracked 
oars carrying perishable The town's mayor suggested a solution which 
would have been pleasing to his constituents, "If supplies should run 
short and it becomes necessary," the mayor declared, "I shall simply 
condemn the train.••and tell the citieens to help themselves."^ Greens¬ 
boro's mayor wired Smith that "food supply with merchants exhausted 
situation brewing serious," Citizens quickly turned to new and old 
methods of transportation. Individuals who owned automobiles, news¬ 
paper accounts noted with a hint of profiteering, stood to make size¬ 
able gains. A round trip fare from Thomson to Augusta, for exaaple, was 
$7*00 per passenger by auto and $3.50 per passenger by carriage, "depend¬ 
ing on which class the passenger wished to travel." Coffins bound for 
the home place were stranded at depots. Augusta's streets were crowd3d 
with wagon trains laden with provisions for small towns as distant as 
^New York Times. May 25, 1909> Savannah Komlng News. Kay 2?, 1909, 
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fifty niles. In Athens, one hundred and twenty-five wagons left for 
connunitles between that town and Union Point* The Atlanta Constitu¬ 
tion reported that a traction engine, "drawing a string of wagons for 
supplies," was proceeding at the glacial pace of a little over one Bile 
per hour. The transportation of "such necessities of life as food," one 
newspaper observed, had "dropped back to the aethods of a former degree 
& 
of civilization,... to wagons and even pack aniaals." The World's tfork 
used the transportation breakdown to push a point national in scope. The 
Georgia Bailroad strike 
...afforded an alaoet startling illustration of the public 
character of our railways. By the stoppage of trains on this one 
line, a considerable portion of the state...was threatened with 
destitution.• An incident of this sort illustrates...how la- 
possible it is to treat railroads as private enterprises. They 
are as truly public highways as are navigable rivers or as were 
in the old days the wagon roads."5 
Newspaper editors and readers alike now reflected upon the first 
week of the strike. The New York Tlaes wrote that the strike was "the 
first general labor disturbance of racial origin in the history of the 
South." Under the headline of "Race Prejudices M.xad With Economics," 
the paper accurately pointed to the economic issues involved in the strike. 
The black's only fault, the Tlaes noted, was that he worked "more cheaply 
than white men." The "serious element" of the walkout was that it re¬ 
futed the South's claim that the region liad "never denied the negro the 
right to earn his living...[now] the state of Georgia declares that [when] 
negroes rise...to compete with white laborers they sliall be thrust back 
& J.H. Glossing to Smith, Hay 25, 1909* Hoke Smith Collectiont Savannah 
Morning News, May 27, 28, 1909) Atlanta Constitution. May 27, 28, 1909* 
Negro Firemen," The World's Work. XVIII (June 1909), 1175^11755. 
6k 
to their foraar conditions of sloth and degeneracy—a continuing menace 
66 inetead of a means of prosperous uplift," One Georgia Judge agreed. 
In a letter to the editor of the Atlanta Constitution W.R, Hammond wrote 
that an ?organized effort" to deny blacks "the right to shovel coal on a 
locomotive engine" would reduce them "to a hopeless state of serfdom." 
The black*b protection, Hammond noted, "lies in the fair-mindedness of 
the southern white man." The editor of the anti-Smith ttacon Daily Tele¬ 
graph pronounced himself bi-partisan but chided the governor for his fail¬ 
ure to use the "strong arm of the state" to protect "society against an¬ 
archy." The Macon paper expressed the opinion of many conservative 
Georgians when it placed the blame for violence squarely on the shoul¬ 
ders of an "idle, loafing, lawless class...who have, unsolicited, fastened 
themselves to this contention like flies to a raw spot scarified by a 
surgeons knife.,.. Throw a flatiron at them in the name of peace and 
6? good order." National and sectional opinion agreed that an atundance 
of cheap black labor was essential for a prosperous and orderly South. 
York Times. May 25, 26, 1909. 
67 W,R. Hammond to the editor, Atlanta Constitution. May 28, 1909l 
hacon Dally Telegraph. Hay 251 1909. 
CHAPTEH V 
WASHINGTON 3EKDS A PEACEHAiJIR TO GEORGIA. 
Labor Commissioner Charles P. Neill's arrival in Atlanta on xion- 
day evening, May 25. shifted the focal point of Georgians from Augusta, 
and a dozen violent comunities along the line, to the state's Capitol. 
The next five days were appropriately labeled as the "conference stage" 
by local newspapers. General Manager Scott and the railroad's leading 
lawyer, imjor Joseph Cuoming, departed Augusta earlier in the day among 
jeering crowds and were awaiting fteill's arrival. During Tuesday even¬ 
ing the labor commissioner met with Scott and Gumming on one floor of 
the Piedmont Hotel and with Eugene Ball, Aelly, and union lawyers on 
another. Both sides reportedly presented "arguments of unusual gravity" 
but few concrete concessions were made. Publicly, fteill's arrival gave 
hope in uninformed quarters of a quick and easy settlement. If such 
a settlement was not forthcoming, state and national papers predicted, 
the U.S. Attorney General would issue a restraining order backed up by 
marshals and "the services of United States troops" if necessary. But 
President Taft and his cabinet, while publicly keeping an injunction 
open as a possible tool, had no intention of reaching a final decision 
until they had heard from Neill.^ 
Word reached Washington from Neill within twenty-four hours of his 
^Savannah Morning News. May 26, 1909) Atlanta Constitution. 1'iay 26, 
1909i Charles P. Neill to Bureau of Labor, plain and cipher text, May 26, 
1909* Srdman Act Case File 20, Georgia Hailroad vs. Brotherhood of Loco¬ 
motive Firemen and Englneraen, Record Garaup 13» Washington National Records 
Center. 
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-rriv&l In Atlanta. The labor commissioner wae Immediately confronted 
with three issues» the race problem, the idah for a Georgia solution, 
and the restoration of mail and freight service to citizens along the 
railroad. The upshot of his exhausting, late night meetings with union 
and railroad representatives teas a short ciphered wire which sununarlBed 
the explosiveness of the situation and which urged restraint on the part 
of the administration. The "situation,'1 Neill wired early Wednesday morn¬ 
ing, is "delicate and full of serious menace. Matter has developed into 
tdtter race Iesw. ^ixtreme caution needed. Any decisive Federal action 
at this moment likely to frustrate chance of amicable settlement and per- 
2 
cipitate race riot." The deciphered text, which Martin A. Knapp and 
Secretary of Commerce and labor Charles Hagel found on their desks on 
'Wednesday morning, clearly pointed out that an injunction was no solution. 
For the remainder of the week, Neill pushed and probed for any sign 
of compromise and any avenue which might break the stalemate. In Wash¬ 
ington the strike received "unusual attention," basically because "the 
race issue involved" made good news copy. Eastern newspapers pointed with 
"special Interest" to Grover Cleveland's intervention in the Pullman strike 
as a possible solution. But Taft, forewarned by Neill, would not blunder 
-a 
into the certain racial and political repercussions of an injunction. 
During commencement exercises at Howard. University on Wednesday, the 
President sought to sooth the violent tempers engendered by racial extrem¬ 
ism i 
^Charles P. Neill to Bureau of Labor, May 26, 1909* Erdman Act Case 
File 20. 
^Atlanta Constitution. May 27i 1909I The New York Times, for example, 
covered the strike on Jtoay 23 under the banner of "Mob Negro Firemen on Geor¬ 
gia ftailroad." 
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I am delighted to think, "because I have teen In the Siouth 
a great deal of late and have studied some of the conditions 
there, that they are getting better...for the negro race in 
certain aspects*... The truth Is that the greatest hope that 
the negro has..., is the friendship and sympathetic Interest 
of the white nan with whom he lives.... 1 know it is not the 
habit to think so, but it is growing and one of the things that 
Bisleads us most is the desperate, the extreme statements of 
white men from the South on the subject, but really they do not 
mean what they say.^ 
The black Washington Bee, a newspaper which supported Taft, found the 
President's commencement speech "particularly interesting because of 
the...trouble on the Georgia railroad," but was quick to point out that 
a "wide difference of opinion may and does prevail in the South as to the 
proper means of developing and realizing" black potential. How wide that 
"difference of opinion" could become was illustrated when a black was 
lynched at Lincolnton, Georgia, twenty miles north of Thomson. The 
Atlanta Oonstltutlon complained that it was the first "deliberate lynching 
in Georgia for nearly two years" and hinted that the racial animosities 
stirred by the Georgia Railroad strike were, in part, to blame. The same 
paper feared "that racial enmity and reprisals on negroes will be stirred 
up in regions remote from the railroad tracks." In addition to the Lincoln- 
ton lynching the Oonstltutlon noted, for example, that wild rumors of anoth- 
5 
er Atlanta raoe riot were heard among blacks near Thonson. 
At the Piedmont Hotel, Neill was making slow progress. Deliberations 
which included all parties Involved in the dispute, he complained, were 
iapossible because General Manager Scott refused to represent the Atlanta 
Joint Terminal Company. While awaiting a Louisville and Nashville officer 
Savannah Homing News, May 27, 1909. 
■^Washington Bee. June 26, 1909f Atlanta Constitution, fiay 27, 29» 1909* 
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who would negotiate for the terminal, Neill pushed stubbornly ahead. 
Mall delays, now In their fifth day, were embarrassing to the adminis¬ 
tration. Neill contacted Grand Chief BurgesB of the engineers, assured 
hia that no harm would come to engineers on engines "hauling cars loaded 
with...nail, and nothing else," and iaplored Burgess to allow engineers 
on cabs pulling nail cars. Burgess replied that the engineers would re¬ 
turn to work "when given protection." Kelll then cornered iicottj consid¬ 
erable pressure was necessary because the resunption of mail service would 
remove a plank in the road's argument for federal Intervention, ^cott 
finally agreed to run twelve mall trains, beginning on Thursday morning. 
MWe consider this quite a concession," the general manager told one re¬ 
porter, "as we are in no way obligated to do this by our contract with 
the govemaent for moving the mail." Ball vainly offered the services 
of brotherhood firemen.^ 
In Washington Taft's administration and members of the Georgia 
delegation nervously awaited the departure of the mail trains. Their 
safe passage was a crucial test of the policy of non-interference by 
th;. .coresident. On Friday morning the President received Georgia Senator 
A.O. .Bacon at the White House and indirectly delivered a word of caution 
to brotherhood firemen and their sympathizers. I&ccii, who -anted to see 
the white firemen "relieved of negro competition," urged a continuance of 
the administration's hands-cff policy, warning that violence was certain 
if an Injunction was issued. Taft would not be swayed. Although what 
6Neill to Charles Hagel, Hay 28, 1909. William Howard Taft Papers, 
Manuscripts Division, Library of Congresst Atlanta Constitution. May 28, 
1909. 
passed betveen Bacon and Taft is uncertain» the President apparently 
made it clear that the administration's patience was exhausted and 
that direct action would follow any interference with mall trains. 
The senator was impressed and quickly wired Ball in Atlanta* 
In my judgment loconotive engines on southern railroads should 
be manned exclusively by white men, Just as locomotive engines are 
manned exclusively by white men on northern railroads. Neverthe¬ 
less, having in mind the conference with the president, 1 most strong¬ 
ly urge that there be no interference by anyone with the running of 
mail cars, and thus avoid giving any possible excuse for interven¬ 
tion by the government to protect the mails.... I most strongly urge 
scrupulous compliance by everyone with the course suggested above.? 
At least Bacon was convinced that the President was not bluffing, tiall 
and Kelly quickly cautioned brotherhood pickets that nail trains must 
proceed unhindered. 
But it was the Georgia Bailroad that needed a warning. When Taft 
met with his cabinet shortly after Senator Bacon departed, Secretary of 
Commerce and Labor Charles Nagel handed the President a troubling, four- 
page telegram from Neill, The labor commissioner had made every effort 
to insure an incident free mail run. Offensive, gun-wielding Finkertons, 
who often discharged their rifles unnecessarily, had been replaced by in- 
consplcuori postal authorities. In addition, white brotherhood firemen had 
volunteered to go out on the engines. But the Georgia Railroad, Neill 
angrily cabled, would unnecessarily provoke union sympathizers by send¬ 
ing out "negro firemen on these trainstfhile Neill did not believe 
that the nail trains would be "molested," he did point out that "the 
^Atlanta Constitution. Hay 28, 1909. 
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resentment and race prejudice have grown.... All other features of the 
controversy have sunk into insignificance and the race issue is now para¬ 
mount, conservative men here without exception are deeply concerned." 
Brotherhood men, as well as Neill, saw through the railroad's attempt 
to provoke violence and necessitate direct federal action, iiugene Ball 
later wrote that General Manager iicott had deliberately placed blacks on 
nail trains "with the hope and the expectation that those mall trains 
would be interferred with, and the Government would then send in their 
troops,..." Keill, cJLready Irritated by Scott's unyielding attitude 
during negotiations, found his patience exhausted by the railroad's ir¬ 
responsible and dangerous attempt to force federal intervention with the 
use of black firemen. "I have notified [the] road," lieill wired Washing-" 
ton, "that unless an assurance of settlement is in sight tomorrow (SaturdayJ 
8 I shall abandon effort and leave during afternoon." After discussing 
the strike with his cabinet, Taft directed Nagel to wire Nelll that the 
Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Martin A. hnapp, would 
leave that night for Atlanta. "We have decided," Nagel telegraraed, "that 
o 
you ought to remain and continue your efforts." 
The mail trains moved peacefully across the Pledaont despite the 
road's use of black firemen. Ball and Kelly's inetructions of non-inter¬ 
ference "were carried out to the letter." Although the use of black fire¬ 
men did not provoke the response hoped for by the railroad, it did harden 
the resolve of strikers' sympathizers. An Associated Press reporter no- - 
^Nelll to Charles Nagel, i'lay 28, 1909. Taft Papers. Nelll wired 
that the "road asserts its rights to employ negroes.. *, and demands that 
it be protected.... The road is entirely within its legal rights, but 
the insistence upon them to the letter involves desperate possibilities."! 
Report of the President to the Twelfth Biennial Convention of the .Brother^ 
hood of liocofcotive Fixe ran and SngifleiHBn U>t. Paul, -i^lnni npp., 1910), 297* 
9
xiagel to Keill, May 28, 1909. ifirdman Act Case File 20. 
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tic«d "» firm, unaistakabl* datarsination that no trains a&v* thoe« 
c
*
rrying Mils*.. will b« aklloiMd to pasa" Thoason and Union l oint, 
Atlanta Constitution Indicated that scjaething stronger "ev«n than 
xuoi&l fealing blade togctlier th« cousuinity of whites...bucr'-ing th« strik¬ 
ing flrssMUXt and thle Is blood ties,,. t aany * blood relative is standing 
by his kinsaan la atandinc by the •trlfc#.-10 catiawis at Grawfoitlvilla, 
Georgia prsfsrrod to "do without aail than have it brought by negro fire- 
-en.-11 
Against this hostile* resentful backdrop the railroad provoked 
the flreaen4s syapathizers again on Friday afternoon. Threateaed with 
legal action, the road attested to rescue aeat valued at 15,000 on 
sidings at Lithonla. Despite a&sur&aces of protection froa county offi¬ 
cers, who had never been able to control the crouds, Llthoni* reaained 
one of the aoet volatile spots on the line* The railroad guaranteed 
a violent reception for its englnfi at Lithonla whea it placed a black 
firenan in the cab. At four-thirty engine Ho, J? pulled out of Atlanta 
under the supervision of John D, Fattersou, Superintendent of the Atlanta 
Joint Terfci&al Ooscpany* At five-thirty the engine arrived at Lithonla, 
Khere one hundred people waited. AJoid "hoots and eiiouts," latteraon 
and the engine's crew hurriedly coupled twenty-five cars to the engine* 
As the train began to fitove off the siding the crowd deaanded that the 
black flreaan step off the engine* "We don't want your nigger but tre 
won't let hia run on the road," one partisan shouted. As the train moved 
onto the nalnllne the engine Mas rocked, the engineer hit, and aeabers 
t0;*port of the President. 2971 Atlanta CoaaUtuUon. nay 29, 1909. 
11
 Atlanta uonatltution. my 29, 1909, 
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of the crowd boarded "the...train., set the arakes and broke it into 
three seotions." The engineer and fireman ran tfrs engine back to Atlanta, 
while Patterson had. to walk to Redan station to await the arrival of the 
1? 
next train. 
The Lithonia fiasco was costly. As a result of the railroad's 
irresponsible and, as sojue felt, calculated action, the fruits of three 
days of negotiation were lost. Grand Chief Burgess recalled the engineers 
after the injury of one of their brothers at Lithonia and, even if the 
engineers were willing to go out, a freight train of perishables block¬ 
ed the mainline which must be used for Saturday morning's mail runs. 
The mob at Lithonia was "stirred" to a "pitch." Burgess received a 
threatening letter, signed by the leader of "the bush whack gang" and 
postmarked Conyers, Georgia* 
iJont Lsic] let any of your hen go out on any train on the 
Ga Kail Boad with a negro fireman if they do they are likely 
to get hurt for we dont [sic] expect to let any negro pass 
Conyers...if we can get a chance at Him with a Winchester rifle. 
de cant [sic] throw a rock true bu Ctl we can throw a Winchester 
rifle BALL to the spot and will do it. And while we are doing 
this we may hurt some of you iOngin wen [eicl.... 13 
The Lithonia incident, one newspaper noted, brought the threat of vio¬ 
lence into focus "...more sharply than ever...." If speedy federal inter- 
14- 
vention was what the railroad wanted, it almost succeeded. 
Governor rioke amitn was in a political quandary. The use of state 
or federal troops aight ignite a race riot and spell political disaster. 
Atlanta Constitution. May 29, 1909. It is Interesting to note that 
bcott, having refused to accept the task of representing the terminal com¬ 
pany, allowed Patterson, superintendent of the terminal, to take charge of 
an engine sent to rescue goods in railroad cars. There was undoubtably co¬ 
operation between the terminal and the railroad, irfith proper preparation, 
Lithonians would have allowed the removal of perishables by a white crew. 
See J.i. McLaughlin to Scott, llay 29, 1909. Erdman Act Case File 20, 
13 
"Typewritten letter to Burgess, May 28, 1909* firdman Act Case /lie 20. 
Atlanta Conatltutlon. M«v ?q. 1ono 
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roa ThoBson, Nher» it wms "IrepoeBlbl© to g«t d»putle» who are not 
estrlke 8ynp«,thi»er»tM a political ally of Snith's wrot* that Tom Watson* 
ostrangad froa thia Siaith c&np, aight be manueverinc the governor Into a 
deadly political position. Matson, it wa& reported, felt that he had 
nade aaith governor and could Just as easily break hin.^ 
uur friend on the hill has kept close indoors, but jud^iTyt 
fron the faot that the leading san in atteapting violence is 
supposed to be his [rfateon*s7 right-hand acm in all matters... 
he [aiatsonj is approving, if not advising, that course, and 1 
do not thin* it would be at all a matter of regret with hi® 
that the situation should beoone so grave that you would feel 
called upcn to bring out the i»tate troops, he knows that would 
be an unpopular nove for you.16 
Yet the governor must act. Many iteaocratic oonservatives, while feeling 
little or no sympathy for black firemen, were feeling the damaging econo®- 
ic effects of the rail tie-tip. Washington, Georgia business leaders wired 
the governori "It is not nail that we need but freight trains with pro- 
17 
visions for j&an and boast.... ftacon' a Cihanber of Cowrterce adopted a 
resolution which stated that the M*jacon people and merchants... are... 
seriously affected,... we,...earnestly oondenn the prolongation a the 
1 ft 
strike.... >jfe deaand it in the name of the people." Another es- 
bittered citizen froa Macon, piqued by the governor's inactivity, charged 
that -clth was following the politically expedient course. "If you are 
afraid to.,*[act] you ought to step aside and e>^ve the nan next to you 
the honor of doing It. The way to stop big trouble is to stop it in 
tiJM' . Tjhle is no tiae to stop for politics or alow jsic^ R*n to tell 
^Atlanta CoaBtltutlon, Nay 29» 19091 G« Vann woodward, Ton Watson 
ACTarlan retel (New Yorki Oxford University irese, 19^3)» 3^^" 
^John T. Ifest to Cialth, i-ay 28, 1^)9. Box 3» iioke ^mith Oolleotion, 
Special Collections Division, University of Georgia Library, Athens, Cteorfda 
iyibid.• Oliver aaith to aaith, May 28, 1909. 
Burns, ^ecretazy of the Hacon Chamber of Coaaeroe, to ^iU, Hay 
29« 1909. J2rdaan Act Caae Pile 20. 
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you remember who put you there. 
Hoke Smith's course of inaction and sympathy with the strikers, 
however, had won him new political laurels. Bow&ry Phlnizy, editor of 
the Augusta Herald, wired that the state "cannot afford to jeopardize 
rights and lives of citizens by continuance of railroad's disregard of 
Southern Oivilization and Sentiment...Attitude of...railroad seriously 
20 threatens race riots." One racial extremist from Columbus, Georgia 
congratulated Governor Smith for his handling of "the nigger problem" 
and pledged "to vote for you for anything you want. I know you or [sic] 
write DsicJ own jsicj the white fire strikfej trouble and you will do 
all in your power to keep the nigger in the feld [sic] the only place 
r 21 on e [a? rth for him." One Richmond County admirer wired that seventy- 
2>o 
five per cent of the county's voters approved of the governor's stand. 
An Augustan praised Smith and hinted that the old anti-railroad lawyer 
might be using the strike to settle a political grudge with an antagonist 
from the gubernatorial campaign of 1908i "The wheels of the Gods grind 
slowly. But surely. You certainly have got an Inning on the Ga. 
officials for their active part they taken against you last sumraer. 
Another of Richmond County's sons wrote that the "auto ?clu¥] boys from 
Savannah" were pleased with Smith's actions. The governor's lieutenant 
concluded j "My friends talk in the highest terms of you. liany recruits 
2k 
to next years race for me. We hope to put down the opposition." 
^T. J. Anderson to »ulthf t-iay 29» 1909. Hoke Smith Collection. 
20 Phlnizy to ^alth, way 29, 1909» Hoke Smith Collection, 
21 
Ibid., J.H. Arkin (Askew?) to amith, Hay 29, 1909. 
22 
Ibid., A.i', Padgett to Smith, hay 21, 1909« 
23 Ibid.', John ^tolmes to Smith, May 28, 1909. 
2U Ibid., J.V, Clark to Smith, June 2, 1909, 
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balth'a bow mat not alianat* such davoied followers. 
Hok* 3«lth| a Mun who had ••rved In a hard monc/ cabinet In 
Washington whlla Eucoesafully defending the adatiniBtration'k policy Infora 
a state of debtors, a nan who had based hie gubernatorial cawpaign on a 
progressive platform of railroad regulation while ealling for black dls- 
franchisenant and, in doing so* won the support of Toe Watson and laost 
Georgia voters, found a poUtioally acceptable, if not applftudablei solu¬ 
tion. State seizure of the railroad "on the ground of public welfare and 
necessity** would abror-vte calling out the ailitia and relieve economic 
precsure. Although the governor was evasive on the subject of state 
taPeover of the railroad* and aay well have been bluffing, the Atlanta 
Constitution noted that Attorney General Hart was, in fact, investigating 
the legality of such a move. If a settleaent was not quickly reached* the 
paper predicted that b»adth would direct hart to "file a bill in the state 
courts either for receivership or...sons other process to compel the.»• 
.25 
road to resuiae,..the operation of trains, ^ Apparently such n««eprint 
was not so such wasted space. On rxiday morning lieill wired the xjepart- 
nent of Coamerce and Labor that aaith "wac prepared...to t&!» soiue foro 
of drastic action against the road." ^uch a nove could foul bill's own 
attsspt to settle the strike. Annoyed that local politicos were riding 
the wave of racial sentiaent engendered by the strike and cociplicaiigg 
the settlement of an explosive situation, ifoill wired in cipher on ^'riday 
afternoon that the "situation here has been ooatplicatod fron [the] outset 
^Atlanta Constitution. Way 29, 1909. 
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by politicians." The labor conmissioner not only had to deal with a 
racially charged struggl® between the brotherhood and the railroad, but 
with the repercussione of political infighting between the Smith and 
'rfaston factions of the local democracy. 
On Saturday Martin A. liiapp joined Neill in Atlanta and juiaped 
into the economic, racial, and political morass. Time was short. ITeill 
realized that the Lithonla Incident had fanned the fires of race hatred 
to a dangerous intensity. At Augusta on Saturday morning a black fire- 
sian was badly beaten by a mob. Weekend crowds, inflamed by the railroad's 
use of black firemen on "neutral" nail trains, watched and waited for the 
next locomotive. The administration's worst fears of a race riot, which 
would demand immediate and direct action, seemed perilously close to real¬ 
ity. 
At the Piedmont Hotel Knapp and Neill hrou&iit pressure on both 
brotherhood and railroad representatives. The firemen found themselves 
in an unusual position. The railroad was paralyzed, public opinion was 
solidly behind the firemen, and the strikers were unified. All of the in¬ 
gredients for a successful strike were in the brotherhood's hands. Knapp 
and Neill, however, privately threatened to throw "the matter,..into the 
federal courts" unless an a^rrcement was reached by Saturday afternoon. 
Although Ball had Ignored the threat of an injunction before, he appeared 
unwilling to up the stales on Saturday morning. As he, Ball, was later to 
writej "j'Yom private information I was...aware that as soon as the jtate 
or Federal Court [issued an injunction and] put Deputy Sheriffs on the 
lieill to Nagel, May 28, 1909. Taft Papers; Keill to bureau of Labor, 
Hay 28, 1909. iirdiaan Act Case File 20. 
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•nt'ilne? or trains there mlpht "be serious (iara^e to "bridges, trackr and 
^ulldln,^ along the line. Up to this tlae there wee no reflection ».*hat«v»r 
•fainct our Organization or any JRenber of it, bo far as accidente and dmsaLge 
JZ7 to property was concerned. fhile the hajedened union campaigner aight 
be Hilling to utilise eueh regionally acceptable tactice as the beating 
of blacis, he apparently had no deaire to nationally taint the conserva¬ 
tive brotherhood with Images of sabotage and arson. Such acts might driw 
the public into the arms of the railroad and throw their case into a Issb 
favorable form, arotherhood^s future organisational efforts in the 
Deep Uouth needed no brand of labor radicalism. 
The govemocr's plan to seize the railroad, while ssolvins hie own 
political d'lenna, was no lasting solution for the firetnen. Jail realised 
that, onca the courts returned the road to Scott after state seizure, the 
brotherhood fireraen would be forced to go before the general aanager and 
argue for a new contract. That dleaal prospect meant that all the brother¬ 
hood had fought for during the b tng of 1909 would be lost. Federal me¬ 
diation and, if necessary, arbitration, was the only feasible solution for 
brotherhood men. Ball later recalled the confusinr situationt .vn ware 
threatened with the State Court stepping in and taking possession of the 
road at any ruoaent, and the Federal Courts also Rte-^inr in to take pos¬ 
session of the road, unless it had been already talren over by the State 
Court, when the Federal Court would hare issued an injunction against 
26 
the State and taken possession of the road." 
^ eoort of the rroaldent. 297-298. 
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Georgia Railroad officials found themselves in a distasteful posi¬ 
tion also. Seizure of the railroad by Jtoke Smith was even less palatable 
than a Georgia six*man board of arbitration. The road's demand for federal 
help had brought a bi-partisan labor coranissioner to Georgia rather than 
a swift solution, Pullman style. The railroad's subsequent attempts to 
provoke a confrontation and force federal intervention had failed. Now 
ffeill warned the road that he would leave unless the railroad submitted 
to mediation by Saturday afternoon. If iteill departed, the railroad's 
fate would be left in the hands of an anti-railroad governor, who would 
be free to pursue his own course against an old political enemy. At least 
federal mediation would hopefully remove local politics and negate the 
effects of public opinion. For railroad officials who would rather "give 
the firemen everything they asked for than allow the dispute to go be¬ 
fore any six Georgians,H federal mediation was a pleasant alternative. 
Toward the end of the week the Louisville and Nashville, in sending its 
fourth vice-president, G.E. Evans, to Atlanta, removed the last major 
29 
railroad impediment. 
Throughout Saturday morning messengers at the liedmont Hotel 
hurried between the rooms of Scott and railroad attorneys on one floor 
and Ball, Kelly, and brotherhood attorneys five floors below. As the 
conferences wore on .Ball made one last effort at the six-man Georgia 
bofitrd of arbitration, tfeill would not be moved, calling the plan "a 
farce pure and slfflple." The Georgia Hallroad, the labor commiseioner 
told Bill, "could not g»t a square deal through a measure of fthat] kind. 
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Ball and finally admitted that thay war* afraid of fadexml arbi- 
tnitlon for onm aajor raaaon* tha third arbitrator. Undar tha provlaicma 
of the Sgflwan Aot aaoh sida In tha dispute picked an arbitrator aa a rapre- 
aentatlve. A third arbitrator, or "uapire," was then autually aeleoted 
by the two. If the two arbitratore oould not acrae on an "laplre," aa 
naa usually the oaae* Weill and knapp ohoee the third aan, who delivered 
the a wins vote. "Ve had tut very little hopea," kelly pointed out, "of 
the third appolntaent being Mde by,..ouraalvas and*• .by the railroad coa- 
pany.*.* We feared the appolntnent of the third nan by the Mediation 
Board." The two brotherhood leaders gave in to aediatlont they later 
olaiaedt only when Neill had proaiaed to "aaka a aelection of alx naaaa 
who would be agreeable to both sides, and guarantee to appoint one of 
those alx aa the third aan." How Ball and &elly expected Neill to find 
alx autually agreeable aen when they doubted that the railroad and the 
union could agree on one aan waa not explained. 
With Saturday'a deadline uncoafortably near, Georgia Hailroad 
offlci&la agreed to aubalt the dispute to Mediation under the provialona 
of the £xdaan Act, Operation of the railroad would reause iaatdiately. 
The Articlea of Agreeaent which, aocordlng to General Manager Soott, "call¬ 
ed off the dogs of war," were algnad at two o'clock on Saturday after¬ 
noon, May 29. Operating conditiona on the road were returned to a status 
quo prior to the atrifee. striking brotherhood firaaen were allowed to 
return to work and the ten white hoetlere diaalaaed by the terminal were 
^fleport of the President. 3<*. A.P. Kelly later cUiaed that a 
detenlned Neill brought every "preaauze to bear upon us, even going to 
the extent of using the sweating degree," in order to convince the union 
aen to subait to aedlatlon and, if neceaaary, arbitration. 
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Th* quMtioo of ttUek rights» th* salimt poiai of 
th« trothMtoood's attMk, mui I«ft to eedlatloa, along with fiv» 
oth»r fOMtiomi 
Flxvtt that th* Georgia Railroad Goapaar **& it* tanrinala 
at Atlanta will aot uaa nasroaa aa loooaotir* flraMra, on tha 
road oar 1b th# TaztU* aar aa hoatlara nor aaaiatant hoatiara. 
Saoondt that flraaan ahall hava thzaa jraan axparianoa ba- 
fcum bainc proaotad to tha poaition of angiaeer#**. 
Thirdi That all flxaMm whan hirad ahall ba plaoad la freight, 
yard or hoatling sarrica, and tha aaaior ahita flraaan ahall bava 
pxafaraooo of anglaaa and runa. 
Foorthi Itiat hoatlara ahall raoaiva thair paevaant rata of payt 
aaaiatant hoatlara ahall te eoaaidarad aa yard firaaaa and paid 
yard flxwaaa'a xataat axtra flraaan, nhan uaad aa hoatlara. ahall 
raoaiva tha rata paid to hoatlara* 
/ifthi That paaaangar, through, looal fmight aad yard anginas 
will not toa bioekad lay non«proaotabla [blaok! aan* 
Uixthi That firaaaa will aot ba raquirad to throv awitehaa, 
flag atiaat oroaaiaga or traina, axoapt la oaaa of aaargaaoy*•.• 
Tha flrat elanaa would hava alia!natad black firaaaa altogathar, whlla 
tha third aad fifth olanaaa would haw daatroyad black aaniority. Tha 
Artiolaa of Agroaaant oontalnad a final qaallfylnc paragraph, which poinV- 
ad out that if tha flrat olanaa waa not granted, "tha Beard of ArMtratlon. 
aay award abathar or not thaaca ahall ba a flxad pareaataga beyond whioh 
tha [railroad] ahall not aagploy nagroaa aa flraaan* 
Shortly aftar two o'clock ^cott aad aaU annoanoad tha aatHaaant 
in tha rotttada of tha ^ladaont itotal and a talagrma, codaring tiia flraaan 
baek to work, waa algnad and wlrad to avaary station batwoan Atlanta and 
-^"Arbitratioo Prooaadlnga, Georgia Hallroad and Ita riaployaaa" 
^typaaorlpt in Georgia Collection, Usivaralty of Georgia Library, Athens, 
GaorglaJ, 785» 
^Agreeaant to Arbi'trate," IMMtn Aot Gaaa File 20* 
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Augurt*. "Th« troVnn link," on* Atlanta, nempapar declared, "vaa waldad." 
inapp and Haill Iroadlately wired Praaldaat Taft that tha "strlka will b« 
laMdlately declared off and train sarvioa raauned. Tha Praaldaat ra> 
oalvad tha wira whlla attandlng a baseball gmat at Pittaburg, Pannaylvanla* 
Whan hia ^acratary of State, Philander C. kaox, informd tha rotund Preei- 
dant that the Georgia strike mx ovar Taft repliedt "That*8 final l4ioxi 
•plandid,"^ Gaorgiana aloog the BKurlbund railroad reoeivad tha nawa with 
alnllar exultation. At Waahington, Gaorsia, where tha isolated countryside 
had been exhausted of feed stock and its oitisana had "reached tha danger 
llaitlM tha nawa of tha eattlaaant "was flashed ovar tha viree, and ftoa 
■outh to »outh,.."fcuBinees#,»aoon reached nnraal ooadltions. 
Tha first train out of Atlanta was atoked by a bl&ok fireaan. It 
soon rolled paat aidatxaokad fraights and silent anginea on tha outskirta 
of Lithonia, tha scene of aob violence less than twenty-four hours before. 
But the train net a aob of a different type on Saturday afternoon. The 
town's oitisenry had experienced a quick conversion. "United Statea flags 
were in the hands of all that could get then," one observer oosuaented. 
"Aa the train cane to a atandatiU, fla^a were frantioally waved, ye 11a 
were heard and every on* (ale] trae excited,*.. tha train was greeted with 
cheers." The first train out of Augusta waa fired by a brotherhood aan 
and aet with sisiilar enthueiasi. Its engineer recalled t "We had an ova¬ 
tion froR Augusta to Atlanta.... we were greeted with cheers aod aalles 
all the way."37 
^Atlanta Constitution. May 30, 1909i >-napp and x-ieill to Taft, Joyr 
2?, 190?. Taft tapers. 
^Atlanta Qonstltutlon. flay 30, 1909. 
36 
Uaahington (Georgia) rfecorder. June 3, 1909. 
*7 
Atlanta Constitution. Kay 30, 1909. 
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Tensions along the Georgia Railroad were visibly eased on Sunday; 
brotherhood, railroad, and government conferees spent the day "recuperating 
from the exertions" of the past wesk. Monday, however, found the partici¬ 
pants back at the Piedmont hotel, undergoing the rigors of mediation. The 
najor "stumbling block" was, predictably, the question of the "retention 
of...negro firemen in any capacity." "Eliminate that one point," the Atlan¬ 
ta Constitution wrote, "and there is no controversy." But both parties were 
exhausted from five day of intensive bargaining! by late Monday afternoon 
it was clear that any spirit of compromise that may have existed during 
the past week was gone. One Atlanta paper noted that the only reason union 
and railroad leaders had agreed to submit to mediation was "to prevent 
federal intervention, which would have been disastrous to both sides, and 
probably stirred up still greater trouble In the south...." Yet neither 
the railroad nor the brotherhood was willing to ?Jdialt defeat after a bitter, 
twelve day struggle. An impasse existed} mediation had failed. The tri¬ 
bunal which would decide the fate of the blade firemen and the success or 
failure of the union's fight, although unknown to the participants, would 
not sit down for three more weeks. Federally supervised arbitration would 
deliver the final verdict.'" 
wtate and national newspapers and magazines, however, did not With¬ 
hold their Judgment. The editor of the anti-oaith Augusta Chronicle, large¬ 
ly silent during the strike, now rendered his own decision in a lengthy, 
scathing attack on the Governor and organized labor in the South. The 
strike, the Chronicle argued on Sunday morning under the banner of "The 
Bad of a W aek of Anarchy in C^orsia," had been forced "iJULIEdiiATilY AND 
UAIfTOIiLY.. .upon a peaceful and industrious people" by the "professional 
^Atlanta Constitution. Hay 31, 1909. 
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labor agitator and race-prejudice politician." Governor Smith was a 
"political marplot," who had used the walkout to win "new plaudits and 
votes for himself.H Ha had encouraged "HACE-HATfiSD AI® RIOTING" and had 
"HUMILUmi and DISGiiAUOD" the state and the office he held. In a final 
Jab at the governor the Chronicle found encouragement that "A STROJSGER 
AAD H01fi4>T3JR HAM) [joeeph M. iirown] IS SO SOON TO BE AT THE HBI.K." Had 
not the "railroad and raoe-baiting" governor been in his final days "im¬ 
peachment proceedings would mark his end." The paper's editor then turned 
on state politicians and public servants in general. Host had preferred 
"to pander to the mob...rather than stand for law and order." Afraid of 
the "race issue" and, as strange as it sounded in Georgia, afraid of the 
influence of "organized labor," state and county officials had remained 
meekly suboisslve; their passivity had made it "possible for HOES TO TAKE 
POSSfiSSION OF AN iiiffliiiii SECTION OF THE STATE." In the economic vein, the 
paper warned that the losers were the "people of the South," who would 
soon see their "hold on the great body of black laborers weaken, and the 
grip of organized labor tighten on every calling...." The Chronicle 
failed to specify which southern people had a firm hold on blacks to 
lose. Although the black man had been denied the ballot and social 
equality, "self Interest," the paper prudently placed first, "as well as 
justice..., demanded that the negBO be left free to labor...the pursuance 
of any other policy on the part of the South—where the negro makes up 
the bulk of our laboring population—would be nothing short of suicidal. 
In saying this there is, of course, no suggestion of social equality, or 
equality of any sort. 
39 
-"Augusta Chronicle. Way 30, 190^. 
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The Nation. Ilka many papers covering the strike, echoed the Chronl- 
cle'a economic conclusions and attacked 3*lth. "There ie an anti-negro 
deaagogue In the Governor's chair at Atlanta.... His political ambitione 
have not been quenched by his failure to secure re-election," The Nation's 
article, however, failed to point out th-/, +' e Georgia Kailroad "manfully 
stood by Its negro employees" for economic, rather than altruistic, reasons. 
It was a race issue, "pure and simple" the magazine delared. Black labor 
must be left free for exploitation. The "triumph of the union's policy 
spells economic disaster" In a region" which continually complains that 
It cannot get trained workers from the negroes in sufficient numbers for 
its mines, mills, and shops," The New York Sun, in an Editorial which must 
have made liberals shudder, compared Smith to Illinois' former governor, John 
P. Altgeld. 
It Is plain that association with GROVER CLEVELAND in 189^ 
instilled into HOiifi SMITH none of that man's spirit and determina¬ 
tion. Indeed, It seems*•.that SMITH looked past his chieftain and 
puffed his soul with admiration for another figure of that trou¬ 
bled summer,... John P. Altgeld,.... Else, how could SMITH assume 
to-day the attitude he has taken toward the law breakers of his 
State? 
It was QLBVELAND, with whom HQK3 SMITH was in daily associa¬ 
tion, who upheld the law and crushed disorder. It was ALTGELD 
who encouraged rioting, defended incendiarism, assault and murder.... 
GLEVSLAND AND ALTGELD are dead, but of the men who struggled 
for mastery in Chicago in 189^ there remains one who was then and 
BS sent to GOVERNOR HOKE SMITH 
Throughout the first week in June the nation's editors continued to 
praise and condemn. Harper's Weekly, while critical of Smith's failure 
to protect railroad property, was restrained in its judgment. The maga¬ 
zine concluded that the dismissal of ten union whites and their subse- 
ko 
"The Week," The Nation. UttXVIII (May 1909), 523« Clipping from 
the New York Sun. Erdman Act Case File 20. 
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quent replaceuuant with Hacks was the act of a "stupid officialV an 
assessment which Ball and tolly, oo doubt, agreed with. "4 e do not 
turn to this Southern labor trouble with any holier-than thou objurga¬ 
tion. Discrimination against the negro is, we are sorry to say, a nation- 
al and not a merely sectional habit. 
The reflections of newspapers and magazines are interesting for 
their mistakes and accuracies. Perhaps the aost balanced of early inter- 
preetdtions of the ueorgia iSailroad strike was delivered by The Outlook on 
June 5« In addition to a perceptive overview the editor wrotet 
This is the first ti&e that an induatrial contest has followed 
the lines of racial struggle to a serious degree. Heretofore the 
two problems in acute form have been kept distinct. In the Worth, 
where strife between organized labor and capital has been frequent, 
the comparative amallness of the negro population has kept it free 
from racial complications. In the South,.., where racial strife has 
been frequent, the comparatively unorganised conditions of white 
labor and the comparatively unadvanced condition of negro labor 
have kept it free from finding expression in strikes or lookouts. 
Now, however, with the progress of organized labor in the South 
and the progress of the negro If industrial efficiency, there » as- 
arisen an occasion on which the labor problem and the race problem, 
each a spring of passion, have mingled.42 
The outlook conveniently overlooked the racial animosity stirred by the 
u&e of black strikebreakers in the industrial North. flany papers seized 
old shibboleths as readily as Ball, Kelly, and Scott. The Independent 
preferred to blame the trouble on "lower class*..poor whites," the tradi¬ 
tional ante-bellum enemy of the black, aod followed a double standard when 
it excused Taft's hesitancy, predicting that the President would have even¬ 
tually followed in Cleveland's footsteps and intervened. It could not, 
however, "exculpate Governor Hoke Smith.... He got his election on the 
1*1 
"The Georgia Hace Strike," Harper*e Weekly. LIII (June 1909)# 5• 
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"The Georgia Railroad Strike," The Outlook. XG1I (June 1909), 310-312. 
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cry of danger of negro supremacy, and had to carry out his Infamous 
policy of Injustice." The magazine also made the common error in asaun- 
ing that the strike stemmed from an attempt on the part of the brother¬ 
hood to claim "black firemen's jots as their own, rather than a fight 
for survival by the lodges. The Independent preferred to generalizei 
"Negroes have been employed from the beginning as firemen, but without 
the privilege of promotion as engineers. It is a laborers job, requiring 
43 
simple, faithful manual labor. Now the white m«n want it all,..." 
The New York Times, among Northern papers, found it encouraging 
that "even the Southern press [is] contending that some things can not 
JiJi- 
and should not "be arbitrated, even In a dispute regarding negro labor." 
The Svenlnfl Post, of the same city, declared that the strike, despite 
Its obvious failings, would prove beneficial in two ways? "it has not 
only brought about a split among jouthemers on a race issue, but it 
must be bringing home to...intelligent nen...a clear understanding cf 
how far unrestrained race prejudiee may carry their section of the coun¬ 
try." The Hartford (Connecticut) Gourant was pleased ttiat "Southern 
journals of light and leading have shown up this war upon the black coal- 
shovelers for the wicked and stupid thing it is." Another Connecticut 
paper, the Bridgeport Post, echoed an opinion of the Chronicle 
in condemning near-anarchy in Georgia. The "most unfortunate feature..." 
of the strike, the Post printed, "was the utter failure of the authori¬ 
se 
ties to even attempt to suppress riotous and illegal actions," 
43 
-"'Compromise by iiubraission," The Independent. LXV1 ^june 1909), 1249- 
1250. 
kk New York Times. June 3, 1909. 
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Augusta Chronicle. June 7, 1^091 "The Great Strike Down South," 
Current Literature. XLV1I (July 1909), 11-1?. Both carried an excellent 
survey of national press reaction. 
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The ttew Orleans llmes-Jemocrat. among southern papers, viewed the 
strike aa baeically an economic, rather than racial, dispute. Ihe Jackson¬ 
ville i,Floridaj 'xjaes-Union hinted at outside agitation when it asked a 
question and left the answer open to speculation. M,./hat has come to the 
South," the limes-Union wrote, "that there should be such intestine"trou- 
"bles in iventucky, Tennessee and Georgia; is there a common cause behind 
these outbreaksV" The Idchaond Times, along with many other newspapers, 
feared that the South was reneging on an often declared principle: "The 
South has repressed the negro socially, and it was right to do so. It has 
repressed the negro politically, and it was right to do so. But is has 
always declared that it gave the negro a square deal and even an even 
chance industrially,•.• To oust negroes from positions which they are 
filling efficiently...is to repudiate this wise policy." Apparently such 
a policy was "wise" so long as it provided cheap and unorganised labor. 
When an attorney for the Georgia Kailroad, admitting that the company 
hired blacks to erode union strength and cut expenses, asked "Is it a 
crime, a wrong to practice econoray? If we can get what we want cheap, 
is it a crime to take it?" Watson's Jeffersonlan Iiagazlne sarcasti¬ 
cally retorteda "It would be a crime to economize by reducing the sala¬ 
ries of high officials, expert legal counsel or cutting down dividends 
upon watered stock.H iio wrote the old Populist. Watson the racist, 
however, assailed ilorthern, southern, and "Socialist organs" alike for 
raising a "great hue and cry o\ ^r the 'negro's right to work' which is not 
involved in the case at all. The negro," according to 'natson, "does not 
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want the right to work where he is effective and where his presence occa¬ 
sions no racial troubles or danger to hunan life. He Is the eternal Buttin- 
sld. where neither efficient nor desired* Another partisan magazinei the 
brotherhood firemen's journal, noted that eastern newspapers quickly defend¬ 
ed the black's economic rights while socially casting hia in the same in¬ 
ferior role assigned him by the racist. Piqued that editorialists eager¬ 
ly uphoid the black's right to work only when it meant profits for corpora¬ 
tions and competition for unions, the journal abrasively attackedi 
...When..., 'Mr. Nigger,' as a class, becomes the antagonist 
of union labor, ye godsI how the editorial columns of plutocracy's 
organs open the floodgates of their eulogy in proclaiming his con¬ 
stitutional rights, his privileges as a citizen, and defending his 
'industrial' interests....4? 
Ihe nation's black community was not silent. Hie rabble along the 
Georgia Railroad had hardly dispersed when, on May Jit the National Con¬ 
ference on the Status of the American Negro gathered in New York City. 
Ihe conference, called by socialist writer William English Vailing, call¬ 
ed for "civil and political equality" for black Americans. It was well 
attended by over three hundred men and women, including two "young radi¬ 
cals," Jane Addams and V.E.B. Du Bois. Booker T. Washington, whose poli¬ 
cies were labeled as too conservative by some members of the conference, 
was conspicuously absent. Ihe conference branded Taft's failure to appoint 
more blacks to high office as the "rankest heresy and a shameful surrender 
to Southern arroganceResolutions which attacked the rise of lynchings, 
dlsfranchisement, and the improper enforcement of the Fourteenth and Fif- 
^"The Great Strike Down South," Current Literature. XLVII (June 1909)» 
ll-17l "The Georgia Railroad Strike," Locomotive Firemen and Snglnemen's 
Magazine. XLVII (August 1909), 257t "Georgia Railroad Strike Award," Watson's 
Jeffersonian Magazine. HI (August 1909). 610. 
hn Quoted in Hugh B. Hammett, "labor and Racet The Georgia Railroad 
Strike of 1909t" Labor History. XVI (Fall 1975), 4?^. 
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teenth Anendnents. The civil rights activists specifically condemned 
the Georgia Railroad strike try declaration. 
•••Ve regard with grave concern the attempt jaanifest South 
and North to deny to black men the right to work and to enforce 
this demand by violence and bloodshed. Such a question is too 
fundamental and clear even to be submitted to arbitration. The 
late strike in Georgia is not simply a demand that negroes be 
displaced, but that proven and efficient men be made to surren- ^ 
der their long followed means of livelihood to white competition. 
The black New York Age declared that General hanager Scott had done the 
"manly thing" by refusing to participate in a Georgia arbitration. The 
Age wrote that "there is neither right nor reason on the part of the 
'cracker' firemen, with neither honor nor a knowledge of conditions 
attaching to the demagogue leader of the strikers," Georgia arbitration 
"was simply a ploy to the gallery hoax of the Governor." The state's 
only black newspaper, the Savannah Tribune, praised the Southern press 
for its "admirable spirit" and, under the banner of "The Negro's liight 
to tfork," warned that ousting blacks from industrial occupations was a 
mistake. "The idle Negro," the Tribune wrote, "is likely to be the 
criminal Negro. The working Negro is learning lessons of personal reepon- 
Lg 
si bill ty, of self-respect and self improvement." The region's prosperity, 
black leaders argued, must include all Southerners. 
IfCk 
"The Great Strike Down South," Current Literature. XLVII (June 
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CHAPTER VI 
ARBITRATION AND REACTION 
The hopes of a succeseful mediation of the dispute had no sooner 
vanished when it became clear that both sides were less than eager to 
enter the unfand liar grounds of arbitration! On Monday night, Hay 31, 
General Manager boott called on ttutene Ball at the kimball House. An 
outside settlement, Scott convinced Ball, was sincerely desired by the 
railroad* Soott then urged Ball to delay the naming of his choice of 
arbitrator until all efforts at "sutual concession" had been exhausted. 
The general manager's motives are unclear* He was* no doubt, aware that 
any delay would put precious time between the hot public response to the 
brotherhood's campaign and the opening day of arbitration proceedings. 
Berhaps stalling would weaken the brotherhood's principal wsapon, public 
sentiment. Soott was also aware that the brotherhood lodges considered 
the signing of the Agreement to Arbitrate as a partial victory. Hie rail¬ 
road, coerced by state and national pressure, had sat down with the fire¬ 
men and,»by signing the articles, recognized the union's right to bargain, 
bo much the better if the Agreement to Arbitrate was torn up after an 
outside solution was reached. More striking than Scott's proposal of 
delay on Monday night was Eugene Ball's acceptance of the proposition. 
Apparently, Ball innocently believed that a delay would not be harmful 
to the brotherhood^ cause. Perhaps the union leader felt that an out¬ 
side agreement, free from the whims of an umpire, night be more benefi¬ 
cial than the uncertainties of federal arbitration. Although Ball had 
?! 
hand pioked hie arldtrator on Monday he agreed to 
The upshot of the Monday night neotiag betwaen beott and itell was 
that the Iwglrftiag of an irreversible tiaetable hob poetponed for oorc 
than a wsek. Undar the proviaioao of th« Erdnan Act, Uie nanlng of or- 
bltratt>rs oust be followed within five day® by the mutual selection of 
the umpire. If no decision was reached at the end of five days, taiapp 
and lieill naaed the unpire. iJvery day that Scott stalled in ranrinc his 
choloo for arbitrator aeant another day won for the railroad# plua an 
additional four or five days epent wrangling over the uapire. On Thura- 
dajr, June 3, Scott wired Ball froa Augusta that he would be unable to 
neet with his directors and discuss their choice of arbitrator nn-M i 
HoadMjt 7* 3*11i still hopeful of an outside settleaenti repliedt 
"While 1 aa now prepared to naae ay Arbitrators...I respect your wishes 
and will neet you as requested with the elncere hope that results will 
follow asreeabie to both parties." The union leader naively agreed to 
2 delay a second tiro. 
A.f. ially, however, was not taken in by the railroad's appeal 
for another delay, ^ach day that passed could only leesen public support 
for the atrlkoAj fight. Appeals to raoisa had galvanised the striker's 
supporters; delay might daspen their spirits. Jelly realised that there 
was "only a' faint hope of the Conpany conceding our points" and only an 
"even ohanoe* that the board of arbitrators would decide for the union. 
The brotherhood's cause was being "left in the hands of outside parties,*" 
Kelly later wrote "...the odds were against us."-' Distrustful of the 
1fleport of the Preeident to the Twelfth Biennial Convention of the 
nrotherhood of Locoeotlve FLreiaen and KmdUieaan (^t. iaul, iiinn. t n.p., 
1540), 25^8, JOk 
2md.. 296. 
frttd.. 305. 
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railroad's motives and a decision rendered "by "outsits parties," I.elly 
was determined to clinch a victory for the brotherhood regardless of the 
outcome of arbitration. The union leader "decided to attempt to reach the 
public and...Interest them" in legislating black firemen from the cab "on 
every...road in the State of Georgia." While the nation's newspapers and 
magaeines scrutinized the strike during the first week In June, Kelly can¬ 
vassed the countryside, stopping at the same familiar towns and whistle 
stops which had been the scene of the previous week's violent campaign. 
Stuaping at Canak, Thoason, and Augusta brought pledges of unyielding 
support for the brotherhood. The tour ended at Union Point, where l^elly 
appealed to "a mass meeting of some 500 people," who unanimously declared 
themselves "in favor of any movement we desired to inaugurate. 
It is iraportant to point out that suspicious union aen a-nfl stalling 
railroad officials were joined by Knapp and Neill in their hesitancy to 
enter arbitration. On their return trip to kfashington Lnapp and iieill 
discussed the strike. A dispute which involved antagonism between labor 
and management was difficult enough to settle. But the Georgia strike 
added the dimensions of race hatred and state politics. If federal arbi¬ 
tration was held in Georgia violent mobs might surround the court house 
and influence the outcome. Politicians might even be appointed as arbi¬ 
trators, Upon arrival at Washington jinapp and IJeill drafted a wire and 
sent It to Ball and Scotti 
...the more we reflect upon the matter the more we are im¬ 
pressed with -toe importance of avoiding...arbitration bybring¬ 
ing about an amicable adjustment. It seems to us plainly un¬ 
desirable at this time to have...formal adjudication.... 
4 
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Arbitrator* chosen ty the railroad and the brotherhood, ^napp and 
NeiU contlrrued, "should be nen vho are qualified to act as peace- 
aakere and whe will use their efforts and Influence to promote a 
settlement.^ The iflre'B specific appeal for "paaceraakers" would 
hopefully ellgdnate the appolntaant of state politicians• who could 
feed upon race hatred, >napj> and ^eill realised that it was important 
to keap the economics of the issue free fro* racial rhetoric. Sugen© 
Ball replied, for the hrotherheod on Friday, June b. The two Geox&la 
lodges, he cowplained, had already conceded more points than the rail¬ 
road i both sides mist give a little. With Monday's neotlng with - cott 
In alnd, Ball expressed a "reasonr.ble hope" that an outside solution 
could he reached. The brotherhood leader did not reveal the nai&e of 
hie eholee aa arbitrator.^ 
In addition to fears of racial and political ovsrtouas, tjiapp and 
Nelll apparently had other reasons for aroidl nc the final dictates of 
the Srdaan Act. During the first eight and one-half yaarw after the 
act*a creation in 1898 it was Invoked only once, and then attempts 
at an arbitrated settlement proved "entirely fruitless." Although labor 
arbitration oases increased after 1906. *feill still regarded the worMnc® 
of the act In the "experiaental stage*" Indeed, mediation settled more 
dlaputee than arbitration. If the Georgia Railroad strike reached, 
arbitration in 1909 It would only be the third of twenty cases to do so. 
Under aediation the Labor Bureau could offer its "friendly offices" to 
settle the fight but larpoee no legal ruling. Under arbitration, "a quasi- 
Judicial eethod adopted for the speedy aettlenent of industrial oontrover- 
^.napp and r^elll to call and >>oott, «June 2, 1909* x&daan Act Uase file 
20, Georgia Aallroed vs. Brotherhood of Locoaotive Flreeen and Sogineoen, Re¬ 
cord Group 13. Washington liatlonal Records Center. 
^*11 to ta»app and Neill, June 1909. 
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siss," the board's ruling was binding for one year. Yet even Neill ad¬ 
mitted that there had been "different interpretations...and...subsequent 
friction" regarding decisions reached under arbitration. Neill, In a mo¬ 
ment of candor, echoed the worst fears of the brotherhood. "The selection 
of the third arbitrator by the raediators [knapp and weillj has been a diffi¬ 
cult and embarrassing duty...." In twelve cases of arbitration between 
190? and 1911» for example, Knapp and Neill were forced to select the 
umpire eleven tines, and the Commerce Court and Neill had a hand in the 
selection of the twelfth. Since the umpire was supposedly selected for 
his impartiality, he was seldom familiar with railroading. As a result, 
Neill pointed out with finality, •'... .dissatisfaction with an award and 
consequent criticism of the appointaent of the third arbitrator is to 
be expected." It was a strange system of justice where the least in- 
7 
formed member of the board cast the most important vote. 
Arbitration was assured on Monday when the last hopes of an out¬ 
side settlement vanished. The Kimball House conference between Ball and 
Scott was brief and to the point. Scott sparred with Ball, attempting 
to discover the brotherhood's choice of arbitrator. Finally, Scott 
brought the discussion down to one question. What would the firemen de¬ 
mand and concede in order to settle without arbitration? Ball replied 
that black seniority must end on July 1, 1909 and that the Georgia Hail- 
road must limit the number of black firemen to twenty-five per cent of 
the work force. The railroad would not give in. Arbitration was the 
only solution,® 
"^Charles P. Neill, "Mediation and Arbitration of Railway Labor Dis¬ 
putes in the United States," U.S. Bureau of Labor, Bulletin No. 98 (Wash¬ 
ington! government Printing Office, 1912 t, XXIV, 1-20, 56-57• 
^Report of the President. 298-299. 
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Monday's "brief and fruitless sonferance at the i-lnball .xouae con¬ 
vinced Ball that further delay was unwise. Perhaps the brotherhood lead¬ 
er suspected that Scott had deceived hlmj the railroad's appeals for de¬ 
lay had cost the union one valuable week. It would t&Ke at least one addi¬ 
tional week to find an umpire. At noon on Tuesday flnn released a press 
statement which reviewed the causes of the strike, claimed that the union 
had. made every effort to settle the controversy, a-nrf called upon "the good 
people of the state...and the arbitrators to give us the white man's uupre- 
raacy in the white nan's country..., even if it does affect the financial 
interest of the railroad corporations,..." having appealed to anti-rail¬ 
road and racist sentiments, .Ball closed with another emotional exclaaatlom. 
"We shall not allow this to be a lost cause. now publicly declared 
that Thomas K. I lard wick, congressman from the state's tenth district, would 
10 
represent the "brotherhood during arbitration proceedings. 
The brotherhood's choice of arbitrator fulfilled the worst fears of 
Knapp and Iteill. A partisan politician would now sit at the table. Hardwick 
was an astute politico who had managed to survive the M&tson-Umith dispute. 
His home district, the tenth, encostpassed much of the strike district, in¬ 
cluding Thomson. Fighting for the firemen's ^rights" would be a fight 
for white sumremcy, the small man against the corporation, his country 
district against the railroad ring in Augusta and Atlanta. Buc\ a fight 
could only win xlajriwlck new political converts t it was tailor-made and 
required no switch on the major political issue, white supremacy, The 
9 
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congressiaan's stand on the race issue was wall known, tfardwick had 
engineered the disfranchlsement plank in Hoke Smith's gubernatorial 
platform in 1905-1906. The congreasnan represented a growing tarand 
of Southern politicians who had little concern for the ideology of 
noblesse oblige. As racism reached a new crescendo, an anti-black 
plank was often the only plank necessary. "If there is an avowed 
enemy of the negro in this State it is [Hardwick] " the Gonmerce 
ftews declared. The straight conservative Macon Dally Telegraph 
agreed. Hardwick was a poor choice as arbiter because he was an 
active politician "who...made his way in politics on the single item 
of negro dlsfranchieeraent." Arbitration, the paper's editor wrote, 
should not be influenced by the "militant politics" of Hardwick. If 
the black worker's place in the South was to be redefined, it should 
"be done by the wisdom of our best men and not by the torturous rule 
of politics.Apparently the Dally Telegraph's editor did not con¬ 
sider Hardwick among the South's best men. 
To many Southern conservatives the Georgia Railroad's choice 
of Hilary Abner Herbert as arbitrator fulfilled the Daily Telegraph's 
call for the region's "best men." Colonel Herbert was a veteran 
Alabama Redeemer who had served in Congress from 1877-1893» success¬ 
fully defending his seat against the Alliance movement. In 1890 the 
eapty-sleeved ex-Confederate wrote ihy the Solid South? or. Reconstruc¬ 
tion and Its itesults. "the most elaborate and influential apology for 
^Dewey V, Grantham Jr., Hoke Smith and the Politics of the liew 
South (juaton Bougei Louisiana State University Press, 196?), 138-139, 
1^7-1501 Clipping from the i'iacon Jally Telegraph. Crdman Act Case File 20. 
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the ite&aeuexB «ad tbttir xxxxulea-Lljr, n«xb»ri had Mrvwd 
as ^•awtary of ths i«avy in (.levftlajod's uooood cablQ«t along with <ioka 
4 *9 
-alth, th«n a«erstary of th« latcrioK* 1a ooatrauit to luuxlwick, iierbert's 
"Attitude toMard th« neero raoe was patejmalLstlo, Ixit woile hiu pxinoi- 
ple& led him to am itlndly dlspo6«d toward tho alack oau, they la no wise 
fclt«x«d iiie oouviotion tiiat tho ^«^ro tnu> infarior."^ tiarberi was a 
fixs beliavor la the blaait diai'KHOttii&eattat aovejbent, declaxiitg that the 
Aorth teas with the ^outii, aod that MaaliiD^toa would aot intejcvsae unless 
the aouth e* bar iced upon a coiixoe of harali treatuent for blaoks. Although 
itorbert's law fira repceaeated the seaboard. liirlizw jrtailiiay* i^arper's 
■eekiy believed that the old wolonel would be "free froa passion and 
low prejudice*" uf the old school, i^erbert had successfully sade the 
transition froa old aouth to new* aiaTntalrring law offloes in hontgoaiery, 
/ilabarda and oashlagtori. In defending the rallx'oau frcn* the "labor a^ita- 
Kxr.. .aiii.. .political deu&tjo^uss*H iieroert would also ue defending the 
varied eoonoaic* social# and political philosophies of the Aedse^ers aj«l 
_ - t** Jouroon&. 
Ln iuasday evening ^oll and ^cott sent a Joint wire to nilary 
^terbert and .uuxuas ^iardwick, botn at their «aBi:Ju^ton offices. Tlite 
wire requested that their first aeetins for the selection of an uapixe 
be held no la tar than wune 11. Ihe riaafUl ns for a sutually aooi>ptablu 
umpire would then fall on Saturday) June IB. In Atlanta brotherhood mwu 
12 
Albert i>* iioox«» idstory of Alabana (University, Alabaiaai Univer- 
sity of Alabasa jrrsss, 193^)» ^151 Introduction to the Hilary Abner Herbert 
JPapezvi southern tiistorlcal Uollecticn, University of ik>rth Carolina Litrary. 
Cliapel idll, l^orth Garolinai U. vanr Noodward, Cxigins of the New aouth 1877- 
1913 iaaton hoiife^i Louisiana 3tate University IresSi 1^51 j* l&y* 
^^xiugh 3, Hamastt, "labor and iiaoei The Georgia Jiailroad Strike of 1909, * 
Labor hletory. XVI (Fall 1975)* *78. 
•The Georgia iStrike Arbitration." Haroer's Weekly. LIU iJulv. ). 
4, Atlanta constitution. July 11, 1909. ^ 22^ V 
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successfully thwarted an atteapt by the railroad's mrnageoent to have 
arbitration proceedings held in the iiore hospitable surroundings of Wash¬ 
ington D.C. That aovet if successful, would have eliminated the strong 
force of public pressure. In the same vein, the firemen managed to re¬ 
ceive assurances that the proceedings would be open to the public.^ 
The reaaiiider of the week found the "colony of firemen" in con¬ 
stant contact with Hardwiclt and other "brotherhood synrpathizers in Wash¬ 
ington. xiarbert, union partisans grumbled, would only name "soffie official 
of the railroad or those closely allied with them" as his choice for um¬ 
pire. riardwick rejected name after name. Finally, Kelly demanded that 
toill produce the list of six mutually acceptable names, neill denied 
that he had ever promised to compile such a list. The talks were now 
hopelessly stalemated as the June 13 deadline drew nearer, ^elly ingri- 
ly commented that the labor commissioner had "played us false and deceived 
us to the extent of stealing our victory under a false promise.As the 
weeK slipped away nardwiok and Heibert continued to wrangle over the 
appointment of an umpire at the Interstate Commerce Uomaission's office. 
As the deadline approached the search was narrowed to two Georgians, 
i>ishop barren Uandler of the i'lethodist Church of Atlanta and David Grenehaw 
Jbarrow Jr., Chancellor of the University of Georgia. Brothexhood men loud¬ 
ly objected to ooth, but Hardwick convinced them that Uandler, n old 
friend of Smith's, was tne lesser of two evils. The congressman also 
pointed out that it would be impossible to compromise on anyone else 
before the June 18 deadline. The firemen finally agreed to accept Candler 
15 
-^Apparently the weekend days of June 12-13 were not considered as 
working days* deport of the President, 299. 
l6rbld., 305. 
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brotharhood rvoalwd aaothtr Mi'bach when the ^thodist bishop 
heftitat«d and* at tta* lA»t MOMnt, r^fuMd to •«nr« m t>tnAl<r*« 
tlaolinatloa on Jun® 18 now thr«v tta choice of uaplre into the h&ntis of 
>jsaj?p aad Nelll. Ob L'aturda/, June 19» th^y noilflad Chancellor -Arrow 
that he had b««n \jTpoint«d" as wsplre and ur^^d that hw arrive ic Atlanta 
<m ^Monday* Both parties were "ready and waiting a-s! nnxXero* to proceed#* 
on ^atorftay night HardMle^ and 'Herbert paoloed their Wiga a»d left ^eiahlBf' 
1% toa. xa Atlanta» f elly eottplained that the uswire was now a naa "fhoa 
we protested against,'' The brotherhood•« fear of the third arhltratar 
proved veil founded. A* the fire wen*« ii»jca«l*w» r3 oonily noted, V majori¬ 
ty of the laeard eonslatod of wen wh«i« a?>y>olntffleTit the railroad ooorany 
deal red. 
David Cremhaw Burrom Jr. was born In 1&52 in the middle Georrta 
county of OrlethorDe. His brother, Pooe rmrrow# w*jt a Savannah latryer# 
U.cj. Senator* and conRenratlw ClevelaM mw^orter, Bavld 'Harrow <<«ibhled 
in cItII engineering, taught engineering and math at the unlveraity, and 
was deeorlbed as a "nractlcul farwar.'" The ohoinoellor wui noted for his 
"proRreaeive pollcien" and "wiae and eonaervatlve eoanaele." Oae Ddnlxar 
deaorltoed the "Tmhlle-aplrited nan* *m noaaeaeln^ a "fine eet aouth la- ' 
dioativn of will powar and «remleterwM." Sarrow would need both qualities 
20 
durin* the eeidnK week. 
^lM.d.. 300, ">05» Handler wired Hardwiek and w«rbert cm June tfi« 
"I an not lucliaed to acoe^t eueh a task uoloos It is perfectly ciear that 
it ie *y doty to do eo on behalf of the vartiea at laetie, anrt in the Inter¬ 
est of the geaeral puolic* no consider tloo could «.ov9 me to uoderta&e it 
short of a seme of doty." »ee Atlanta worwitltutlon, Jwtm 1909* 
IS 
tnepp and Melll to terrev, Jtwe 19, 190^. David Oranahav ^irrow 
^apexa. apeeial Uolleotioae iiivifiioai Unlyexaltjr of ^eox^ia uiuumry* nthena, 
GeorftLa. 
WmtvA Of the rreald^nt. 305-3061 "The (ieca^ i<ailw*d »trlk*f" ifiso- 
•native a: ' 'n rlrw.^/i'-' .-'ja :e. A,.VII ^Au^t i .O;;, 213.3. 
20 Graathsa. Holes Usith. JO, 631 MllUaa J. j«xrthera. sd.( Men of Mark 
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Brotherhood firemen had reason for optimism when Monday morning's 
hearings began despite the presence of Barrow and Herbert, who were des¬ 
cribed by Harper's Weekly as representing "the better sort of public 
21 
opinion in the South." Arbitration would take place in Atlanta, a 
city which had visibly displayed its ardent support for the strikers, and 
the proceedings would be open to the public. In transferring their fight 
from the countryside to the courtroom the union men- placed their case 
in capable hands. The B. of L. F. and E,'s national headquarters at 
Peoria, Illinois sent 3.n H.L. Die 1®on, the union's national counsel. 
Dickson, a veteran defender of the organization, was familiar with rail¬ 
roading throughout the nation and was considered by many as an "orator 
of unusual ability," That Dickson was also a native of Mississippi and 
a forner fireman who had lost both hands in a railroading accident would 
stand in his favor. But the union hired the services of Reuben Arnold, 
a local favorite considered by many to be the state's best known lawyer, 
to deliver the brunt of the union's argument, "ftube," the local papers 
called him, was a lieutenant of Hoke Smith's and no novitiate to litiga¬ 
tion with the Georgia Railroad. His defense of Leo Frank in 1913» however, 
would stand in stark contrast to his defense of the white firemen's fight 
in 1909, characterized by vitriolic attacks upon the dependability and 
22 
efficiency of black firemen, as well as apologies for mob action. 
In Geor.gria {Atlanta 1 Caldwell Publishers, 1910), Vt 1-4. 
21
"A Hope Fulfilled," Harper's Weekly. LIII (July 1909), 5- 
22 
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The Georgia Hailroad'E fight againet "Itube" Arnold and the firemen 
was directed 'by the road's venerable leading counsel, hajor Joseph B. Cua- 
aing. 'I^e major had been in the service of the railroad for almost a 
third of a century and waa aided by attorney Zanders llcDaniel. The rail¬ 
road's lawyers faced a brotherhood strategy which hinged on two salient 
arguments. Firf. o, that blacks were too "stupid" and "incompetent" to fire 
engines safely or efficiently. Inextricably bound into that point were 
rhetorical arguments of whit© supremacy and innate black inferiority. Second, 
the union's lawyers hoped to show that the state of public opinion was so 
volatile that the continued use of bl&c/c firemen on the Georgia iJailroad 
would ignite furtner racial conflict along the line, -urotherhood men had 
no problem finding scores of brooding citizens who would testify to the 
inferiority of blacks and to the ugly mood which existed in towns doim 
the track. 
At eleven o'cIock on aonday morning Barrow, uardwick, and Herbert 
entered the assembly room of tne Piedmont Hotel and, seated behind a 
massive table, began six days of arbitration. The opening hours of the 
first day were spent debating the legal and parliamentary procedures of 
the ooard. Was there a precedent V The board decided to grope along and 
formulate tules as questions arose. It was quickly apparent that the 
railroad's and firemen's ideas of what the board would hear as eviueace 
differed vastly. Arnold inuaediately declared that the hearing was not 
a staid, inflexible court of law bound by "technical rules." The fire¬ 
men, Arnold maintained, would subpeona and Introduce the testimony of 
dozens of witnesses from along the road to buttress tneir case. Uuming 
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countered that the whole purpose of the hearing was to take tie natter 
out of the hands of the mob. Testimony which aaounted to "a mere state- 
nent of public opinion" was Irrelevant and nore appropriately expressed 
by the ballot. Arnold shot backt "If we out out all evidence that is 
hearsay, or that is public opinion, there wont [sic] be such left in any 
arbitration of this sort." The brotherhood's lawyers warned that public 
opinion oust be demonstrated, "not because public opinion ought to con¬ 
trol the arbitrators, tut because public opinion night make it safe or 
dangerous to other employees at points along the line." The arbitrators 
decided to tackle the question of the relevancy of testimony upon the 
first objection by either side.^ 
During the afternoon session Arnold presented an opening statement 
which traced the history of the strike and layed the groundwork for the 
firemen's fight. According to Arnold, "public policy,..safety," and 
Justice demanded a decision favorable to the brotherhood. State laws 
governing sill walks of life, Arnold pointed out, demanded the separation 
of the races» in schools, on passenger trains, and in hotels. Why, he 
asked, should the white firemen be singled out by a curious double 
standard and forced to mix with blacks. Progressive public policy, he 
hinted, demanded the elimination of blacks from the cab. Few blacks 
were hired by railroads in other sections of the nation, Arnold continued, 
noting that the South might be lagging behind the North and West in pro- • 
gressive reforms. "There is not a negro in train service in any of 
those enlightened and up to date states" he added. Iha practice of 
23 Arbitration Proceedings, Georgia Railroad and Its Employees" 
(typescript in Georgia Collection, University of Georgia Library, Athens, 
Georgia), 15-161 Atlanta Constitution. June 23, 1909. 
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uftlng black and uhit* firaaan on "Joint t«n\ireN runs nas dAgnding 
for hroth«rhocxi amn and but* "to arouB«.,.friction tetMMo th» two." 
fMt* fir«a«n, Arnold all«g«d, aust oliab into th« oab and "oloan up 
the angina after the negro fireaeni and we expect to prove and conteat 
th&t It is about the b&m thing as asfeing a white aan and a negro ma 
24 
rooa together and each keep his olothee in the ease trunk or bureau." 
Uneducated blacks, he pleaded* should not blook positions which could 
be tfield by educated whites t who were subject to brotherhood safety rules 
and union examinations for promotions. The Job was too "progressive^ 
fur black sent they were dearly not the "stuff a oospetent railroad 
fern was sads of* Arnold pulled out a typical stereotype when he de¬ 
clared that blacks were fine for "aenial capacities" when supervised 
by whites. They were too "dull" to handle "intricate" locoaotives 
and their preeenoe in the cab endangered the traveling public. Finally, 
Arnold charged that a very real danger existed if blacks were put on 
Georgia hailroad engines. "We expect to show..., that the state of 
the public Bind is such in the country, and in the towns and villages 
on that railrosd track, that it would not be safe.,.to operate these 
trains with darkies." Arnold pulled out the ugly aeaory of Beoonstruc- 
tion when he cautioned that the Georgia Hailroad'o persistence in plac¬ 
ing blacks oo locoaotives was as big a aistak* as the "Federal Ctovem- 
aent jputtingj..colored folks in office in the Southern Utates." In 
short, nob rule would deaand a decision favorable to the brotherhood. 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 15-l6i Atlanta Oonstitutloo. June 23, 
1909. 
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On Monday night deputy marshals were busy serving over one hundred 
subpoenas to citizens along the railroad line. That action caused 
the editor of the New York Tlaes to bitterly ask how "lynchers could 
be made a party to the arbitration.h2^ 
On Tuesday morning vice-president Ball took the stand for the 
brotherhood and testified that blacks were unsafe and Incompetent rail¬ 
road men. When Major Cuounlng objected that Ball's testimony was hear¬ 
say the vice-president retorted that the Georgia Railroad had ignored 
public safety when it hired cheaper black workers. "They have less res¬ 
pect for their passengers and freight than they have for financial affairs 
of their company," Ball continued.* suggesting that an appropriate company 
motto night be "dividends first, public last." When Major Gumming agMn 
objected to Sail's partisan statements and asked that they be stricken 
* 
from the record, Arnold declared that the hearing was "a liberal tribunal, 
I know we are not going to be hidebound." On Tuesday afternoon that lib¬ 
eral attitude was displayed when the union's lawyers introduced a parade 
of partisan engineers and firemen from southeastern railroads who were 
ready to testify to black inefficiency and irresponsibility. Their tes¬ 
timony would consume roughly one-half of over eight hundred pages of 
typescript. 
"Rube" Arnold Immediately sought to uphold the charge that blacks 
were inefficient and incompetent firemen. Locomotive firemen testified 
that blacks fired "for smoke, don't fire for steam at all." The follow- 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 19# 31» N®* York Times. June 23, 1909. 
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lag •xchang* boiw*«Q Arnold and &a onginacr on the Central c* Georgia 
Railroad sought to discredit blacks as unsafe flrenen and lookouts• 
The sweeping generalleatlon closed the ludicrous testlrony of the 
•eoond day* 
Amoldi Is the flrenan required to ren&ln awalM at night* on 
sight runs? 
■fitnessi Yes.... 
Amoldi Is the negro liable—as a olass, I Man. as a rule— 
to keep awake, and attend his business? 
Witness» Me11, they are the next thing to a possoa [sic] about 
sleeping* 
The "brotherhood, charged with the burden of proof, aarohed witness 
after witness before the board. Slacks who were sent out to Has 
crossings, one witness testified, "nighty nigb always go to sleep if 
they stay long, especially at night, always getting a nap*" The sane 
witness charged that blacks curled up near the fire door during winter 
27 
aonths and fell asleep. 
*ihlle auch of Tuesday's testiioony was little short of racial 
rhetoric, the fireaen did aanage to place sane real grievances before 
the board* Charges that union firemen were disciplined and discharged 
for infr&o 'Aons while leas expensive black fireaen, who comittad the 
saae offonsae, went unpunished were apparently true. The railroad 
oould afford to overlook the shortcoaings of its black workers while 
using any excuse to discharge acre expensive brotherhood sien. But 
when one brotherhood officer tried to lay the responsibility for the 
South's appalling railroad accident rate at the feet of "dull" black 
fireaen, £ajor CunKing quickly asked for proof and noted that the answer 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 122, 208. 
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might lie In the North's use of a predominately double trad system 
while the South still used single tracks. Railroad officials! however, 
were not entirely innocent of generalization. When officials of the 
Louisville and i^ashvllle and the Georgia Railroad Justified the use of 
hlacks by testifying that white firemen lacked the "endurance" to fire 
heavier Baldwin locomotives, Arnold successfully cut off that line of 
attack Kith one quest! on i "Have you got bigger engines than the Penn¬ 
sylvania Railroad?"2® 
By raid-week the patience on both sides had worn thin. Prominent 
Southern railroad managers lingered in the halls of the Piedmont Hotel, 
aware that the outcome of the arbitration might create economic problems 
for their own rail systems, A few managers might have found some solice 
in the editorial column of Wednesday's New York Times. which pointed out 
that Joseph M. Brown, "elected upon the issue of maintaining the lawful 
rights of the rallrays against the ma evolent attacks of Gov. Smith," 
would occupy the governor's mansion on Saturday morning. "The fact is 
not on the record of the arbitration," the Times editor wrote, "but it 
is likely to have an important bearing upon the question raised by the 
strikers. 
Inside the Piedmont's assembly hall the queue of union witnesses 
filed before the board. When Arnold asked how black firemen compared 
with white firemen the witnesses dutifully repliedj the white is better 
"in everything," or "naturally a white man's superior to a negro" or the 
black is "deficient in certain moral qualifications." £uch exchanges often 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 160-16^, 49/^496. 
2
^New York Tines. June 23, 190?. 
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revealed more about social attitudes than black competence, tfhen Arnold 
asked the Georgia Railroad's oaster mechanic if black firemen would nake 
safe and competent engineers the witness replied la the negative. 
Arnoldt Why not if he is a coapetent fireman? 
Witnessi I would have to draw the line soaewheres. 
It was also clear that the participants were sparring in a legal void, 
somewhere between a courtroon and a country store. The railroad corpora¬ 
tion were fair game. The auch advertised, New South calling card of em¬ 
ployee loyalty was gone. 
Arnoldi State whether the bl&ok fireaan...will overlook the ooet 
essential things unless you are constantly reminding hia 
of them. 
Cuauaiagi I think that Brother Arnold ought not to be putting lead¬ 
ing questions in the mouth of the witness as he is doing. 
Arnold* I think I have the right to ask a leading question of these 
employees».». 
Cuamingt ....fry Brother Arnold admits that he is asking leading ques¬ 
tions. 
Arnolds I admit that the last one was. 
Cuamingt And he claims the right because these witnesses are in the 
employ of the Georgia Kailro&d.... 
They are far more in the employ of the Brotherhood that 
is here as Blaintiff in this case. They recognize its au¬ 
thority more than they do that of the Georgia railroad, and 
the reason does not exist that he should be excused in vio¬ 
lating the rule which prohibits asking leading questions. 
Arnoldi 1 insist on my right to ask leading questions.... 1 am go¬ 
ing to change the form of that question to relieve the Comr 
misslon of any ruling on it. To what extent, if any, are 
engineers compelled to keep constant vigilant lookout over 
his negro firemen as compared with iiis white firemen? 
Witnesst Well a little lore so than he would with white men—a great 
deal more so than he would with white men.3^ 
The brotherhood's counsel began its second salient argument on Tues¬ 
day afternoon. The mood of the public, Arnold warned, would prevent the safe 
•^"Arbitration Proceedings," 517» 
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operation of the railroad if black flreaen were used on engines. The 
union's lawyer then introduced the mayor of Lithonia as a star witness. 
The mayor, prepared to testify that hot tempers were many in his own 
town, began his statement with a few sentences on the competency of 
black workers in general. As a foreman in his father's quarry, the 
mayor testified that he was "never able to do anything with blacks 
except to learn them to drill a hole." Major Gumming immediately 
objected. The mayor's testimony had nothing to do with railroadingj 
he was a partisan witness who would only drag the mood of the nob into 
the assembly hall. The question of relevant or irrelevant testimony 
was now clearly before the board. Gumming quickly called for a brief 
recess and returned to the hall with a well prepared, lengthy dis¬ 
course .which laid the base of the railroad's objections. Uumaing's 
widely publicised, "masterly" speech effectively blunted the union's 
attack. To allow partisan witnesses, some active participants in late 
May's lawlessness, before the board was the "grossest contempt..., an 
assault upon the very citadel of.. .liberty." Ihe brotherhood, he con¬ 
tinued, demanded that the board of arbitration find its verdict among 
Georgia's "excited population—excited and stimulated by false issues 
and false cries of negro supremacy....H To admit such testimony, hum¬ 
ming argued, would return the dispute to the rabble along the railroad 
and defeat the purpose of arbitration. But the union's course, he gloat¬ 
ed, was one of desperation. It underlined the fragility of their "broken 
down.•.feeble" case. The brotherhood, out of weakness, was now attempt¬ 
ing to browbeat the arbitrators into submission, to make the verdict 
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subject to "the pressure of public opinion. I won't use anj harsher 
expression.... There is a word in my mind that would fit*.., a word 
of three letters,...In closing Cunming shrewdly charged that the 
union had wrongly maligned the good character of the people of Georgia 
by hinting that the populace would not abide by a decision considered 
favorable to the railroad. 
Now..., when this Board lays down the law.*., if the people 
of Georgia are dissatisfied—it is charged...by the other side 
thtt they axe going to become rioters, law-breakers, assassins 
and murderers, I don't believe that—but if this law is displeas¬ 
ing to them they will go in the regular way and have an election 
•■.the public opinion will show itself in the action or non-action 
of the members of the next legislature.32 
Iiajor Cumming, confident that the railroad lobby at the iitatehouse was 
stronger than the brotherhood's, had openly challenged i-elly's campaign 
to legislate blacks from locomotive cabs. 
Arnold's earthy, rousing response delcared the board a "peace 
board" formed to promote "good feelings...if it can be done.... We *11 
know strikes produce irritation and friction and frequently rioting and 
bloodshed...." Railroad's, Arnold continued, were quasi-public corpora¬ 
tions and any dispute between the railroad and its employees must, by 
necessity, include the citizens served by the railroad. Arnold defended 
Georgians and the institution of white supremacy. 
I think the• people of Georgia are the best people in the land* 
1 was bom and raised hers and expect to die here. People do get 
excited at times) people do have prejudicesj I would not give the 
snap of ny finger for people who don% have prejudices, and one of 
"Arbitration Proceedings," 324-328} Arbitration Between Georgia fiail- 
road and Its Vhlte Firemen Under the "iirdxaan Act." June 21st-26th. 1909. Inter¬ 
locutory and Final Arguments of Jos. B. Cuaainf:, Counsel for the Georgia Rail¬ 
road. (Augustai uhronide oob iJrlnt# 19Q9>» l-5» i'his pamphlet was probably 
printed and distributed at railroad expense. 
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th« prsJuiiMs of which wa boast is white aupxwnoy* I don't 
c*r* what you say about its how nueh you oritici** it* tuo whit* 
■an la hava to stay and hara to rola.33 
Despite AmoM*e Inpasslonad appeal to pre ludioe, the arbLtxmtion board 
unaniaoualy ruled a^alaat the adsittanoe of testiaony by partla*n clti- 
sena such as Idthonla'a aayor. Apparently Hardwlck voted with Herbert 
and Barrow because he agreed that such taetiaony was irrslevant and tlae- 
consusing, or beoasse his association with the two sen during the week 
convinced his that the outoone of arbitration was predictable regardless 
of the testiaony* Although the board would hear partisan railroad en~ 
ploysee tar two sore days, the crest of the union's attack had passed. 
It seeaed more than appropriate to railroad offloiala that* even 
as "Rube" Arnold resolutely argued the brotherhood'a case at the Piedmont 
Hotel, hoke Smith delivered his farewell address before a Joint session 
of the state legislature. While recounting; the achievesents of his 
"reforre" administration the governor could not restrain hlnself froa 
brandlnr ftener&l ^anairer Scott's deaands for ailitia protection as a 
"reckless wlllin^noso" to endanger life and property, oalth .Justified 
his own course and pointed out that neasures had been taken to place 
the Georgia Railroad in the hands of a receiver due to "the failure of 
the railroad authorities to operate the road." Hoka Salth clearly had 
no syvpathy for tlv* '>KJrgia Kailroad. In parting the governor advocated 
one sore reform measure, the enactment of a Georgia lav providing for 
state arbitration of labor disputes* 
* _ 
^"Arbitration Proceedings12©-324. 
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As Hok# -lalth'B terra as 'Towmor cvm to am and .Horthem nevs- 
paparo ?rained the railroad's liberal and spirited d«f«ns« of it# black 
fireman. Major CJuaalng, howsvar, found hisnalf in tha awfcwarl i»oeitlon 
of defandlng an antployan which ha did not considar a social aqual, but 
aeraly another factor which redtreed oparatinK arpensaa. tHtat libaraliaa 
the railroad displayed wan based on sound econoaies and not aooial Justice* 
In fact, Cuuning'fi own brand of racisa w&b often thinly veiled. Ih« bro¬ 
therhood's c&sa hinged on one important qaestlon* fJuwdng declared» and 
that wan "whether the negro is so deficient as a fireman that he aust be 
oxcluded, •from railroad work. The question of whether or not "the negro 
is as good as the white aar.," the Major quickly pointed out, was not in¬ 
volved at all, despite tho rantings of union leaders. Cuaairur, in a 
statenent colored by Spencerlan Darwinism and supply and Aenand, clearly 
delineated the railroad corapany's econoiaic and social philosophies1 
... .'ho has ever clairsed that he the black fireman was equal? 
That isn't our oase. We are not here to establish the impossible 
proposition that the ne^ro is ae high in the scale of humanity..., 
as the white nan* rfe are here to oontead...that he is hi^h enough 
in that scale to make a $00$. fireman. 
Isn't it a nerit..., to be as eoonoaical as you can? am 
right here, we say that the negro gets less beoause the market 
prioe of the negro is naturally less.... If the Georgia x<ailroad 
is trying to eetablieh social equality between the white aan and 
the negro, it is aa idiot and ought to be put in the hands of a 
receiver.... 35 
In addition *- the racist attitudes of both parties, arbitration 
also reflected a fundamental anti-union sentiaent aaong Southern railroad 
niana^orr.. One Lcairville and Nwshville official testified that a "prin¬ 
cipal oualification" of a firenar on his road was non-affiliation with 
Ar^unentc of Joe, Juaalnff, 9-10, Ik, 
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the brotherhood and ajdmitted that the syBtem hoped to retain only 
enough white firemen to supply the road with engineere. General 
Manager Scott testified that the brotherhood's push for educational 
Btandards and safety measures among Southern firemen was only an 
attempt by them to "magnify their usefulness.M The brotherhood had 
no business in the South. Unions were alien and fearedi 
Arnoldt You said you knew the source from which [educational and 
safety rulesJ came. 
Scottt I said that...to indicate that these rules had been formu¬ 
lated and urged by these orders, which were far more prac¬ 
ticable where those rules are operated than down where I 
have been operating. 
Arnoldt More feasible in the east than here? 
acott* Yes sir. 
Arnold! And you don't want it to spread? 
ucott* rfo sir, I do not. rihat is the reason you hold your union 
convention in September of these evangelists,.,. 
Arnoldi You don't want this educational wave to spread. 
Scottt I don't care whether it spreads or not.I don't care to 
be at the behest of men who want to be oagnifiei. by me, I 
will let the evangelist attend to his own [affairs 
Amoldt You don't want to pat him on the back and help him along? 
3cottj No sir, He don't need my help, I need his mercy.36 
On Saturday morning Major Gumming closed the railroad's case. The 
leading counsel, in an emotional speech, appealed to a sentiment which 
might evsn overcome the union's race-baiting tactics, the Lost Cause, 
Curiiming declared himself "a Southern man, born in the South..., spending 
four of the best years of my life.. .trying to uphold the rights of the 
South—need I say that I would not be here advocating negro supremacy, 
or negro equality?" But blacks, the old Confederate continued, were 
brought here by force, educated in the "hard school of slavery," and after 
years of toil in the field "made...acceptable to us as laborers,...M 
^"Arbitration Proceedings," 790-791. 
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Toung Southern raen must not "forget that In the last steles..., blacf-s 
had r«aehod such a degrae of himanlty,. .and l«t It never be forgott«n by 
that no"bl# old 3outhi which some of us remer'ber.. .that, doriivr the last 
years of the War, the woaen and children of the South were In their keeping. 
Brotherhood conplalnts of unsafe "blacks and re-jugnant contact were all 
•ubterfo^e, T^ere was only one question, Onmlng thundered, and that was > 
••.shall the ne^ro be excluded from induetrlal life in the 
L»outh? X rejoice to think that no suoh ■oveaent has ever etart- 
ed with 'Jouthem white men. inhere did it coise froa?... It is 
the seoond conquest lay the ikxrth and «e8t..,. 
Owing declared that the union "acheaea** would not "atop at the railroad." 
Hmy would "ewvep over every other industrial pursuit in which the negro 
Ij* perforwin#.... ^hen that ia done, we shall have not serely a check* 
Wt an abeolute paralysis...." Ihe oM aajor warned that the elimination 
of hlaoics froa industrial poeitiona would require "bom foreign elsaent... 
to take their place. It will be a long tine doing it, and it will be re- 
tarried in doing it by the presence of this very [black] population." If 
bLaaiGB were iarred froa industrial work the "flood gates" would be thrown 
open* CuEtaing deaanded that the ooard "stea,... that flood of revolution" 
33 
tjy deoiding against the fearotnerhood. 
Quauing's references to the lost tiause and a radical, Northern 
inspired revolution aaong southern workers waa followed by a scathing 
attack on the union ativeaent in the ^outh. heoonstruotion had failed, 
the aajor declared, lout now a "radical aoveaent" would atteopt to erode 
the region's supply of cheap laborers in a eeoond eaancipation. Uuaaing 
^Inal Afkuaenta of uoe. Qwaaing. 6-20. 
^I'bdd.. 18, 20, 
now waved a "bloody shirt of a different sort. 
How we do need reforaation. liow we need it, froia New rlaven, 
and Chicago, and from Feoria. d* need another conquest. We have 
been conquered once, a conquest which attempted..., to put the negro 
on top. There is where the cry of negro supremacy started when 
the ^orth came down and tried to put the bottom rail on top, and 
tried to reverse the edicts of God Alaighty. They now come down 
and says "We will undo that work, and having attempted to estab¬ 
lish negro supremacy and failed, we will reverse our work entire¬ 
ly, and these poor people, whom we put in a position where they 
had to compete for their living, and whom we led to believe were 
as good as the white man, a-nri in soiae instances better..., we cone 
now to say that they shall not make a living." There is the second 
conquest that is proposed to us here of the South.39 
rtith the end of iiajor Gumaing's final speech, Southern railroad managers, 
brotherhood officers, and curious citizens filed into the hotel's lobby 
and settled down to await the board's decision. A.P. j>elly and H.L. Dick- 
son, certain that Hilary Herbert and Chancellor Barrow would support the 
Georgia nailroad on every issue, left Atlanta by train before the board 
went into executive session on Saturday night. Ironically, Atlanta's 
afternoon paperc featured the inauguration of Joseph M. Brown. In a 
short, metaphorically embellished inaugural address, .drown hinted that 
industrial strife had passed and that the state could now return to more 
progressive pursuits. 
It is true that clouds of discord have for a time obscured 
the sky of our peace, that paralysis has stagnated the warm blood 
of manly endeavor| but, emerging from the shadows into the radi¬ 
ance of the rising sun, we know today a# we have ever believed 
that the heart of Georgia still beats true to the music of pro¬ 
gress (cheers),...40 
•^Flnal Arguments of Jos. B. Gumming. 18, 19« 
^Atlanta Constitution. June 27, 1909» 
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The decision of the board, reached after four hours of delibera¬ 
tion on Saturday evening, wao announced to Georgians along the railroad 
by Sunday's newspapers. Bold headlines announced that: "GEORGIA iiAILflCAD 
•ft 
tflJC BATTLE FOR K2TENTT0N OF HEGRC FIRSHENj EMPLOraiS GAIN JIANY DILmiilB.M 
Barrow and Herbert iuickly established a pattern which held on each suc¬ 
cessive vot«. They jointly demanded that blacks be retained as firemen. 
Thooas it. Hardwick predictably demanded the ellralnation of blacks because 
they constituted "a menace to the safety of the traveling public." Since 
Harrow and Herbert declared that blacks must be retained by the Georgia 
Railroad, Hardwick agreed that they should receive equal pay, but only on 
the grounds that his vote would aid in "removing the principal incentive 
for (black) employment, jandj result in the speedy elimination of this 
cheaper labor and a consequent inrprovement of service. All arbiters 
agreed that firemen must have three years experience before promotion to 
engineer. In a split decision, with Hardwick again dissenting, Barrow 
and Herbert upheld black seniority. In addition, the board unanimously 
approved the firemen's demand that assistant hostlers receive yard fire¬ 
men's wages. On the key grievance that black firemen should not block 
passenger, local freight, or yard engines the arbitrat rs returned a 
unanimous decision so vaguely worded that it left the railroad complete 
freedom. 
In assigning vacancies to firemen, seniority alone shall 
not control, though it may be considered in connection with the 
efficiency and with the necessity, where it exists, of giving 
"The Georgia Railroad Strike," Locomotive Firemen and Snalnemen's 
magazine, XxVIl August 1909), 266| Atlanta Coustltutlon, June 27» i909» 
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experience to candidates for proaotion to the position of engineer. 
After an intense, violent campaign along the ueor^ia Hailroad and 
weeks of anticipation, the dacislon, calmly announced by men in stylish 
suits and starched shirts, was anticliraactic. The state's leading con¬ 
servative organs turned from the strike and busied themselves with front 
pa£e colutms portenting the actions of the new iirown acLainistration. Their 
editorial space was devoted to blistering attacks on one of 4ioke smith's 
last acts in office, the dismissal of a. Guyton ncLendon, chairMaa of the 
state's railroad commission, -oulhem railroad, mana^err,, who could now 
breathe easier, maintained a low profile and departed Atlanta by rail. 
Vice-president ISugene Ball, one of the last brotherhood leaders to leave 
the city, wrote a farewell address to the people of Georgia. The letter, 
quoted in part by the Hew York Times. thanked the state's citizens for 
their support and claimed that the brotherhood had never decianded complete 
elimination of black firemen, "vfhen the board ruled that both races should 
receive the same pay for the same work," xiall wrote his partisans, "I am 
inclined to think they gave us all we asked,.,, «ihen you place the white 
man and the negro on the same pay basis, it is certain that the employer 
^■3 
will secure the most competent laborer, not the cheapest." The ooard's 
decision was only a temporary "set back.. .Mjae..., will in the end vindi¬ 
cate us." The vocal /jelly, however, bitterly flailed the board's decision 
and the Srdman Act. 
The deal we got...appealed to me as a travesty on justice*.., 
it was clear that our case was proven beyond a doubt. But it is 
only "poor old labor"that was to suffer at the hands of capital 
ho Report of the President. 310. 
York Times. June 29, 1909. 
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and I presusM that this majority of Arbitrators felt that the 
shook would be too great If it rendered Justice in its f&vor,... 
1 desire to go on record as teing absolutely opposed to this 
method of arbitration,.,. Labor's cause is one of represent¬ 
ing humanity in its moot humble, homely and honest form, and it 
has ever been the desire of the employer to crush it out of ex¬ 
istence, and I know of no law that will accomplish it sooner jj, 
than the J&tlm&n law as it was used in the Georgia fiailroad strike. 
Hilary Herbert, Kelly complained, was more of a "prosecuter than... judge.M 
Watson's Jeffersonlan Magazine saw the decision as another defeat of 
Southern white working men at the hands of Hew South moguls. Watson 
ironically noted that the only bright spot in the decision was equal pay 
for "both races. But even that victory, he pointed out, might prove 
transient, "since the employer, not the employee, fixes the rate of 
wages•" The Georgia Railroad, the magazine continued, now had 
.•.just as much opportunity to lower the wage of the white 
firemen to the level of that heretofore paid to the negroes, as 
to raise the negroes* pay to the level of the white. So long as 
negroes are to be continued in undiminished numbers as employees 
of the road, they will be used to beat down the price of labor 
and the self-respecting claims of the white man. 
Some Georgia labor organisations used the strike to bring their griev¬ 
ances before the public. A Georgia Federation of Labor meeting at Colum¬ 
bus adopted a resolution "protesting against the licensing of detective 
agencies by the Atlanta police commission." The resolution, according to 
the Atlanta Constitution, was "inspired by the recent issuance of such 
licenses during the Georgia railroad strike, enabling Pinkerton detectives 
kc 
to enter the city and do work in behalf of the railroad company." ^ 
iiif 
"The Georgia Railroad Strike," Firemen's Magazine. 26?I Report 
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Th« nation*■ proes praised tha daolalcm. Tha adltor of tha Kaw 
York Haaa KroW that tha ruling g&va bl&cke tha "right to liva* for 
tha right to work la tha right to aubalatanoa." Htrnr^rfft Weakly printed 
that the votes of Barrow and Karbart had fixxly daelarad that "aob law 
auat not be presuaed to be stronger than the laws of the State of Georgia*" 
The board's decision Mas particularly algnifloant for tha U/ok ooaauni- 
ty, which tended to view the struggle aa a fight by Southern whites for 
hlaek Jobs. The black l«w lork Ane wrote that "nothing short of the Negro's 
right to work and his eaployiaent on southern railroads are at a take.N 
The Boaton Quardian fteared that equal pay for both black and white fire¬ 
men would reaove the "reason for [rallroada] to hire colored* fizeaen. 
The Age did not agree, pointing out that equal pay waa "the only road to 
industrial security for the white labor of the aouth. (Ja this iaaua the 
l^egro'a cause la the white Ban's cause.n Another black paper wrote that 
an unfavorable decision would have relegated the black worker to "half 
a slave in spite of the war and notwithstanding the ["fyiirteenth [A^endaent. 
For blacks bound to the shareeropping system, the Job of locomotive fire- 
aan on the Georgia Railroad waa not oloaed during the suaaer of 1909. 
Booker T, rfashlagton, in a laudatory letter to Hilary Herbert, Krotc 
that black leaders believed "that this decision rendered by Southern 
sen will be as far-reaching in effect as any single thing in helping 
47 forward the progress of the negro people." One ftorth Georgian praised 
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'.booker T. Washington to Herbert, August 12, 1909. Hilary Abner 
Herbert Papers, Southern Historical Collection! University of ikurth Ca^ll- 
na Library, Chapel Hill, iiorth Carolina. 
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Barrow for the "verdict" rendered by the board and wrote that the black 
ooaaunlty "...owea a duty of respect to the Barrows,...ThoaaBses, and 
Gobbe,.., irtio have been most generous towards them along all lines in try¬ 
ing to elevate them and make good citizens of them," The president of 
Georgia State Industrial College in Savannah thanked Barrow for his support 
and pennedt "I told my friends that the colored man's interests were per- 
j« Q 
fectly safe in your hands." The Golored American Mamaglne described 
the arbitration award as "one of the most commendable and courageous 
decisions ever given by a Southern board." The state*s black newspaper 
coamended Barrow and Herbert for their stand, while declaring Major Cura- 
ming "sincere in his advocacy of the rights of the colored firsaen. 
Hilary A. Herbert, in a letter to the editor of the Atlanta 
Constitution on July 11, probably spoke for Chancellor Barrow and most 
Georgia conservatives when he hinted that a progressive and regulated 
South must Include industrial work for blacks. Any other policy meant 
a great social dilemma, "If the negro is not coepetent to do the duties 
of fireman...," Herbert asked, "what is he fit ror» What are we to do 
with the 10,000,000 negroes in the South?" Herbert declared himself in 
step with the South on the issue of race but could not agree that the 
only place for the black was in the field. "Is the white farmer the 
only white man in the south with whom the negro is to be allowed to 
compete?" Unions were fine in their "proper sphere," but the- 
•J.T. Heard to Barrow, June 29, 1909 and R.R. Wright to Barrow, 
July 3. 1909. David Grenshaw Barrow Papers, Special Collections Division, 
University of Georgia Library, Athens, Georgia. 
Golored American Magazine quoted in Lorenzo J. Greene and Carter 
G. tfoodson, The Negro Waffl K»rner (New Yorkt Van Rees Press, 1930), 107i 
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Had eucouTM^d "ctrlf® Wtimcn thm rac«e." tiarbwri sehoed affc«n 
voia«d faar thai ttidoalaatlon would b«ooit* raapant In tho ^outh. "srf* 
will not bo doing Justio* to tho nm^ro," he rmarkftd, "if h« allov ons 
labor union to eom down fro* tho north and txeltido hi* ftuooosslwly 
from, earpoatozlag and ttLaokautithing and sawaillinc and nlnizig*,., until 
finally *• ahall hav® ovsaaisatinaa Intorforing with ovan doaastie aar- 
vioa.* *Ju«tlc® to tha iiai7oM was availabl* so long ** it Naa aoonoal* 
oally oxpadiant.^ 
Tha participante in the Atlanta haaziass had hardly diaparsad 
whan tho union firaaan oarrlad thalr fight into tha dtatahouaa. Dm 
brotharhood's lobby workod ferrarlahly for diacarlalnatagy l^ialatioa* 
Qm Gaor^ia ro^resantatlre iatroduoad a xaaolution whloh oallad for 
wtiito firwean on all Georgia railroads "a* an additioaal aafosuazd to 
public traval." On Juna JO tha Sow fork Tinao roportad that a bill 
had bean introduced into the lower hotaae which oallad for aa "eduoational 
teat for negro fireaen." Although the blaok savannah tribttaa aalaly down¬ 
played tha Importance of the bill and expresses t' opinion that black 
flreeea oould "hold their own" if the bill passed i The latlon waa en¬ 
raged* ihits firoaea« the periodioal charged, would have eonsiderod 
arbitration "a very beautiful thing" if the board had decided in their 
favor. But now, having loat the fight* the brotherhood waa trying to 
force the state legialature "to danoe to the tuns of the Ooain*,-^ .%ce.w 
The edueatioaal teat till, the aagaaine declared, waa the "latost ehaae* 
^ Jllary a. .ierbert to tha editor* Atlanta Conatitution, July 11, 1909. 
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ful attempt [to keep] the negro in the dirt" and off the loconotlve. 
Social and political Jim Crow tactics mist not "be extended into econonic 
realms. "Are we to see the day." Ihe Ration asked, "when a aan shall not 
"be allowed to stoke an engine or turn a "brake-wheel unless his grand¬ 
father was a fireman before 186??" Despite racial overtones, the fire¬ 
man's lobby failed to push the measure through the legislature. The 
Georgia Bailroad's "black firemen, caught up in a violent and emotional 
struggle between white management and labor, continued to fire engines. 
The outcome of the Georgia Railroad strike, the New York Age pointed out, 
was a clear Indication that Southern moneyed interests would not allow 
the "race cry" to become an econcmic bludgeon wielded by the brotherhoods. 
Southern businessmen could now rest easy. The "radical" second emanci¬ 
pation had been turned back along the Georgia Hailroad. New South leaders 
51 
were assured that cheap, unorganized labor would remain in abundance. 
^itew York Times. June 30• 1909? Atlanta Constitution. June 30, 19091 
Savannah Tribune. July 3» 19091 "The Week," The Nation. LXxi&X (July 190?). 
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CONCLUSION 
The Georgia Railroad strike of 1909» the New York «oxld reminded 
its readers| was "an industrial war...fought out on the lines of race 
and color •" It was a point worthy of emphasis • For i too often the 
economic origins of the strike were lost in racial rhetoric. The brother¬ 
hood's utilization of racial propaganda» of course, did not help in clear¬ 
ing up a complicated picture of econoaic infighting between the railroad 
and its organized white laborers. The railroad's exploitation of tradi¬ 
tional anti-unionism au^ig Southerners and its cries that the strike's 
success would eliminate Southern blacks from all industrial pursuits were 
no less extreiaiBt. Thatthere was no "flood" of unionism to fear is evinced, 
In part, by the status of unionise in the iiouth today. As is usually the 
case, a close approximation of what the Georgia Ballroad atrifoe was lies 
with neither extreme despite the banners of partisan newspapers aiid the 
rantings of brotherhood hardliners, politicians, and railroad lawyers. 
The strike was an intense struggle for survival by two lodges of a national 
railroad brotherhood, which found their organizational efforts under attack 
in a hostile regaon, and an economy minded railroad management determined 
to eliolnate the union threat with unorganized black labor. The hapless 
black flrenon were caught in the cross fire. Finally, the strike reflected 
the frustrations, fears, and hopes of Southerners in a traditional, yet 
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unnattled ft!*! ohen^ing ^o»th.^ 
Unfortunately, th«r* 1a llitl* to indicate how the mnn: and file 
of black flreaan emmottA to th« •trllmt As is often the oasa» their 
i*«ra coamnlty l«ad«ni or n«vsp«ip«r editors« Csnfiht aa aa 
unwilling p*wn l«t>f*«n th« afforta of tha railroad to deoreaao op*ratiag 
oxpamMe and th« brotharhood'e attaapta at nuooacaful collartlvo Baxgain- 
ing, tha blac^'fc role In tin* »trlk» aurfaoad only whan ha was tha objaot 
of oanaationallBed nob vlolsnc®. lampapare dasari uad hia bmiaaa acd 
out* rathar timn proM-n^ into his viaim on unioalaatlon and xailroading. 
Hie trua Btatua a«d, aa Hilary ;<«rbart indioatad, tha "cowplatenaas" of 
vhita ivnrav^&oy was 11 lustra tad by hia ateaaoa at tha tribunal ahicu 
datarainad hia fatc.^ 
The blaci. f liaaan, ona local nawapapar polntad out* wara highly 
nlaaaad with tiialr wa^a inoraaaa* lodead, one raoant intarpratation 
of tha atrDo* daclarad that tha "raal wiAnara* war* "tha blaofc fireacn««,, 
Tha Tioti^R of tha apiaoda, thay rauaiead virtually invisible as the r&tl- 
road and tha union fought It otit.Vlatiaua they were, but lavlrible 
thay warn net* Qonataritly taunted* Intlicldatad, and fraquantly beatast 
AOKa laft thair or.p^naa• Othax* ware datenelnad to aticiir it out. One 
veteran black fireaan Ate^'ped fro& a locoaotive at Lithonia with p dou- 
hia barrslad ahotfruny dataruined to defend himself and hie ^ob* 
York xorld quoted by ~>av«janah Tribunal June 1909* 
^Atlanta Conetltutlon. Jyl 11, 1909. 
o* ivuumtt, "labor and i^aott The Oaorgia aailroad strike of 1909, 
i^bor drtory. XVI ^all 1^5). *»«2. 
^•Aoon Jail:/ ^alearaoa. .Hay i.)t 1909! Atlanta Constitution, inay a'*. 
1909. 
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The decision reached during June of 1909 certainly encouraged black 
leaders and temporarily insured that "blaclx would continue to fire engines 
on the Georgia Railroad. But the board's award must not be viewed as the 
great turning point in a aassive, coordinated assault by the union# Nor 
should it be viewed as a watershed in the nation's treatment of blacks. 
Although the New York Arb declared that the color line had been "wiped 
out" by the award, black Americans did not have to look far for a remind¬ 
er that little had changed. Hard upon the heels of the Georgia award the 
Interstate Commerce Gonaission exonerated a number of Southern railroads 
fBon charges of discriraination against black passengers. The complaints, 
filed by five African Methodist Episcopal church bishops, charged that the 
roads furnished inferior cars for blacks and denied then sleeping car 
aocommodations. The commission declared the roads innocent of "dlscriaina¬ 
tion" or "prejudice," despite testiaony that blacks were served only on 
the third call to dinner. Dae Boston Gnwrrii branded the ruling a "foul 
lia" and a "slap in the face" to ten million black Americans. If "The 
•Jim Crow* Car Decision" had been handed down by a Southern board, the 
editor of the Macon Daily Telegraph wrote, it would have been bitterly 
attacked by the nation's press.^ While the Atlanta decision gave the 
black toe "right to live," the Interstate CoBmerce Commission reminded 
him that the "place" in which he lived would remain clearly defined. 
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Hnginemen continued its 
fight against black firemen on the Georgia Railroad after the strike of 
-'New York Age, July i, 1909} Boston Guardian. July 3, 1909i Macon 
Daily Telegraph. July 3, 1909* The beaboard Airline, the Southern, and 
the Central of Georgia were among Southern railroads charged with discria- 
ination. 
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190?. That campaign was more akin to attrition than onslaught and factors 
far beyond the control of the union, railroad management, and politicians 
eventually came into play. In 1911 brotherhood firemen on the Southern 
Railroad threatened to walkout in protest against black seniority. In 
order to avoid a fight the railroad agreed to a wage increase and the 
elimination of blacks along certain sections of the road. The Ijarotherhood's 
sentiments were well voiced by the Locoaotlve Firemen and Emdnewzfe ijaga- 
zing in 1911 and reflected a rising American, and not merely Southern, 
brand of racism. 
The question of doing away with the negro fireman has been 
mooted for several years and like Banquo's ghost, it will not 
down. Therefore it is hoped that the various roads will begin 
now to prepare for accepting the Inevitable, for Araerlcans have 
determined that neither the i^egro, the Chinaman or the Japanese 
will "run" either this country or its railroads.6 
rfhen the United States Railroad Administration assumed control of the 
nation's railroads during World War I it was forced to grant concessions 
to the brotherhoods in order to guarantee uninterrupted and trouble free 
operation of the railroads. When wartime contracts were coupled with 
the movement of Southern blacks to Northern based war industries, some 
Southern railroads began to feel a serious labor shortage. Despite the 
stronger brotherhoode, Georgia led the nation In the employment of blacks 
In train service with 10,865 workers in 1923. 
But the firemen's union doggedly held on. Equal pay sained by 
blacks during the war removed some of the "incentive to employ Negro 
workers." Hie economic slumps a" 1919 and 1921 reduced the nurabor of 
£ 
oterling D. Spero and A bran L. Harris, The Black Worker: The Negro 
and the Labor 'lovament (New Yorks Columbia University Press, 1931)» 291-292. 
^C.H. Wesley, Negro Labor in the United States 1850 to 1925 (New Yorki 
Russell and ftussell, 192?), 301, 
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fLreman nsceseary, making the brothsztiood "all the more anxious to dis¬ 
place Negroes." Declining business during the 1930's and technological 
change further reduced, albeit slowly, the number of black firemen In 
Georgia. In 193° on® observer wrote that the new contracts "between 
the roads and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Englnemen nego¬ 
tiated during the last few years have prevented the Negro from regaining 
the old place which they held on the Southern roadsP prior to the war. ® 
A stronger union, economic depression, and a decrease in railroad traffic 
slowly took their toll. In 1910 there were 1,719 locomotive firemen In 
Georgia j 1,00? were black. By 19^0 the number of firemen within the 
state had been reduced to 1,000. tfhite brotherhood firemen saw their 
ranks decrease only slightly, from 548 in 1910 to 452 in 1940. Blacks, 
however, lost 555 locomotive firemen during the thirty year period, with 
Q 
only 452 on engines in 1940. In 1941 the fate of black firemen was 
sealed in the "Southeastern Carriers Agreement" between twenty-one 
railroads and the B. of L. F. and E. Blacks were barred from fifty 
per cent of the dlesel positions and from new runs and vacancies. In 
the long run, black firemen were allowed to slowly expire.*0 
The black firemen's short term gains on the Georgia Railroad were 
vulnerable as well. As Tom Watson, a fiery supporter of white firemen, 
pointed out there was little to prevent the railroad from lowering the 
Q 
noward W. Risher Jr., The Negro in the .Railroad Industry (Phlladel- 
phiaj University of Pennsylvania Press, 19?1)» 35-42} Spero and Harris, 
Black Worker, 306-307. 
^Thirteenth Census of the United States. 1910t Population, Occupation 
Statistics. 450t Sixteenth Census of the United States. 1940s Population, 
The Labor Force, 729* 
^Risher, Negro In the Railroad Industry. 41-42. 
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white firemen's wages rather than raising black wages. Without contract 
surety the black's newly won increase proved illusive. The Outlook rec¬ 
ommended that "a possible solution is t^ie emplo/aent of trustworthy en- 
'^ineers•" That couas e, while certainly admirable and just, was not an 
attainable solution in 1909. It would have thrown some black firemen 
into direct competition with the Brotherhood of Locomotive uingineers, a 
conservative organization which was stronger and more elitist in philoso¬ 
phy than the B. of L, P. and The engineers were well entrenched and, 
with all probability, could have mustered a successful defense of their 
locals where the firemen failed. That only eleven of the state's 1,67^ 
engineers were black in 1910, however, aust not be attributed solely to 
the power of the B. of L. £. Southern railroad management had to "draw 
the line somewhere." It was not considered "politic" to employ blacks 
as engineers. A public which voted to take the ballot from blacks and, 
in the case of the Georgia ^lailroiJ. strike, refused to provide them pro¬ 
tection under the law could hardly be expected to accept blades as engi¬ 
neers. If the firemen's job was considered too jgressive" for blacks, 
¥ 
then the engineer's side of the cab must be preserved for skilled whites 
only.** 
Both the brotherhood and the railroad cast black firemen in typical 
stereotypes. The union was all too eager depict black firemen as in¬ 
competent and obsequious laborers, unorganizable and unalterably loyal to 
their employer. The railroad projected itself as a beneficent employer, 
^"The Cieorgia Railroad Strike," The Outlook, XCII (June 1909), 3121 
Thirteenth Uensua. ^50. 
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commanding complete loyalty from Its faithful and content black 
firemen. Both pictures were inaccurate. Shunned by the white S. of 
L. F. and E., black firemen ca Georgia railroads organized their own 
union, the Colored Locomotive Firemen's Association. Dissatisfied with 
their working conditions, black firemen on the Georgia Railroad struck 
in 1906. Labor militancy among the road's enployees was not peculiar «. 
12 to wliite workers. 
The strike in Georgia, as the national office feared, disrupted 
the brotherhood's organizational efforts in the aoutheast. .W. olaby, 
a "special organizer" sent Uouth by the B. of L. F. and ill. reported 
that officials of the Louisville and iiashville "have become more bitter 
than ever in their...determination to prevent the organization of... 
firemen...on that line and other lines within its control, wince the 
Georgia I railway strike few roads in the extreme Southeast have employ¬ 
ed any white firemen...." olaby's tour of the deep iiouth was "very 
uiscouraging." Firemen, he wrote, were "very timid" during the Geo'5* 
strike. The Louisville and Nashville "so strongly opposes our organiza¬ 
tion that instant dismissal is the penalty of aembership when it becoues 
known...." Legislation, olaby continued, was the only "remedy..., as 
the Liouth is becoming aware that something must be done for the protection 
of its sons." The brotherhood's president agreed. A "diplooat," he de¬ 
clared, is usually more successful than a "warrior," A no strike policy 
13 
was the best policy for the Southeast. ^ 
12 ipero and liarrls, -tilack Worker. Jlh "Arbitration i'rooeedlngs, 
Georgia Kailroad and Its Employees" ^typescript in Georgia Collection, 
University of Georgia Library, Athens, GeorgiaJ, 170. 
' ^Proceedings of the Twelfth Biennial Oonventlon of the -brotherhood 
of Loconotlve Fireman and Knglnnaen (St. Paul, Minni n.p., 1910) 135» ^71- 
479. 
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Th« year following th« arbitration award Mas on® of dlecoumg®- 
Rent for arotharhood flr&asn on the Georgia Kallrood. respite the stipu¬ 
lation that arotaM.rnood firemen mist c« iretaiiisd by the railroad during 
aftar th« agrwaant, on« firsaan was confronted with a yellow- 
dog contract within days of th« a^ard. A grievance connittes nsnher 
wrota hie national office i "aeareely was tha ink dry on tha 
^ algnars...until...tha coapany U»<?an a caEtpai.-tn of extaraination 
of tha white flr*n«n.*" Lodge Bembarohip declined as brotherhood aen 
wero dismlasad. Qy Gaptambar, 1910 there wae "lees than twenty-five 
par cant white firemen on the road. "In no instance since the strike 
was a white man employed." Tha larotharhood's future in the liouth 
looked "bleak. 
i'aet treatiaant of tha 1909 firemen's stride on the Georgia 
itallroad in labor stonosraphe. and in two recent articles, tend to 
end the story of the strike at this point. The black's right to work 
was uphold, his seniority wa£ melntained, and an "loportant area of 
econonic opportunity rsnained open" to hia.^ tfut tha two Georgia 
lodges oontinued to fight, and not without results. During the fall 
of 1910 the Georgia liailroad fire sen recalled A.P. ? elly, a tenacious 
negotiator who could deal with General Manager Scott. The sconarloe 
was sioilar to that of 1909* For weeks Kelly wrangled with Scott 
through conferences, wires, and letters• The union deaandad rseogni- 
14 
vWrterly Report of the International Officers of the firothar*- 
hood of ^ocoaotlve Flre&en and .Otflneaen Paul, hinr/ft n.p., 
92. 
^■^.Uwnett, "Labor and Pace," 483. 
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tion» higher wages* shorter hours, and "the white aan's right to *11 
things over the negro." when the railroad renained obctinate, 14II7 
threatened another stride, .ilthough "both brotherhood and railroad 
offioera denied the poeaibility of a. strihs when questioned by the press, 
auother racially charged Nalkout confronted the railroad. At a conferenoe 
on October 12, i>elly, in the form of a final ultissatim, toseed out a 
y-. i lion which he felt certain would be rejected. The railroad. 
Bust reverse the proportion of black firemen, then fixed at fifty, and 
white firemen, fixed at twenty. "To my aurpi^e," .-ally later wrote, 
'Tie a^reod to coneider thin offer..,»" At a oeetln^; on the following 
day -cott stalled, callln,? the clash between black labor aad wfiite 
unioniaa "one of th* fr<iate8t probleaa...that confronted .nan in the 
couth." The hardnosed lelly was unrelenting and set October 15 as a 
deadline* On that day Scott agreed to employ forty white firesen on 
a monthly baels rather than on a per dies basic. A confident -elly 
refused the offer, noting that "it would be poseible to run our een 
an unlinited number of miles for leee comemation....M Scott finally 
®RVe in and the railroad apreed, "if the businees...permite it, to 
oaifrtain forty. • .white fireraen in their erroloymsnt, who nhall be given 
preference to all work." If the company could not use the man tljey 
4 rs 
wore to receive "a alnimua day for every day not used at pasnan^-er ratoe, 
• It ie iaportant to point out that the 1510 contract did not elimi¬ 
nate blac> seniority| but it did Rive vhit firemen preference to work 
^ aiarterly Report. 95-100• 
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whore senior firenen, "black and white, were not engaged. As A.P. :ially 
put It, passenger and local freight firemen were "not...affected, as their 
ages give them preference anyhow, but all other Is on the rounds, and it 
1b here where our- men..., can run It so there won't be room for 'nig' 
to remain." The increase In wages was considerable and the Atlanta 
terminal agreed to hire ten whites, which left only one position open 
for a black fireman in the yards. Perhaps the most important clause in 
the contract was the shortest: "No fireman shall be discriminated against 
on account of membership in or affiliation with any labor organization 
or serving on any committee." The two Georgia lodges had won a major 
1? 
victory. 
Given the Georgia Railroad's harsh anti-unionism during the spring 
of 1909 and its refusal to compromise on black employment, the contract 
of 1910 adds another strange twist to a complicated strike. The railroad's 
reversal on union recognition and its complete turnabout on black-white 
employment ratios muddies the neat, traditional view of the strike as a 
victory for black firemen. Apparently the railroad, while unwilling 
publicly to give up the principle of black seniority and set a dangerous 
precedent, was willing to privately sacrifice a number of its unorganized 
employees in order to maintain the peace. The railroad, having confront¬ 
ed one ugly racial conflict, must not provoKe another. For blacl; fire¬ 
men who v/aited for the next round, only to be bumped by whites, the 1909 
victory proved ephemeral. Aelly was convinced that the 1910 contract was 
17 
uarterly .report. 95-99« 
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"the first real step.•.taken towards the removal of the negro from 
the engines of the i»outh..,." For that reason the Georgia Railroad 
strike should not he viewed as a landjflark decision which redefined the 
black*s "place" within the region's slowly emerging industrialization. 
Cf much greater significance was the 1909 strikers final chapter: the 
contract of 1910. In a region characterized by hostile anti-unionism, 
i.«..^^.0^^ent and white workers on the Georgia Railroad privately canie to 
grips with each other. The economic color line had not 1jeen "wiped out" 
on the jooxgia iiailroad. It had been redrawn by both the railroad's 
1R 
"best raen" and by its white "cracker firemen." 
The ideological lines drawn during the strike were often crooked 
and frequently over" ^ed. Both sides scrarabled to beat the most accept¬ 
able drum and often found that they were loudly playing the same tunr to 
the "Dominant J?iace." The traditional labels tossed back and forth during 
the strike by both participants and the press were completely inadequate. 
They did not fit the oddities of the Georgia struggle and their meanings 
becane hopelessly blurred. Governor Hoke Snith, in seeking a solution to 
his political dilemma, seized a liberal Populist plank, state seizure of 
the railroad. By aligning hinself with a conservative brotherhood, the 
governor was branded by a conservative press as a liberal defender of 
organized labor in the South, Georgia's Jolr- P. Altgeld. The nockery of 
political disfranchiseiaent as a reform was carried to its extreme along 
the tracks of the Georgia Railroad. There laayors, aldenuen, and county 
sheriffs quickly demonstrated their political savvy} the mobs could vote . 
Q uarterly ^eport. 95-100. 
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In the fall, their black victims could not. On a national level, Georgia's 
senators and congressman turned a deaf ear to the cries of the railroad, 
preferring to leave the politically explosive issue in the hands of their 
constituents. Even the President was hesitant to alienate Southern votes 
wooed in the fall by sending in federal marshals iwiri trbops into the re¬ 
gion during the following spring, "Interference "by the Federal goveminent," 
the black New York Age declared, "would have meant the opening of the old 
sectional wound to a degree not approached since the days of Reconstruction. 
The Georgia Railroad strike was peculiar. Unlike many disputes, 
the very success of the walkout depended upon the introduction and main¬ 
tenance of racial animosity. Unlike many labor unions, the brotherhood 
was as conservative in its economic and social philosophy as management. 
But the race question made it possible for both the railroad ani the 
union to seek their own economic priorities. To railroad management 
the black represented a Bourse of cheap ani onorganized labor. He "nat¬ 
urally" received less and for that reason he must be protected. For bro¬ 
therhood men the black was an old antagonist. He must be removed from 
the field before the union could successfully deal with the railroad. 
Perhaps the greatest irony was that the brotherhood turned the railroad's 
use of black labor into a powerful weapon through cries of railroad induced 
black supremacy. That tactic illustrated what could be done by union's 
confronted with minority competition, and it is surprising that It did 
not occur with greater frequency. 
^New York Age, June 3, 1909. 
13^ 
In short, union officers out-demagogued the deo&gogues, X n doing 
so they won over the powerful ally of public support. That support was 
so strong that the railroad had no desire to confront it again. While 
the hrotherhood can certainly be condeoned for exploiting the explosive 
issue of race relations to carry its fight, the railroad must be held 
equally accountable for economically exploiting blacks ani willingly en¬ 
dangering the lives of black firesen by placing them on mMi trains • Actu¬ 
ally t neither the railroad nor the brotherhood was seriously dedicated 
to the maintenance of black principles. Both were dedicated to their 
own econoalc goals and, in that respect, both were conservative business 
organizations. 
Conservative Old South stalwarts such as Colonel Scott and Major 
CiuuBing fought to protect the railroad from the "demagogues" and "labor 
agitators." Ihey were praised by the press for their stand on black 
enployment. Yet the arguments which the railroad mustered to meet 
the brotherhood's racially charged attacks revealed a strange brand 
of liberalism. The railroad's use of the Lost Cause as representative 
of the first Southern conquest and unionism as the vehicle of the second 
conquest was as ouch demagoguery as the brotherhood's use of race. 
Those "best" Southerners, who cried loudest against unionism during 
the spring of 1909* were more often than not those who controlled the 
region's railroads, mines, and mills. 
Brotherhood leaders found themselves leveling the liberal label 
at the railroad's management which, for the sake of profits, pushed 
4 
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black suprenacy upon unwilling "Georgia boys." The press branded the 
union reactionary and anarchistic j the union labeled the press plutocra¬ 
cy's mouthpiece. Union lawyers were quick to point out that the railroad 
and Southern leaden deaanded a strange double standard. On one hand, so¬ 
cial and political dictates demanded that all whites join hands in rele¬ 
gating blacks to the status of second class citizens. On the other hand, 
for the benefit of an economically "progressive" South, white workers 
aust labor alongside black workers even if it meant lower wages* If the 
New South demanded sacrifice, the laborers oust pay. 
Bie persistence of the two Georgia locals, however, indicated that 
some white laborers were not sure that the "best" Southerner's version 
of the New South Included a fair share of econonic progress for them¬ 
selves, if any. Indeed, from the laborexfe viewpoint, they were at the 
opposite ends of an econonic tug of war in which the railroad* s aanage- 
■ent threw every obstacle in their path, including the employment of 
blacks. For protection of their own interests they turned, economically, 
to the brotherhood. Politically, they turned to the demagogue. By re¬ 
vealing a split among Southerners on a race issue, the strike also under¬ 
lined a rift among Southerners on economic issues. 
The Georgia tiailroad strike's origins were economic and its momen¬ 
tum was carried by racial issues. The strike's final solution, however, 
becomes an inseperable blend of the two, "pure" economic history aside. 
Despite the cries of outside agitation, the problem was an indigenous 
one. The contract of 1910 indicated that the railroad, while unwilling 
to public ly bow to the brotherhood, realized that another conflict 
was Inevitable unless their differences were patched up. To placate 
its white firemen the railroad tossed out a system of Jim Grow rules 
and regulations. Unfortunately, the uneasy peace between the Georgia 
failroad and its white union firemen, not unlike the region's fragile 
political solution, was maintained at the expense of black workers. 
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